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Abstract 

As wireless technologies evolve into the next-generation, an increasing number of 

users will enjoy the freedom of ubiquitous broadband access. With this widespread 

use comes several issues that need to be addressed. We introduce and discuss our 

work on three areas of problem study including efficient access to data, efficient access 

to the network and prioritized access for emergency responders. First, we propose 

a hybrid XML forwarding engine for content-based routing. The forwarding engine 

matches stored policies against incoming XML documents. Our forwarding engine 

examines the type of query for matching and that has improved performance over pre

vious works. We then propose several mobile station strategies to improve scanning, 

ranging and handover times in WiMAX/802.16 networks. Next, we propose two mo

bility profiles, based upon our scanning strategies, to further improve scanning times 

and handovers by adding context to MS frequency use. We evaluate our strategies 

and mobility profiles through simulation using both real-world mobility traces and 

multiple mobility patterns. Finally, we propose strategies to develop the basis of an 

adaptive, dual use (public and emergency), next-generation broadband wireless net

work. We focus on providing prioritized network access for emergency responders in 

mobile WiMAX/802.16 networks. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Wireless technology today has evolved to enable users to maintain continuous high

speed access to the Internet from virtually any location. This allows users to instantly 

access information such as email, personal files, news feeds, streaming video, and voice 

over IP (VoIP) services. As more and more users transition towards the freedom of 

access to next generation wireless networks, it will require that service providers adapt 

their networks to enable users to efficiently access the network and information. 

With the introduction of next generation smartphones such as the iPhone and 

devices based on the Android or Maemo operating systems, there have been many 

new applications appearing that take advantage of these high-speed mobile wireless 

networks. Additionally, as these networks evolve, users will tend to use their mobile 

connections in the same manner as their at home broadband connection. In the 

future, users may decide to maintain a single, mobile broadband connection for all 

communication services, similar to the migration seen today towards adopting cellular 

service over a landline connection. This will make serving data to users in a timely 

and efficient manner as equally important to providing the network access itself. 

Next generation broadband wireless networks such as WiMAX/802.16 have com

plex network entry procedures that require multiple steps. In order to provide better 

access to these networks, work needs to be done to provide faster network entry when 

initializing as well as during handovers. This will ensure that applications will not 

suffer any loss in quality of service. This is especially important during a handover 

where data needs to be buffered on the mobile device as well as the base station while 

the handover is in progress. 

Since September 11, 2001, public policy has been calling for better access to 

communication systems for first responders in emergency situations [100, 92]. During 

2 
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the attacks, different agencies (fire, police etc.) had difficulty communicating with 

each other due to the inability of their communication systems to interoperate. There 

is need for a broadband wireless system that allows for communication between the 

different agencies, as well as provide support for newer real-time applications such as 

telemedicine. It would be beneficial if paramedics could use portable scanning devices 

while transporting patients to hospital and send these images or videos ahead to the 

emergency room in order to get a head start on diagnosis and treatment. 

This thesis will address both the access to next generation broadband wireless 

networks as well as access to the data traveling within the network. We have divided 

the work into three problems which we will now describe. 

Problem 1 : Efficient Filtering of Data 

As wireless networks improve in both coverage and bandwidth, allowing access 

to an increasing amount of information, people will expect continuous access to the 

Internet and instant access to information. While access to information is a powerful 

thing, too much information is often detrimental and causes distractions. Basex Inc., 

a research firm, has recently named information overload as "problem-of-the-year" 

for 2008 and suggests that the cost to the U.S. economy was $650 billion in 2006 due 

to lost productivity [5]. 

How can we efficiently filter the seemingly infinite amount of information so that 

users can receive only the information that is of interest to them? This leads to the 

publish/subscribe content-based forwarding paradigm where information "published" 

is only sent in the network "towards" users that have "subscribed" for it. This can 

result in a more efficient use of network bandwidth. Since the Extensible Markup 

Language (XML) has become a defacto standard for data representation on the In

ternet, it makes sense to focus on ways to efficiently filter XML data based on policies 

or rules to be defined for matching user interests. XPath is a language designed to 

perform queries on XML documents and is a logical choice to represent user subscrip

tions. 
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Problem 2 : Improved Network Access in W i M A X / 8 0 2 . 1 6 

With high bandwidth comes high demand from applications such as VoIP and 

streaming audio and video. These real-time applications are intolerant to delays 

in the network. We must ensure that the network entry procedure for a subscriber 

station (SS) or mobile station (MS) as well as handovers of MSs from one base station 

(BS) to another are completed in a timely fashion to avoid reduced quality of service 

(QoS). 

The network entry procedure of WiMAX/802.16 is composed of several steps, as 

can be seen in Chapter 4. Two of the most time consuming steps are the scanning and 

ranging processes. One recent paper shows that the scanning process alone can be the 

cause of up to 90% of the delay associated with a handover for WiFi/IEEE 802.llr 

networks [30]. Delays during handovers can result in a degradation of quality of 

service (QoS) due to excessive buffering or dropped connections and it is of paramount 

importance to reduce these delays wherever possible. 

Work needs to be done to provide fast network entry and handovers within 

WiMAX/802.16 networks. This can be achieved by providing more intelligent MSs 

that can make decisions on how to perform the scanning and ranging processes based 

on heuristics of past experience. 

Problem 3 : Prioritized Emergency Network Access in Next-Generation 

Wireless Networks 

Historically, wireless networks for emergency communications (i.e. police, fire) 

have predated and were developed independent of the public cellular networks. The 

presence of multiple communication systems has lead to difficulties in inter-agency 

communication. It is becoming a matter of public policy [100, 92] that there is a 

need for the development of emergency communications systems that allow for easier 

inter-agency communications during a time of crisis. This means that in the future, 

systems used by the various agencies will be required to interoperate. 

Recent work from the 3rd Generation Partnership Project and others [1, 72, 75, 95] 
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show that there is a need for the standardization of emergency communications, es

pecially for packet-based (data) networks. The European Telecommunications Stan

dards Institute (ETSI) [6] is also working on standardizations for emergency commu

nications. Also, the IEEE 802 working group recently issued a Call For Interest on 

developing a standard for emergency communications across the entire suite of IEEE 

802 standards [93]. 

It is only recently that we have had broadband capabilities in wireless networks 

supporting a wide variety of multimedia applications. Perhaps now is the time to 

consider integrating the emergency and public networks. Work needs to be done on 

providing solutions for an enhanced, adaptive, dual use (public and emergency) next 

generation broadband wireless network. The focus will be on providing support for 

prioritized network access support for authority to authority emergency communica

tions. 

1.2 Summary of Contributions 

In the following sections we will describe our contributions with respect to the three 

problems mentioned above. 

1.2.1 Efficient Filtering of Data 

The first contribution deals with Problem 1 - Efficient Filtering of Data. Users are 

increasingly inundated with more amounts of information and really only want infor

mation related to their interests. This brings about the content-based communication 

paradigm where message flow is determined by content of the message and not only 

a destination address. This kind of service is ideal for a publish/subscribe system. 

Senders (publishers) of messages are not sending their messages to any particular 

receiver (subscriber) and in fact may not know how many subscribers will receive 

each message. Subscribers use a content-based communications service to register 

(subscribe) to the kinds of information they are interested in, and when "someone" 

publishes data that matches their interests, or subscriptions, the data is routed by 

the service to the user. This changes how data is routed in a network. Rather than 
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simply sending data based on a destination IP address, data is forwarded towards 

users who have subscribed to it. This allows for more efficient use of network band

width as information is only sent on links towards subscribers [55]. The core of any 

publish/subscribe system is the forwarding/filtering engine that is responsible for 

matching data to rules or subscriptions. 

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) [46] has become the defacto standard 

for data representation on the Internet. Prom simply providing web interfaces to 

databases to the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and SOAP, XML can be found 

everywhere. XPath [22] is a query language designed to search XML documents, and 

as such is a good choice to represent user subscriptions. 

We first compiled a survey on the state of the art in the area of filtering for 

content-based forwarding in general as well as the concentration on XML [37]. We 

then described and implemented a hybrid XML filtering engine for publish/subscribe 

systems [38, 39]. Traditionally, a single structure was used to store user subscriptions 

when matching an XML document [27, 62, 74, 53]. Our solution differed from the 

traditional work since we divided the problem into different pieces by defining types 

of user subscriptions and implemented different structures to handle the different 

types of subscriptions. This allowed us to exploit the advantages of a deterministic 

finite automata (DFA) wherever possible. This XML filtering engine work was done in 

conjunction with the Research and Innovation Department at Alcatel-Lucent Canada, 

where we also filed a United States patent [44]. The work completed on the XML 

filtering problem is detailed in Chapter 3. 

1.2.2 Improved Network Access in W i M A X / 8 0 2 . 1 6 

Our next set of contributions deals with Problem 2 - Improved Network Access in 

WiMAX/802.16. This was done by enabling more intelligent MSs that can make 

more informed decisions. MS decisions on how to perform steps in the network entry 

procedure were based on heuristics of past experience. 
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Improved Scanning, Ranging and Handovers 

We first focused on the scanning phase of network entry. Scanning is performed by a 

mobile station (MS) in WiMAX/802.16 when it needs to gain network entry, and is 

the process where an MS tries to find a downlink channel from the base station (BS) 

by listening to the set of possible channels. This is done either on initialization of the 

device, or when performing a handover from one base station to another in order to 

maintain network connectivity. Previous work in this area includes [58, 83, 104] and 

each propose different mechanisms to improve time spent in the steps of the network 

entry process. We defined a number of MS based strategies to reduce the number 

of steps required for the scanning processes [40]. Also included in our work is the 

previous handover strategy that uses one of our scanning strategies together with the 

information about neighboring BSs provided to the MS by the BS. This allowed the 

MS to put this information into context (i.e. direction of motion) based on the results 

of its previous handovers. 

We then extended our model to attempt to improve the time an MS spends in the 

ranging process [41]. Ranging is the next network entry step after scanning that an 

MS needs to perform. It is required in order to determine the correct transmit power 

level and timing offsets for the base station. We proposed three strategies that an 

MS can use to reduce the amount of time spent in the ranging process. 

Mobility Profiles for Improved Scanning and Handovers 

In our next work, we proposed and evaluated two mobile station mobility profiles, 

time-of-day and location plus trajectory, that use our scanning strategies above. The 

mobility profiles give a finer grained mechanism to predict the frequencies in use at 

the current location based on the mobility of an MS. We evaluated the performance 

of our mobility profiles through simulation and show further improvements in the 

scanning process and handovers. We simulated both with real-world mobility trace 

data as well as through the introduction of two simulated mobility patterns. 

An additional benefit of our above strategies is that since they are MS based they 

require no additional network support and in fact would work well in conjunction 

with other previous works such as those found in [58, 78, 83, 90, 104]. 
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We have also prepared a book chapter on an overview of WiMAX/ 802.16 broad

band wireless networks [31] and it is presented in Chapter 4. 

1.2.3 Prioritized Emergency Network Entry Access 

The final area of research was focused on Problem 3 - Prioritized Emergency Net

work Access in Next-Generation Wireless Networks. We propose strategies to solve 

the problem in relation to developing the basis for an enhanced, adaptive, dual use 

(public and emergency) next generation broadband wireless network. We will focus 

on providing prioritized authority to authority communications for first responders. 

Our goal was to provide seamless access to a public next generation wireless net

work for emergency services. We proposed a dual use system that gives priority to 

authorized emergency communications. The system operates in various states rang

ing from a normal mode with the ability to revert to an emergency only mode. In 

normal mode, all users of the system have access, with equal priority. In emergency 

only mode, only authorized emergency users are able to gain access to the network. 

The network is adaptable, initially operating in a normal mode, but having the ability 

to transition from to provide greater access to emergency MSs in a dynamic fashion 

based on currently observed communication patterns. We implemented our ideas in 

the context of WiMAX/802.16 networks. 

In order to evaluate our system, we simulated various emergency related scenarios, 

from small localized events through to more serious situations leading to different 

loads on the system for both emergency and non-emergency communications. We 

will measure things such as the number of all types of connections supported, how 

often QoS is degraded for existing connections, and the number of preempted/blocked 

connections in the different modes of operation. Our work is discussed in greater detail 

in Chapter 7. 

1.3 Organization of Thesis 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a background 

on content based forwarding and related works on XML filtering. Chapter 3 discusses 

the work on our Hybrid XML filtering engine, including architecture, simulations 
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and results. Chapter 4 discusses the background of the WiMAX/802.16 networks 

including the network entry and handover processes. Chapter 5 describes our work in 

the areas of improving scanning, ranging and handovers in WiMAX/802.16 networks, 

previous works in the area along with our performance evaluation. Chapter 6 describes 

two proposed mobility profiles, time-of-day and location plus trajectory, to improve 

the scanning operation during handovers. Chapter 7 gives examples of some previous 

work and describes our proposed strategies to provide prioritized network access to 

emergency mobile stations. Our conclusions are summarized in Chapter 8 and we 

discuss problems for future research. 



Part II 

Improving Access to Data -

Filtering for Content-based 

Routing 
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Chapter 2 

Background on the Content-Based Filtering Problem 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we focus on the current state of filtering engines for publish/subscribe 

content-based routing systems for XML data. A publish/subscribe system is one 

where users (subscribers) express their interests (subscriptions) in some particular 

data to the system, and some service publishes data to the network [65]. The system 

is responsible for sending notifications to the subscribers when some data published 

meets the criteria of their subscriptions. In a publish/subscribe system there are two 

types of clients, publishers of content and subscribers of the content. Subscribers and 

publishers need not be aware of each other since a broker or the network will facilitate 

information delivery. 

Some of the most advanced publish/subscribe systems are the ones used in the 

financial world for delivery of real-time data on stock quotes, orders, as well as corpo

rate news [52]. These systems have now appeared on the Internet. Additional value 

can be brought to these systems by introducing flexibility in the ability to subscribe 

not only to a stock ticker symbol, but to also receive a notification when a companys 

stock hits a certain price, or when news about a company is published from a certain 

organization. 

Another environment that seems well suited for content-based publish/subscribe 

systems is the area of sensor networks. Very large sensor networks gather enormous 

volumes of data that need to be aggregated somewhere. Often only a portion of the 

data collected is required by individual applications, for example geographic regions, 

or certain temperature or humidity ranges. A flexible publish/subscribe system could 

reduce transmission of redundant information across the network freeing up valuable 

resources. 

A final example for the use of content-based filtering would be of help in the field 

11 
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Published 
Data 

Figure 2.1: Publish/Subscribe content based routing system. 

of telemedicine. In the case of ambulance services where multiple patients are arriving 

at multiple hospital sites, ER staff at appropriate location can receive information on 

the latest patient condition enroute or be notified when an incoming patient is within 

a few moments of arrival. 

We will focus on filtering data published as XML documents against user sub

scriptions, represented as XPath expressions (XPEs). XML has become the defacto 

standard of data representation on the Web [46], and is moving towards being stan

dardized for open document formats. XPath is a query language designed to searching 

XML documents [22]. The matching of XPEs can be a very complex process and is 

discussed in Section 2.2.1. 

2.2 Overview of Con ten t -based Fi l te r ing 

At the core of any XML-based publish/subscribe system is the XML filtering engine 

(see Figure 2.2). The XML filtering engine is the algorithm and associated data struc

tures used to store user subscriptions represented as XPath expressions (XPEs) and to 
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match published XML documents to these subscriptions. A publish/subscribe system 

will potentially have from thousands to millions of subscribers, each of who may have 

many subscriptions. The goal of the XML filtering engine is to efficiently store the 

user subscriptions in a structure that allows for fast matching of user subscriptions 

to XML documents published to the network. 

User XML 
Subscriptions Documents 

1 * 

XPath Parser 

« 

Internal 
Subscription 
Representation 

" 

mi Parser 

* <•• 

Filtering 
Algorithm 

Matching 

Subscriptions 

i 
1 

Forward 
Document 

Figure 2.2: An XML filtering engine. 

2.2.1 X P a t h Expression as User Subscriptions 

There are two types of matching required in an XML filtering engine: structure and 

value. Structure matching deals with matching the format of the XML document 

itself to the subscription (query) (XPE) to be matched, while value matching deals 

with comparing values in location steps of XPEs to the value of a corresponding 

data elements in the XML document. In order to find a matching XPE for an XML 

document, both the document structure as well as any values present in the XPE 

must be matched. 

Figure 2.3 shows an XML document and some XPEs representing queries that 
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<stock_quote> 
<company> 

<name>IBM</name> 
<price>$10.00</price> 

</company> 
</stock_quote> 

Ql = /stock_quote/company[name="IBM"] 
Q2 = /*/company/name 
Q3 = //name 

Figure 2.3: An XML message and three sample XPath expressions. 

match the document. XML documents have a tree like structure. The strings between 

angle brackets in the XML document are called XML tags. "stock_quote" is the root 

tag of the XML document. Ql , Q2 and Q3 are all valid XPEs and all match the 

XML document. Each name in the XPath query, such as "stock_quote", "company" 

or "*" preceded by either a "/" or " / / " is called a "location step." Query Ql is straight 

forward and represents an XML document that has a root element "stock_quote" that 

has a child element "company" that in turn has a child element "name" that equals 

"IBM". Queries Q2 and Q3 are a little more complex since they introduce a wildcard, 

"*", and a descendent operator, " / / " . Wildcards and descendent operators add a level 

of complexity to the XML matching problem. The wildcard indicates that any child 

tag of the current open tag of the XML document will match this location step of the 

XPE. The descendent operator adds even more complexity since it indicates that any 

combination of descendants (children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren etc.) of the 

currently open tag of the XML document will result in a match for this location step. 

2.3 Related Work 

There has been a lot of work on the general content-based filtering problem with 

more recent work focused on matching XML documents. Previous works focus mainly 

on the structure matching of XML documents. We will focus on a subset of prior 

solutions that are automata based approaches dealing with filtering XML documents 
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against subscriptions represented by XPath expressions. 

2.3.1 XFilter 

The authors in [27] were one of the earliest automata based approaches to filtering 

XML documents based on XPE queries. They discuss the major components of their 

XFilter filtering engine for publish-subscribe system. These include (1) an event based 

parser for incoming XML documents; (2) an XPath parser for user profiles (subscrip

tions); (3) a filtering engine matches documents to profiles; and (4) their information 

dissemination component. Here we focus on the filtering engine. The XFilter XML 

filtering engine is comprised of an index structure, called Query Index, as well as 

modified finite state machines (FSMs). When an XML document arrives, it is parsed 

by the parser that sends "events" to the filtering engine handlers. Once matching 

profiles (subscriptions) have been matched for the document, it is then sent to the 

interested (subscribed) users. User subscriptions are expressed as Boolean combina

tions of XPath queries. XFilter converts each XPath query (user subscription) into a 

FSM. A subscription matches a document when the final state of its FSM is reached. 

Query Index is built over the states of the XPath queries. This is used to match 

documents to individual XPath queries. 

Each XPath query is decomposed into a set of path nodes by the XPath parser. 

Each element node in the query is transformed into a state in the FSM. Path nodes 

are not generated for wildcard, "*", nodes. The Query Index is a hash table built 

on the element names (attributes) and contains a Candidate List (CL) and Wait List 

(WL) for each element. Only one node of each FSM can be active at any time and 

this node is called the "current node". The current nodes of all FSMs are placed 

in the CL of the Query Index for the nodes element name while the remaining path 

nodes are placed in the WL. When a state transition occurs, the new current node is 

promoted to the CL of its element index. The initial placement of the path nodes to 

the CL and WL has an impact on the performance of the system. The authors also 

discuss List Balancing and Prefiltering strategies to improve upon the basic system. 
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2.3.2 YFilter: A n NFA-based Approach Exploiting Path Sharing 

The authors in [62] have extended their work on XFilter. While XFilter builds a FSM 

for every user subscription, in YFilter, they exploit commonalities between all XPath 

expressions. All overlapping XPEs are merged so that common roots of XPEs are 

only stored and examined once. YFilter follows the same event driven philosophy of 

XFilter, but shares processing over the XPEs to eliminate redundant work. All user 

subscriptions (XPEs) are represented in a single Non-deterministic Finite Automata 

(NFA). The XPEs are combined into a single NFA and the transition labels form 

a trie over location steps of XPEs. This allows for common prefixes of paths to be 

represented only one time within the structure. 
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Q3 = /a/b/c 
Q4 = /a//b/c 
Q5 = lal'lc 
Q6 = /a//c 
Q7 = /a/77c 
Q8 = /a/b/c 

Figure 2.4: YFilter: NFA execution. 

This also provided a reduction in structure memory since prefixes of overlapping 

queries were only stored once in the structure. YFilter improved processing time over 
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XFilter since multiple queries were advanced through their state machines simulta

neously. However, since XPath introduces non-determinism through wildcard ("*") 

and descendant ("//") axes, this leads to the possibility of an exponential number 

of active states (since more than one state transition could occur for a given input) 

as you can see in the runtime stack in the Figure 2.4. Figure 2.4 shows the merged 

state machines of the eight queries in YFilter and a representation of the runtime 

stack after receiving the XML tags < a x b > < c > . The currently active states are 

pushed on the runtime stack. Initially, the process starts at node 1, which is pushed 

on the stack. When <a> is received, the edge transition is made to node 2 along 

the link "a" and node 2 is pushed on the runtime stack. When <b> is received, the 

edge transition to node 3 is taken, as well as the edge transitions to nodes 6 and 9 

due to the descendent and wildcard transitions from node 3. Also, since node 6 has 

a "b" transition and the current XML tag is "b" the transition is taken to node 7. 

Nodes 3, 6, 7, and 9 are pushed on the stack. Ql has now been matched. When the 

next tag <c> arrives, it results in taking the transitions to nodes 5, 6, 8, 10, 11 and 

12, which are pushed on the stack. Queries Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6 and Q8 have now been 

matched. From this simple example, it can be seen how the non-determinism caused 

by complex queries can result in a very large number of active states being pushed 

onto the runtime stack. 

2.3.3 Deterministic Finite Automata 

Previous to the work in [74], the use of Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) was 

thought to be impractical to be used to process large numbers of XPath expressions. 

Typically, the number of states within the DFA explodes exponentially with the 

number of XPath expressions. This is due to the fact that in order to store all XPEs 

in a DFA, they must be "blown up" to eliminate non-determinism introduced by "*" 

and "//". This requires building all the possible states that might result in an XPath 

with "*" or "//" being matched. The authors analyze the number of states created in 

the DFA from XPath expressions and they found that when the DFA is created lazily 

and with some constraints on the structure of the XML input, the number of states 

does not explode. The authors approach is to simply convert the XPath query tree 
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into a DFA using lazy construction. A query tree may be a large collection of XPEs, 

and the goal is to convert them into a single DFA. This requires the construction of 

a NFA, then converting the NFA to a DFA. An example of a DFA can be seen in 

Figure 2.5 that is based on the following XPath queries: 

Queries 

Q1 = /a/b/d 
Q2 = /a/c/e 
Q3 = /a/d/e 
Q4 = /a/d/c 
Q5 = /a/b/e/f 

Q6 = /a/b/d 
Q7 = /a/d/c/e 
Q8 = /a/b/d/c Q8 
Q9 = /a/d 
Q10 = /a/c/d/e 

Q1 
Q6 

38 

d e 
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Q4 
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Figure 2.5: Simple queries stored in a DFA. 

A lazy DFA is one that is constructed "on the fly," starting with the initial state. 

States are only added when an attempt is made to make a transition to a non-existing 

state. The hope is that at only a few of the actual DFA states will actually need to 

be added during XML stream parsing. 

The biggest use of space in the lazy DFA is the NFA tables that need to be stored 

with each DFA state. If Q is the set of p XPEs of maximum depth n, then the size 

of each NFA table in the DFA for Q is at most n x p. From their experiments, the 

number of DFA states remained fairly constant for 1000, 10,000 and 100,000 XPEs. 

However, the size of the NFA tables grew linear to the number of XPEs. 

A limitation on their work is the requirement to either know the XML document 

type definition (DTD) in advance, or that the recursiveness of the XML documents 

would be small. The recursiveness of a document refers to a structure looking like: 

< a > < b > < a > < b > < / b > < / a > < / b x / a > where the same tag can be seen as a de-

scendent in the XML document tree. In their experiments, their filtering engine 

performed better than YFilter in many instances for document match times, but the 
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XML document structure, rather than the XPath queries impacted the results. Also, 

in some instances, their lazy DFA creation resulted in a large number of states and 

the tests could not be completed due to lack of memory. 

2.3.4 AFi l t e r 

The authors of AFilter [53] proposed a new structure that is a twist on the previous 

NFA/DFA work. Their main structure, called AxisView, is used to represent the 

queries. The AxisView structure is one that (1) Only creates a single object (node) 

for each of the set of XML tags (observed from set of XPath queries), (2) Only 

puts edges between nodes that are child/descendants to parents/ancestors within 

queries, and (3) Keeps multiple labels for each edge with information about query 

identification, depth, parent/ancestor relationship, and triggering state. 

The AxisView structure is shown in Figure 2.6. The edges represent transitions 

between location steps of queries. Labels on the edges have the form (qx, y) followed 

by the type of relationship between location steps. The value of x is the query number 

and the value of y is the depth within the query x. The relationship between location 

steps is that of either a parent/child (|) or ancestor/descendent (||) and whether it is 

a final state (f) or not. 

Instead of traversing states of queries as the XML document is parsed, it pushes 

the XML tags onto a set of stacks (StackBranch) representing the current "view" of 

the active tags (all tags on current XML document path that have not been closed). 

In the StackBranch structure, there is a stack for each possible XML tag observed 

in the XPath queries. Each time a tag is received from the XML parser, a stack 

object is created for that element and it is pushed on its corresponding stack. For 

each edge in AxisView, the stack object points to the top object of the corresponding 

elements stack (if stack not empty). Since "/" and " / / " are taken care of with labels 

of AxisView, that leaves the wildcard, "*" to be handled. StackBranch has a special 

stack dedicated for the "*" element and as elements are pushed onto their own stacks, 

a stack object is also created and pushed onto the "*" stack with pointers to tops of 

the other stacks as the "*" node edges labeled in AxisView. 

The AxisView structure, shown in Figures 2.6, is only traversed when a tag arrives 
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(q3, 2)T 

Queries: 

q1 = lldlla q3 = //a//b/c 
q2 = //a//b//a q4 = /a/7c 

Figure 2.6: AFilter's Axis View structure. 

that causes a triggering event. A triggering event is simply a tag that matches the 

final location step of a query (indicated by a "f" on the Axis View label). When a 

triggering event occurs, AFilter uses the runtime stack (StackBranch) to traverse the 

Axis View structure in a bottom up (from the queries point of view) manner. If no 

triggering events occur, the Axis View structure is never traversed. 

The authors of AFilter also described further enhancements including XPath 

prefix-caching and suffix-clustering. In their experiments, the AFilter solution per

formed better than YFilter in terms of both query matching times and memory usage. 

2.4 S u m m a r y 

There is still work required in improving XML document filtering. The eventual goal 

is to provide a filtering engine that is scalable to the Internet, requiring the storage 

of millions of user subscriptions and matching documents in real-time. LSI/Tarari 

[16] provides hardware that performs XML document matching against a database of 

XPEs. However, their solution is limited to 64,000 XPEs. 



Chapter 3 

A Hybrid XML Filtering Engine for Publish/Subscribe 

Content-Based Routing 

3.1 Introduction 

The goals of any XML filtering engine include accuracy, fast real-time XML message 

processing, minimal structure maintenance times and minimal memory requirements. 

When a published XML document arrives in the filtering engine, it must be evaluated 

against the set of user subscriptions in real-time. The result of the operation will 

produce a list of all subscriptions that the document matched so that it may be 

forwarded to the subscribers. 

The current research on XML filtering focuses on designing a single "catch-all" 

structure to store and index the set of XPath expressions that represent subscriptions. 

In this chapter, we develop a new hybrid strategy for building an XML filtering 

engine and evaluate its implementation. Our Hybrid XML filtering engine breaks from 

tradition by examining the type of XPath query and then storing the subscriptions 

of different "types" in appropriate structures. 

Ideally, one would prefer to use a DFA in order to store the states (location steps) 

of queries since this would result in the most efficient matching times. This however 

may not be possible since even a lazy DFA can run into memory problems due to the 

nature of the XPath language [74]. We introduce our Hybrid filtering engine that can 

exploit the advantages of a DFA wherever possible. 

3.2 Hybrid X M L Filtering Engine 

In previous works, it is often discussed that the probability of wildcards, "*", and 

descendants, " / / " , are low. Test parameters for the wildcard and descendants prob

abilities typically fall in the range of 0.1 on the low end to a high of 0.3. If a high 
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proportion of XPath queries do not contain these non-deterministic elements, perhaps 

we can take advantage of that fact. 

In this section we introduce our Hybrid XML Filtering Engine. This strategy 

looks at the "query mix" (types of XPath expression) and divides them into two 

types. The first type is a simple query that contains no descendants or wildcards. 

The second query type is a complex query that contains descendants or wildcards. 

Depending on the query type the query is stored in the appropriate structure. 

We will store simple XPath queries in a combined DFA structure, while using the 

AFilter structure to store the more complex queries. As the filtering engine receives 

XML tags from the document parser, filtering can be performed in both structures in 

parallel. Figure 3.1 shows eight XPath queries consisting of both simple and complex 

types. 

XPath Queries 

Simple Complex 

Q1 = /a/b/c Q5 = /a//c 
Q2 = /a/b/d Q6 = /a//d 
Q3 = /a/b Q7 = //c 
Q4 = /a/c/d Q8 = /a/*/c 

Figure 3.1: Simple and complex queries example. 

3.2.1 DFA Structure for Simple Queries 

Simple XPath queries, ones without wildcards or descendants, will be stored directly 

in a combined DFA. From [62, 74] we see that we can exploit commonalities among 

the XPath expressions. By using a combined DFA, common prefixes of the XPath 

query paths are merged and therefore are only processed once. Since this is a DFA 

structure, we know that we will only traverse at most one edge/transition in the DFA 

for each tag processed in the XML document. Furthermore, the instant we cannot 
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make a transition to a state associated with a received tag (non-existing state) we 

know that further matches along the current document path are not possible and can 

ignore incoming tag event processing in the DFA until such a time we receive the 

current states end tag. 

Figure 3.2 shows how the simple queries 1 through 4 are stored in the DFA-based 

simple query data structure. 

Q3 

LI 

J 
b c 

Q1 c d Q2 

Queries: 

Q1 = /a/b/c Q3 = /a/b 
Q2 = /a/b/d Q4 = /a/c/d 

Figure 3.2: Simple queries 1-4 in the DFA structure. 

3.2.2 AFilter for Complex Queries 

This structure will store the more complex XPath queries. One of the benefits of 

the AFilter structure is that it does not traverse states like with the DFA. Since we 

are trying to match the more complex queries where either (1) any ("*") location 

step or (2) "any number of ("//") location steps between a parent/ancestor and 

child/descendant, traversing an unknown expected number of states is wasteful. The 

AFilter structure allows us to simply check if the current tag to be processed from the 

XML document is the final (triggering) state (location step) of an XPath query before 

trying to traverse the set of query states in search of an XML document structural 
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match. If an XML document does not contain a triggering state, the AxisView 

reverse-state-machine will never be traversed. 

Figure 3.3 shows how the complex queries from above would be stored in the 

AFilter complex query data structure. 

Q5 = /a//c Q7 = lie 
Q6 = /a//d Q8 = /a/*/c 

Figure 3.3: Complex queries 5-8 in the AFilter structure. 

3.2.3 Document Arrival and Query Matching 

Based upon the queries Ql through Q8 that are stored in our Hybrid XML forwarding 

engine assume the XML document shown in Figure 3.4 arrives at the router. Here 

we give a step by step account of the internal workings of our Hybrid XML filtering 

engine. The XML document tags will arrive as follows: 

< a x b > < c > < / c > < d > < e > < / e > < / d > < / b > < / a > . 

In the simple query structure, we maintain a pointer that indicates the last XML 

tag we have seen that matches with one or more simple queries. This is initially set 

to the root node of the DFA. 
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<a> 
<b> 

<c></c> 
<d> 

<e></e> 
</d> 

</b> 
</a> 

Figure 3.4: A sample XML document of depth 4. 

1. The arrival of the < a > XML tag triggers the operation of the filtering engine 

by searching both the simple query and complex query structures in parallel. 

There are no simple queries matched in this step. The location pointer of the 

simple query structure will be updated to follow the "a" link from the root. In 

the case of the complex query structure, the < a > tag will be pushed on the 

"main" and "wildcard" stacks and it will look for any queries that have "a" as 

a final step indicating a triggering state ( | f ) . There are none. 

2. Next the < b > tag arrives. In the simple query structure, the location pointer 

now follows the link from "b". The simple query q3 have been matched. For the 

complex query structure, the "b" tag is pushed on the stacks. It then examines 

all the out edges from "b" in the Axis View structure and creates corresponding 

links from the stack object "b" to stack objects below it. No links are added 

from "b" in the document path tags stack, but a link from the "b" object in 

the wildcard stack to "a" is added since in the complex structure there is a link 

from "*" to "a". This enables the stack to maintain a mechanism to traverse 

and match queries when triggering states are reached. No triggering locations 

have been hit. 

3. Next the <c> tag arrives. In the simple query structure Ql is matched. There 

are no lower subtrees found so no further work is required in this structure until 

the < / c > tag is received. 

Figure 3.5 shows the resulting runtime stacks. The "c" tag object is pushed 

on the stacks. Links are added to "a" and "q_root" from the "c" object in the 
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document tag stack and to "a" from the "c" object in the wildcard stack. 

Most recent tag 

Document 
Path Tags Wildcards 

Figure 3.5: Runtime stack for complex query matching. 

4. Next the </c> tag arrives. With the arrival of the closing tag for "c", we must 

represent a move up a level inside the XML document. In the simple query 

structure, this is simply indicating that the closing tag was received and it will 

process the next incoming tags. 

Now queries Q5, Q7 and Q8 have been triggered at state "c" in the complex 

structure. The algorithm is for each query to traverse all routes via pointers 

within the stacks until no further location steps of the query are found or the 

"q_root" node is reached. The "q_root" node can be reached via the "a" node 

and therefore Q5 has been matched. The "c" stack object has a direct link to 

"q_root" therefore Q7 is matched. Q8 is also matched since "q_root" can be 

reached following location steps through "b" and "a". The "c" stack objects 

are popped from the stacks. 

5. Next the <d> tag arrives. In the simple query structure Q2 is matched. There 

are no lower subtrees found so no further work is required in this structure until 
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the < / d > tag is received. 

The "d" tag object is pushed on the stacks. A link is added to "a" from the 

"c" object in the document tag stack and to "a" from the "c" object in the 

wildcard stack. 

6. Next the <e> tag arrives. Only the complex structure is updated. The "e" 

object is pushed on both stacks. There are no links that need to be updated 

since there are no "e" elements in queries stored. 

7. Next the < / e > tag arrives. No queries are matched. The "e" objects are popped 

from the runtime stacks of the complex structure. 

8. Next the < / d > tag arrives. In the simple query structure it is indicated that 

the closing tag was received and it will process the next incoming tags. In the 

complex query structure, Q6 has hit a triggering state. All routes via pointers 

within the stacks are traversed until no further location steps of Q6 are found 

or the "q_root" node is reached. The "q_root" node can be reached via the "a" 

node and therefore Q6 has been matched. The "d" stack objects are popped 

from the stacks. 

9. Next the < / b > tag arrives. In the simple query structure, the location pointer 

is now updated to the parent node containing "b" and "c". In the complex 

query structure, the "b" stack object are popped from the stacks. No queries 

are matched. 

10. Next the < / a > tag arrives. In the simple query structure, the location pointer 

is now updated to the parent node which is the root. In the complex query 

structure, the "a" stack object are popped from the stacks. No queries are 

matched. 

3.3 Analysis of Simple and Complex Query Structures 

In this section we discuss the differences in operational runtime complexity between 

the simple DFA and complex AFilter structures when matching the structure of XML 

documents against stored queries. 
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The number of nodes in the DFA structure is based upon the number of XML tags 

queries and the XML schema. However, the DFA stores identical prefixes of queries 

only once. That is, adding queries /a/b/c and /a/b/d would only add nodes a, b, c, 

and d to the DFA structure. The list of queries terminating at a node are maintained. 

There are no additional labels on edges required. 

The number of nodes inside the AFilter AxisView structure is less than that of 

the DFA as it is determined by the number of unique XML tags found in the set of 

queries (a subset of the total number of unique tags found in the XML schema). For 

example, the tag "c" is only stored once for all queries that has "c" as a "location 

step". In order to maintain the queries, each edge between nodes has a label for 

every query that has a "location step" between the two nodes. The label indicates 

the query ID, which location step, whether it is a "/" or " / / " relationship and if the 

edge is the final "location step" of the query. 

Upon the arrival of an XML tag the operation of each structure takes at most: 

1. DFA 

0(1) time. The current location pointer within the structure will at most move 

down or up one level within the DFA. The list of queries matched is noted at 

each node. Additionally, the DFA does nothing once it has received an XML 

start tag (i.e. <a>) for which it has no direct link from its current location 

until the corresponding end tag (i.e. < / a > ) has been received. 

2. AFilter 

0(depth of stack x max # labels) in the case that the arrival triggers on all 

queries on all edges from the tag stack object. 

Since the runtime operation of processing an XML tag of the DFA is 0(1) , this 

results in processing an XML document in linear time. If a large percentage of queries 

stored are of the simple type, then an XML filtering engine can benefit from storing 

simple queries in a 
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A series of experiments were performed with a varying number of stored XPath sub

scriptions to compare the performance of our Hybrid filtering engine against the 

AFilter filtering engine. Each filtering engine was populated with identical sets of 

XPath subscriptions and the same set of XML documents were matched against the 

stored queries in both filtering engines. Several key measures were collected: 

1. XML document match time: the time required to determine all queries matched 

by a given document; 

2. XML filter construct time: the time required to build the structure(s) containing 

XPath queries; and 

3. XML filtering engine memory requirements. 

Simulation Parameters 
Number of queries 
Depth of XML docs and queries 
Complex query probability 
XML file size 
Number of XML documents 

10k - 60k 
3 - 10 
10% 

l - 8 k b 
280 (35 of each depth) 

Table 3.1: XML filtering engine simulation parameters. 

Tests will vary the following parameters, as shown in 3.1 to determine the scala

bility of the implementation in terms of time and memory. The query mix was 10% 

complex queries. For the XPath queries that were complex, the probability of a wild

card ("*") or descendant ("//") &t anY given location step was 0.3, with the "*" or 

" / / " being chosen equally likely with probability 0.5. XML documents were of depth 

3 to 10 and ranged from lkb to 8kb in size. XPath expression queries stored in 

the filter were of depth of 3 to 10 location steps. The XML documents and XPath 

queries used were randomly generated based upon an arbitrary XML document type 

definition (DTD). 
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Figure 3.6 shows the Hybrid engine vs. the AFilter engine XML document matching 

times for the parameters shown in Table 3.1. The Hybrid engine showed between 

23% and 32% improvement over the AFilter for the parameters tested. The results 

are summarized in Table 3.2. 

XML Document Match Time 

CO 

CD 

E 

10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 
Number of XPath Subscriptions 

60000 

Figure 3.6: XML document match time: Hybrid vs. AFilter. 

XML Document Match Time 
No. XPEs 

10000 
20000 
30000 
40000 
50000 
60000 

Hybrid 
317.31 ± 26.72 ms 
710.23 ± 60.19 ms 
1084.05 ± 94.05 ms 

1604.22 ± 140.28 ms 
2189.45 ± 195.33 ms 
2375.67 ± 201.83 ms 

AFilter 
432.68 ± 36.24 ms 
1049.34 ± 93.58 ms 
1586.92 ± 138.84 ms 
2238.67 ± 193.96 ms 
2859.47 ± 244.85 ms 
3428.90 ± 298.39 ms 

Improvement 
26.66% 
32.32% 
31.69% 
28.34% 
23.43% 
30.72% 

Table 3.2: XML document match times for AFilter and Hybrid structures - with 95% 
confidence. 

A series of simulations were run to determine the XML Filter build times. Figure 

3.7 shows the time to build the internal XPath query structures for the Hybrid and 
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AFilter filters. The build times have been reduced by between 13%-18% in the Hybrid 

filter. It is of interest to note that the time required to build the AFilter structure 

grows at a faster rate than that of our proposed Hybrid filtering engine as the number 

of stored queries increases. 

Subscription Structure Build Times 
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Figure 3.7: Subscription structure build time: Hybrid vs. AFilter. 

Finally, a measurement of the memory used to store the XPath queries was taken 

for a series of simulations. Figure 3.8 shows the memory usage of the Hybrid and 

AFilter engines. For this test, we measured the memory use for 10,000, 50,000 and 

100,000 XPath queries. The memory usage has been reduced between 12%-18% in 

the Hybrid filter. As with the structure build times, it is interesting to note that 

the memory requirements of AFilter grows at a faster rate than that of our proposed 

Hybrid filtering engine as the number of stored queries increases. 

3.5 Conclusions and Open Problems 

In this chapter we have introduced our Hybrid XML filtering engine for content-based 

routing. Our filtering engine examines the type of XPath queries and stores queries of 

different types in different structures. We compared the performance of our filtering 
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Figure 3.8: Memory usage comparison: Hybrid vs. AFilter. 

engine with that of AFilter and observed improvements in all of our key measurements 

of XML match time, structure build time and total memory used. 

There are still a number of open problems that remain. Implementation of prefix-

caching and suffix-clustering would further improve matching times [53]. Some em

pirical studies on the actual "query mix" for XPath queries for publish/subscribe 

systems should be performed in order to better understand their nature. 

There may be other strategies that might help in improving filtering performance. 

Maybe the complex queries can be further decomposed into ones with wild cards, ones 

with descendent operators or ones with both. Perhaps we can store XPath queries 

based on their depth. 

The implementation of the AFilter filtering engine used for comparison as well as 

to store complex queries in our Hybrid filtering engine was not optimized and thus 

had less than the expected performance. Finally, the main focus of most previous 

and current work is on structure matching, the optimization of value matching needs 

to be investigated in the context of an XML matching engine. There may be many 

queries that have overlapping prefixes, resulting in many different values that must 

be compared at each common location step. 
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Chapter 4 

Overview of WiMAX/802.16 

4.1 Introduction 

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access/IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX/802.16) is 

a technology for fixed or mobile and secure broadband wireless access (BWA). It is 

a wireless alternative to digital subscriber line (DSL) technology. The main envi

sioned applications are wireless voice over IP, wireless Internet access and broadband 

wireless access in rural areas. Topics covered in this chapter include an overview 

of WiMAX/802.16, the physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers, 

mobility, mesh mode and multihop relay. 

Figure 4.1: A WiMAX/802.16 PMP network. 
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WiMAX/802.16 was first published as the IEEE 802.16 standard that defines fixed 

point-to-multipoint (PMP) BWA in the 10 to 66 gigahertz (GHz) range. Amendment 

802.16a adds control enhancements, mesh mode support, more frequencies in the 2 

to 11 GHz range, non-line-of sight communications and licensed or unlicensed op

eration. Amendment 802.16c specifies implementation profiles. This work has been 

combined into the 802.16-2004 standard [10]. Mobility support and improved secu

rity are introduced in 802.16e-2005 [9]. A management information base (MIB) is 

documented in 802.16f. Management plane procedures and services are covered in 

802.16g. At this time, the latest full standard has been incorporated as 802.16-2008. 

The WiMAX Forum is an organization that addresses implementation certification of 

WiMAX/802.16 products and integration with second and third generation cellular 

technologies. 

The main mode of operation of WiMAX/802.16 is point-to-multipoint (PMP), 

pictured in Figure 4.1. Subscriber stations (SSs), e.g. laptops, handhelds, cars or 

residences, get access to the network through an association with a base station 

(BS), pictured as a tower. The association physically takes the form of a wireless 

link. Logically, the WiMAX/802.16 service, at the link layer, is connection oriented. 

There are two categories of connections: management connections and transport 

connections. The former is used for control purposes while the latter is used to carry 

data traffic. 

In contrast to WiFi/802.11, WiMAX/802.16 is designed for long-range wireless 

access covering several kilometers. WiFi/802.11 is designed for ranges in the order of 

about a hundred of meters. WiMAX/802.16 is predominantly deployed by cellular or 

Internet service providers. Typically, WiFi/802.11 networks are used to cover smaller 

areas ranging from small hotspots in shops to larger areas such as an organization's 

campus. The WiMAX/802.16 radios primarily operate in the licensed spectrum, al

though there is support for unlicensed operation. WiFi/802.11 operates exclusively in 

unlicensed spectrum ranges. The data rates of WiMAX/802.16 and WiFi/802.11 are 

both in the Mbps range. However, the WiFi/802.11 bandwidth is shared by all devices 

attached to the access point while the data rate is exclusive for WiMAX/802.16 de

vices. This results from WiFi/802.11 network access being contention-based. Devices 
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in the network use carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) 

to compete for the channel and transmit. WiMAX/802.16 devices must establish a 

connection with a BS, competing a single time during network entry. Once connected 

with a BS, all transmissions are scheduled by the BS. This leads to a much better 

quality of service (QoS) support in WiMAX/802.16 networks. 

WiMAX/802.16 and WiFi/802.11 should be thought of as complementary tech

nologies that can co-exist. WiMAX/802.16 is better suited for metropolitan area 

networks (MANs). WiFi/802.11 is better suited for local area networks (LANs). 

One possible scenario is to have WiMAX/802.16 providing the backbone Internet for 

WiFi/802.11 networks. 

IP Packet ... ATM Cell 

MAC Layer 

u 
MACSDUl MACSDU 

u 
MAC PDU 

u 

SAP 

Convergence 
(IP) 

SAP 

PHY Frame 

Convergence 
(ATM) 

Common Part 
Sublayer 

Security 
Sublayer 

PHY Layer 

SAP 

Figure 4.2: Layered architecture of WiMAX/802.16. 

The WiMAX/802.16 network architecture is structured into two main layers: the 

physical (PHY) layer and the medium access control (MAC) layer. The PHY is 

responsible for the transmission of streams of bits as electromagnetic signals. It is 

also responsible for the organization of the bit streams into periodic units of fixed 

lengths called frames. Frames are further divided into smaller units called bursts. 
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The physical layer is a two-way mapping between MAC protocol data units (PDUs) 

and physical layer frames received and transmitted through coding and modulation 

of an RF signal. The clients of the MAC layer pushes data units such as IP packets 

or ATM cells at identified ports of the WiMAX/802.16 service interface called service 

access points (SAPs). The MAC layer is subdivided into three sublayers as shown in 

Figure 4.2. The convergence sublayer adapts data units, accepted through the SAPs, 

to the requirements of the MAC service data units (SDUs), and vice versa. That 

might involve, for instance, tasks such as fragmentation and reassembly. There could 

be several instances of the convergence sublayer according to the kind of adaptation 

required. 

The convergence sublayer also de-multiplexes the MAC SDUs to the connections 

to which they belong. MAC SDUs are pushed on the common part sublayer. This 

layer contains the core of the WiMAX/802.16 logic. For instance, it encompasses all 

aspects of connection management. It creates the protocol data units (PDUs) that are 

mapped to frames by the PHY layer. The security sublayer addresses authentication, 

access control and confidentiality issues of the MAC layer traffic. 

For the remaining of this chapter, we will first discuss an overview of the WiMAX/ 

802.16 MAC layer, including more recent developments such as mobility support and 

multi-hop relay, in order to give the reader a background into its operation. We 

will then discuss some previous work done in relation to the scanning and ranging 

processes. 

4.2 Physical Layer 

Four choices are available at the PHY layer: WirelessMAN SC, SCa, OFDM or 

OFDMA. WirelessMAN-SC uses a single radio carrier. It is intended for frequencies 

in the range of 11 to 66 GHz. It requires line-of-sight (LOS). WirelessMAN-SCa uses 

a single-carrier at frequencies below 11 GHz and non-line-of-sight (NLOS). Wireless

MAN orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and Orthogonal Frequency 

Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) are NLOS at frequencies below 11 GHz. 

Point-to-multipoint communications consist of a BS and several SSs. The down

link, i.e. the BS to SSs channel, is determined by a frequency and a sector. The 
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uplink, i.e. the SSs to BS channel, is determined by a frequency. If the downlink 

frequency and uplink frequencies are the same, then time division duplexing (TDD) 

is used to control the access to the channel. If the frequencies are different, then 

frequency division duplexing (FDD) is used. In addition, a time division multiple 

access (TDMA) technique is used on the uplink. 

The flow of bits is structured as a sequence of frames of equal length. There 

is a downlink subframe and an uplink subframe. In FDD the downlink subframe 

and uplink subframe are simultaneous, but don't interfere because they are sent 

on different frequencies. In TDD, the downlink subframe and uplink subframe are 

consecutive and alternate. Various frame durations are supported between 2 and 20ms 

in length. In TDD, the portion allocated for the downlink and portion allocated to 

the uplink may vary. A downlink subframe consists of a preamble, maps and data 

bursts (see Figure 4.3). The preamble is a sequence of bits used for synchronization 

purposes. There are two maps. A downlink map announces the start position and 

transmission characteristics of the following data bursts. An uplink map announces 

the allocation of the bandwidth to the SSs for their transmission. 

Preamble 
Downlink 
map and 
Uplink map 

• • • 

Figure 4.3: A TDD downlink subframe. 

In the sequence of data bursts, each burst is transmitted according to a kind of 

modulation and a kind of forward error correction (FEC). They are sent in increasing 

degree of decoding difficulty, that is, in increasing level of data rate. Hence, an SS 

may only decode the bursts up to its reception capabilities and may ignore the bursts 

it cannot demodulate. 

Table 4.1 gives the transmission characteristics of three modulation schemes. 
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Data Rate (Mbps) 
Channel Bandwidth (MHz) QPSK 16-QAM 64-QAM 

20 32 64 96 
25 40 80 120 
30 44.8 89.6 134.4 

Table 4.1: WiMAX data rates example. 

Quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) uses four different symbols and can hence 

encodes two bits per symbol. 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM) uses 

16 different symbols and encode four bits per symbol. It doubles the data rate of 

QPSK. 64-quadrature amplitude modulation (64-QAM) uses 64 different symbols 

and can encode six bits per symbol. It triples the data rate of QPSK. The degree 

of decoding difficulty increases with the data rate, because the received signal needs 

to be stronger. In a downlink subframe, data bursts encoded with QPSK would be 

transmitted first, followed by the 16-QAM bursts and finally the 64-QAM data bursts. 

A FDD downlink subframe contains a TDMA portion assigned to half duplex SSs. 

The TDMA portion consists of data bursts. Each data burst is assigned to a half 

duplex SS. A half duplex SS can transmit in a BS assigned TDMA data burst. Also, 

it needs to receive only when the BS transmits its data burst. A TDMA data burst 

on the downlink is prefixed by a preamble, transmitted by the BS, to allow the target 

SS to synchronize. The start position of every TDMA data burst is defined in the 

downlink map. QPSK is used to send the preambles. 

The exact structure of an uplink subframe is determined by the BS. An uplink 

subframe is made of an arrangement of three kinds of bursts, which may be repeated 

and appear in any order. The three kinds of bursts are ranging, bandwidth requests 

and transmission. They are all for SS transmissions destined to the BS. A ranging 

burst is multiple contention-based access. When an SS initializes its attachment to 

the network, the SS sends range request messages to the BS with increasing power 

levels until reception is acknowledged by the BS, which is done by returning a range 

response message. The requests are sent within a ranging burst. A bandwidth request 

burst is multiple access contention based, but access must be in response to polling 

initiated by the BS. An SS may send a request for more bandwidth within such a 
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burst. A transmission burst is a time interval granted to an SS by the BS. 
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Figure 4.4: Model of PHY and MAC concepts. 

The model of information of Figure 4.4 represents the relationships existing among 

three key entities, that is, data burst, map message and channel descriptor message. 

Entities are represented by rectangles. Ovals represent their attributes. Lines depict 

relationships between entities. Data bursts are in downlink subframes and uplink 

subframes. A data burst is an interval of time during which data is transmitted. 

A data burst is identified by an interval usage code. A map message is either of 

type downlink or uplink and prefixes every downlink subframe. It is versioned with a 

number called a configuration change count. The version number matches the one of 

the corresponding channel descriptor message. A map message has a BS identifier. It 

contains a number of information elements. Each information element contains the 

starting position of a data burst, which is associated with the interval usage code. A 

channel descriptor message is either of type downlink or uplink. It is sent periodically 

(maximum of 10 seconds between messages) in a MAC PDU. It is versioned with a 

number called a configuration change count. The version number matches the one of 

the corresponding map message. A channel descriptor message contains burst profiles. 

Each burst profile specifies the transmission characteristics of a data burst, which is 

associated to an information element with an interval usage code. The specification 

includes a modulation type and a FEC type. 
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OFDM is a transmission technique used to share the radio spectrum by several 

users. Another goal of OFDM is to construct communication channels using, for 

each of them, several segments distributed over a radio spectrum. This spreading 

mitigates, on the channel, the undesirable effects of fading or interference that may 

be stronger on some spectrum segments and weaker on others; it averages them in a 

sense. 

The radio spectrum is divided into TV adjacent subchannel elements. Each sub

channel element is denned by a radio frequency that is used by a carrier. A channel 

consists of a number of subchannel elements. Each channel has its specific modula

tion parameters (rate, coding). The set of subchannel elements is divided into No 

groups. Each group contains NE subchannel elements, i.e. N is equal to NQ times 

NE- Each channel is constructed as the random selection of subchannel elements, 

each from different groups. This is depicted in Chapter 7, Figure 7.1. 

4.3 Medium Access Control Layer 

The PHY layer is responsible for sending bits of data from transmitters to receivers. 

It has no knowledge of the types of data that are transferred between parties. This 

is the responsibility of the MAC layer. The MAC layer controls access to the PHY 

layer from the higher layers in the protocol stack. The MAC layer has several other 

responsibilities including: 

• building Protocol Data Units (PDU) to be sent via the PHY layer, 

• scheduling transmissions over the PHY layer, 

• selecting PHY burst profiles and transmit power levels, 

• providing Quality of Service (QoS), 

• retransmitting PDUs in case of error, and 

• providing support for mobility. 
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Message Type 
DL basic and UL basic 
DL primary and UL primary 
DL secondary and UL secondary 

Usage 
Short and urgent management messages 
Delay tolerant management messages 
IP encapsulated management messages 

Table 4.2: MAC layer management connections. 

4.3.1 MAC Layer Concepts 

Figure 4.2 shows the three components of the MAC layer. The central element is 

the common part sublayer. It exchanges SDUs with the convergence sublayer. It also 

constructs PDUs, establishes connections and manages bandwidth. The common part 

is tightly integrated with the security sublayer. The security sublayer addresses au

thentication, authorization, key establishment and encryption. The security sublayer 

exchanges PDUs with the PHY layer. 

4.3.2 Management Connections 

Following the ranging process, two pairs of management connections - one pair mem

ber for the uplink and one pair member for the downlink - are established between 

an SS and a BS. These are called the basic and primary uplink and downlink con

nections. An optional third pair of management connections, called the secondary 

management connections, may be created at the end of the network entry. The three 

pairs of connections handle the different QoS requirements of the management traf

fic between an SS and a BS. The basic connections are used by an SS and a BS to 

exchange short, time-urgent management messages, such as requests and responses 

for changes in burst profiles. The primary connections are used by an SS and a BS 

to exchange longer, delay-tolerant management messages, such as key management 

messages. Finally, the secondary management connections are used by an SS and a 

BS to transfer delay tolerant messages encapsulated in IP packets, such as DHCP, 

SNMP or TFP messages. Table 4.2 summarizes the management connections. 
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The common part sublayer is responsible for building PDUs with the SDUs received 

from the convergence sublayer. Depending on size, a SDU may be fragmented among 

multiple PDUs or several SDUs may be encapsulated inside a single PDU. There are 

two types of PDUs: the generic PDU and bandwidth request PDU. 

The generic PDU carries user data and MAC layer control messages. The generic 

PDU contains a header, shown in Figure 4.5, followed by a payload and a cyclic 

redundancy check (CRC) for error detection purposes. The bandwidth request PDU 

is used by SSs to request additional uplink bandwidth from a BS. It consists of a 

bandwidth request header, without payload and CRC. 

The bandwidth request header is similar to the generic header shown in Figure 

4.5. The header is modified so that the 19 bits, starting at bit 5 and ending at the 

bit before the CID, holds the bandwidth request (BR) field. The BR field holds the 

number of bytes an SS is requesting from a BS. The header type (HT) field is set to 

one. The encryption control (EC) field is set to zero. 

Field 

HT 
EC 

Type 
CI 

EKS 
LEN 
CID 

HCS 

Description 

Header type(set to 0) 
Encryption control (0=not 
encrypted, 1=encrypted) 
Type 
CRC indicator (0=not 
present, 1=present) 
Encryption key sequence 
Length (including header} 
Connection ID for 
sendinq PDU 
Header check cequence 

HT EC 
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LEN(LSS) 

CID(tSB) 
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CI 
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Figure 4.5: The generic MAC header. 

4.3.4 Bandwidth Request and Allocation 

There are several messages sent by a BS in the downlink subframes. These include 

the downlink and uplink maps (DL-MAP and UL-MAP) and the downlink and uplink 
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channel descriptors (DCD and UCD). The DL-MAP message defines the start time 

of every burst in the TDD downlink subframe and its TDMA portion. The UL-MAP 

message defines the structure of the uplink subframe by giving the offset of every 

burst. The DCD and UCD describe the PHY layer characteristics for the downlink 

and uplink. 

Requests are sent by the SSs to ask for new uplink allocation from the BS. A 

request may be in the form of a standalone bandwidth request header or it may be a 

piggyback request, an optional feature. All bandwidth requests are made in terms of 

the number of bytes required to contain a MAC header and payload. The request may 

be transmitted during any allocated uplink slot, but not during the initial ranging 

interval. Bandwidth requests may be aggregate or incremental. If the BS receives 

an aggregate bandwidth request, then the number of bytes requested will be the new 

bandwidth allocation. If the BS receives an incremental bandwidth request, then the 

number of bytes requested will be added to the existing allocation. 

A requested bandwidth is for a SS's individual connection, but the bandwidth 

granted by the BS is addressed to the SS's basic CID, not to individual CIDs. Since 

an SS does not necessarily know which request is being granted, it must either assign 

the bandwidth to its outstanding requests or decide to do a backoff and send additional 

bandwidth requests if short of bandwidth. 

Polling is a mechanism where SSs are allocated bandwidth by the BS in order for 

them to make bandwidth requests. The allocations are not sent in an explicit message, 

but are contained as information elements (IEs) inside the UL-MAP. Polling may be 

done using unicast, multicast or broadcast. The UL-MAP and DL-MAP indicate the 

uplink and downlink allocations for all the SSs currently communicating with a BS. 

4.3.5 Service Flows 

Service flows define the parameters of transport connections. They are an important 

part of the bandwidth allocation process. An SS requests uplink bandwidth on a 

per connection basis, identifying the service flow, and the BS grants bandwidth as 

an aggregate of all the per connection requests. Service flows are characterized by 

a set of QoS parameters. These include latency, jitter and guaranteed throughput 
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parameters. A service flow has a service flow ID (SFID). 

The MAC layer maintains information about provisioned service flows that are 

used to create connections. This information is stored in the service provisioning 

tables. From the provisioned service flow table, using the service class index, the 

QoS parameters for a flow are looked up in the service class table. These parameters 

include priority, minimum and peak rates, maximum burst, jitter and latency. The 

classifier rule table provides the rules for mapping IP packets to service flows. Their 

IP addresses and type of service value determine the service flow, using the service 

flow index. 

4.3.6 Quality of Service 

One of the distinguishing features of the MAC layer is the built-in QoS support for 

five kinds of service flows. An unsolicited grant service (UGS) flow transports real-

time traffic consisting of periodic fixed size packets. This is intended for T l / E l or 

VoIP traffic. Bandwidth grants are of fixed size. An SS is not required to explicitly 

request bandwidth. A real-time polling service (rtPS) flow transports real-time traffic 

consisting of periodic variable size packets. This is suited for MPEG video traffic. To 

guarantee that the real-time needs are met, a BS provides real-time, periodic unicast 

request opportunities allowing an SS to specify the size of required bandwidth grants. 

An extended real-time polling service (ertPS) flow is an enhancement of both UGS and 

rtPS with unsolicited unicast bandwidth grants (as for UGS), while allowing variable 

size packets. This intended for voice over IP services with silence suppression. A 

BS also allows an SS to request additional bandwidth as required. A non-real-time 

polling service (nrtPS) flow has unicast polls, on a regular basis, to ensure that the 

SS has have bandwidth request opportunities even when the network is congested. It 

is intended for applications such as file transfers. A best effort (BE) flow is designed 

for uplink traffic that has no QoS requirements. 

4.4 Network Entry 

An SS wanting to establish a connection with a BS follows the network entry pro

cedure depicted in Figure 8. The SS first scans to find a frequency in use by a BS. 
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It listens to each possible frequency until it hears a frame preamble. The SS syn

chronizes with the BS by waiting for the DL-MAP and obtains the uplink channel 

characteristics from the UCD messages that are periodically broadcast by the BS. 

The SS then gets an Initial Ranging Interval from a DL-MAP message sent by the 

BS in order to perform initial ranging with the BS. Initial ranging determines the 

transmit power requirements and timing offsets of the SS in order to synchronize 

communication with the BS. 

Figure 4.6: Network entry procedure. 

4.4.1 Scanning 

The goal of scanning is to acquire a downlink signal from a BS. An SS performs 

scanning by monitoring each possible frequency until a downlink signal is received. 
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The exact number of frequencies depends on the regulatory provisioned bandwidth. 

It varies from one country to another. The number of frequencies is also determined 

by the choice of physical layer specification. Scanning continues periodically to aid 

SSs in the selection of suitable target BSs for a possible handover in order to maintain 

network connectivity in mobile WiMAX. 

4.4.2 Ranging 

The initial ranging process, executed by an SS, determines the transmit power level 

and timing offset. The timing offset is used to synchronize each SS's transmission to 

a symbol marking the beginning of a minislot boundary for the SC and SCa PHY 

layers, or align its transmission with the BS received frame for the OFDM(A) PHY 

layers. Figure 4.7 shows the initial ranging procedure. 

Once the SS has synchronized with the downlink channel and discovered the uplink 

channel parameters in the UCD message, it uses the UL-MAP message to determine 

the next initial ranging interval. Next, the SS sends a range request (RNG-REQ) 

message during the next interval with a CID set to zero. For OFDMA, the request is 

sent via code division multiple access (CDMA) using codes for initial ranging. The 

SS adjusts its transmission timings to account for delays, so that it appears to be 

collocated with the BS. The SS calculates the maximum signal strength P used for 

initial ranging as follows: 

P = Max + (EIRP-RSS) (4.1) 

Max is the maximum equivalent isotropic received power, for the BS receiver. 

EIRP is the equivalent isotropic radiated power of the BS. Both are obtained from 

the DCD. RSS is the received signal strength measured at the SS. If the values of 

Max and EIRP are unknown, then the SS starts sending the RNG-REQ message at 

a minimum power level, retransmitting and increasing power, during future ranging 

opportunities after a backoff period, until a BS receives the message. Once a BS has 

received a RNG-REQ message, it must return a range response (RNG-RSP) message 
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with the same CID. The RNG-RSP message includes the basic and primary manage

ment CIDs assigned to the SS, as well as information on power level adjustment, offset 

frequency adjustment and timing offset corrections. If the status of the RNG-RSP 

is success, then the ranging procedure completes. If not, then the SS uses scheduled 

ranging intervals to complete the ranging process. 

SS 

SS stores Basic 
CID, adjusts 
parameters 

SS sees its Basic 
CID in map, replies 
in assigned IR 
opportunity 

SS adjusts local 
parameters 

BS 

RNG-REQ 

RNG-REQ 
(increased power level) 

RNG-RSP 

UL-MAP 

RNG-REQ 

RNG-RSP 

RNG-RSP includes 
Basic/Primary CID 
and parameters for 
SS to adjust 

Sends map with IR 
IE to SS using Basic 
CID 

Figure 4.7: Initial ranging process. 

4.4.3 Negotiat ing Basic Capabilities 

Negotiating basic capabilities is a necessary step because WiMAX/802.16 is broad, 

with core functionality that must be supported by all vendors along with optional 

functionality that different vendors may or may not support. In order for equipment 

from different vendors to operate together, they must negotiate the set of capabilities 
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that the BS and SS both support. An example is what PHY burst profiles (e.g. 64 

QAM) are supported. The negotiation is a handshake beginning with the SS sending 

a basic capabilities request (SBC-REQ) message to the BS indicating its capabilities. 

The BS replies with a basic capabilities response (SBC-RSP) message that includes 

the capabilities common to both the SS and BS. 

4.4.4 Registration 

Registration is the process of allowing an SS to enter the network and to receive a 

secondary management CID. In order to register with the network, the SS sends a 

registration request (REG-REQ) message to the BS. This message includes informa

tion such as uplink CID support, IP version, SS capabilities, convergence sub layer 

support, ARQ settings and vender specific information. The BS replies with a regis

tration response (REG-RSP) message that includes the secondary management CID. 

At this point, the SS can establish IP connectivity via DHCP over the secondary 

management connection. 

4.4.5 Establishing a Service Flow 

Service flows can be established either from the SS or BS side depending on whether 

the traffic arriving is on the uplink or downlink. The BS checks to determine if the 

SS is authorized for service and the QoS requirements can be met with the available 

resources. It then creates a new SFID with the required class of service and sends this 

information in a dynamic service addition request (DSA-REQ) message to the SS. 

If the SS supports the service, then it will respond using a dynamic service addition 

response (DSA-RSP) message. The SS also reserves the required resources and enables 

downlink reception. When it receives the response, the BS enables uplink reception. 

Finally, the BS completes the procedure by sending an acknowledgement (DSA-ACK) 

message. Both the BS and SS are now ready for reception and transmission can start 

in both directions. 

When an SS wishes to establish a service flow it sends the BS a DSA-REQ message. 

Upon reception, the BS checks the integrity of the message and responds with a 

dynamic service received (DSX-RVD) message. The BS then determines if the SS 
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is authorized for the service and if there are resources available to meet the QoS 

parameters. The BS then creates a new SFID with the required class of service and 

sends this in a DSA-RSP response message to the SS. The final step is for the SS 

to acknowledge the response using a DSA-ACK acknowledgement message. Both the 

BS and SS are now ready for reception and transmission can start in both directions. 

4.5 Mobile W i M A X and Handovers 

WiMAX/802.16 supports mobility. Mobility specific issues for the PHY layer, network 

support for mobility and handovers are discussed hereafter. 

4.5.1 Physical Layer 

For mobility support purposes, the OFDMA PHY layer has been adapted to use 

SOFDMA (scalable OFDMA). Here the number of subchannel elements can be chosen 

to optimize performance according to the channel and the radio conditions. The 

number of subchannel elements can be 128, 512, 1,024 or 2,048. 

4.5.2 Determining Network Topology 

To aid mobile stations (MSs) in discovering neighboring BSs, the BSs periodically 

broadcast information about the network topology using neighbor advertisement 

(MOB-NBR-ADV) messages. BSs can obtain this information over the backbone 

network. These advertisements provide the MS with information that they would 

otherwise obtain by scanning. 

BSs assign time for MSs to scan for neighboring BSs. The time that an MS has 

allocated for scanning is called the scanning interval. A BS may also schedule time 

to perform interleaving scanning for neighboring BSs. Interleaving scanning is the 

alternation of sending data and scanning. The MS requests a scanning interval by 

sending a MOB_SCN-REQ message to the BS including a requested amount of time. 

The BS responds with a MOB_SCN-RSP message either granting or denying the 

request. When the MS has been granted a scanning opportunity, it starts scanning 

for one or more neighboring BS during the time allotted, beginning at the start frame 
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4.5.3 Association Procedure 

Association is an optional initial ranging operation that can be done during the 

scanning interval. This is done between the MS and one of its neighboring BSs. 

There are three levels of association possible during the scanning interval. 

• Level 0: (scan/association without coordination) - The MS performs ranging 
without assistance from the network. Ranging is contention based. It is suc
cessful if the MS receives the success RNG-RSP message from the neighboring 
BS. 

• Level 1: (association with coordination) - The serving BS provides the MS with 
association parameters (ranging codes and transmission opportunity) for target 
BSs. This allows the MS to perform collision free ranging and succeeds when it 
receives the success RNG-RSP message from a neighboring BS. 

• Level 2: (network assisted association reporting) - Similar to Level 1, but after 
the MS has sent its RNG-REQ message it does not need to wait for the RNG-
RSP message from a BS. Instead, the RNG-RSP containing information about 
the PHY layer timing offsets of neighboring BSs is sent to the serving BS over 
the backbone network. The serving BS may send an aggregation of all this 
information to the MS in an association report (MOB_ASC-REP) message. 

4.5.4 Handovers 

As an MS moves throughout the coverage area, maintaining connectivity is done via 

performing handovers between neighboring BSs. An example of a handover, where 

an MS must choose one of six neighboring BSs, is shown in Figure 4.8. In this case 

neighbor six is chosen. Selection of the best handover target can be complex, since 

the MS must scan for neighboring BSs to find a suitable target based on a number of 

criteria such as signal strength or error rates. Since a handover is an important func

tion, an MS should perform the scanning and determine a target BS before beginning 

the handover. Uplink and downlink communication can be temporarily suspended, 

between an MS and a BS, in order to allow the MS to perform scanning for neigh

boring BSs. While communication is suspended, the data streams must be buffered 

on either side. 
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(a) MS before handover. (b) MS after handover. 

Figure 4.8: Mobile station handover from serving BS to neighboring BS 6. 

4.5.5 Handover Process 

A handover is a process during which an MS changes its connections from one BS to 

another neighboring BS as shown in Figure 4.8. From the perspective of an MS, the 

handover process is comprised of a number of steps including cell reselection, han

dover decision and initiation, synchronization with a target BS, ranging, negotiating 

capabilities and authentication. 

Network assisted handovers are supported in mobile WiMAX. Every BS obtains 

information about neighboring BSs over the backbone network. The BS periodically 

sends that information as a mobility neighbor advertisement (MOB_NBR-ADV) mes

sage to the MSs. For cell reselection, an MS may use information acquired from the 

MOB.NBR-ADV messages or may make a request to schedule scanning intervals to 

scan and perform ranging with a potential target neighboring BS. The handover deci

sion and initiation may originate either at the MS or the serving BS. The notification 

of intent to handover is sent in either a mobility MS handover request (MOBJVISHO-

REQ) message from the MS or a mobility BS handover request (MOB_BSHO-REQ) 

message from the BS. Scanning and obtaining the downlink and uplink transmis

sion parameters of the neighboring BSs allows an MS to synchronize with the target 

neighbor BS. If the MS has received a MOB-NBR-ADV message including a potential 
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target BSs identifier, frequency and channel descriptors, then this procedure can be 

shortened. 

It is possible that a target neighboring BS has received a handover notification 

from the serving BS over the backbone allowing the target to assign the MS a sched

uled ranging opportunity. The MS and target BS must conduct the ranging process 

in order to determine transmission power level and timing offsets. If the MS includes 

the serving BS identifier in the RNG-REQ message, then the target BS may use 

the backbone network to request information about the MS from the serving BS. 

The target BS can then decide which of the remaining network entry steps may be 

skipped. 



Chapter 5 

Strategies for Fast Scanning, Ranging and Handovers 

in WiMAX/802.16 

This chapter describes the strategies we developed in order to make MSs more intelli

gent during the network entry process. We use the past experiences of an MS to build 

a list of most likely network parameters to use when trying to find a downlink channel 

and determining the correct power and timing offsets for communicating with a BS. 

5.1 Introduction 

In this section we will reintroduce the network entry process and the scanning and 

ranging procedures as well as discuss why improving the scanning and ranging process 

is important to improving handover times. Scanning and ranging are performed 

during network entry and during the handover process. During a handover, the MS 

must leave its current BS and re-enter the network at a neighboring BS. 

5.1.1 Network Entry and Handovers in W i M A X 

In order to enter the network, an MS must scan for a frequency in use at the BS. 

Scanning is an activity conducted by an MS. The goal of scanning is to acquire a 

downlink signal from a BS. Scanning is done by monitoring each possible frequency 

until a downlink signal is received. Scanning is performed during the initial network 

entry procedure and continues periodically to aid the MS in the selection of a suitable 

target BS for a handover to maintain network connectivity while in motion. It is 

important that the handover process completes as fast as possible since during the 

handover data to and from the MS must be buffered. A recent paper found that 

scanning is the cause of 90% of the delay during handovers in IEEE 802.llr networks 

[30] 
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The initial ranging process at an MS involves determining the correct power levels 

and timing offset for transmitting to the BS. This is to allow MSs to align their 

transmissions to a symbol marking the beginning of a minislot boundary in the SC 

and SCa PHYs or aligned with the BS received frame for the OFDMA PHY. 

The WiMAX/802.16 specifications provide support for network assisted handovers 

where the BS currently serving the MS can obtain the information of neighboring BSs 

over the network. The serving BS periodically sends using broadcast this information 

as a mobility neighbor advertisement (MOB_NBR-ADV) message to the MS. 

Even though there is support for network assisted handovers, the information 

provided by the base stations has no context. That is, the MS is provided with a 

list of neighboring BSs and network parameters, but this information does not take 

into consideration the direction of travel of the MS. Other scenarios where the ability 

of an MS to make its own decisions on scanning improves performance include the 

following: 

1. Initial Network Entry: here, the MS is not aware of its closest BS and must 

determine which frequency to use. 

2. Handover from one BS to another BS where there is no network handover assis

tance provided - either it is not available, or the MS is moving between different 

service providers. 

3. Vertical handovers between different network types (i.e. IEEE 802.11 to IEEE 

802.16). 

5.1.2 Previous Work related to Scanning, Ranging and Handovers 

Scanning 

The authors in [104] introduce their Adaptive Channel Scanning (ACS) algorithm. 

ACS is primarily focused on when to perform scanning by estimating the time required 

for an MS to scan a list of neighboring BSs and then interleaving the scanning and 

data transmission intervals. 

The authors of ACS note that the channel scanning time depends on the synchro

nization and the association latencies related to the MS association level. They let 
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ls and la represent the synchronization and association latencies, respectively. The 

value of ls will be the time of two frame cycles and the value of la is based on the 

number of frames the MS must wait before sending its range request plus a timeout 

value. The number of frames, nf, that an MS must wait is 

where M is the number of backoff contention slots that the MS must wait and ncs 

is the number of contention slots per frame. la is then rif x tf + tout, where tf is 

the frame duration and tout the timeout value. The channel scanning time at a BS 

is ts = ls + la. Once it has determined how long the scanning process will take, 

ACS uses this information to interleave the scanning operation with ongoing data 

transmissions. 

The authors in [35] propose an optimization of MAC layer management messages 

for networks that have relay stations. They introduce new management messages for 

coordination information requests (MOB_SCN-CIR) and association and coordina

tion information responses (MOB_SCN-ACI). For association level 1 and level 2, the 

BS/RS will transmit the MOB_SCN-CIR message to all recommended stations. This 

is routed to the serving BS that creates individual messages for each RS and includes 

the number of recommended stations. If the coordination message is routed trough a 

recommended station with association level 1 and level 2 it can reply directly to the 

BS with a MOB_SCN-ACI message and it must reduce the count of recommended 

stations by one. 

Ranging 

In their work [90, 91], the authors introduce a BS based algorithm for OFDMA initial 

ranging that performed well with several users ranging per UL frame. They divided 

the process into three parts, detection of OFDMA symbols, timing offset estimation 

and multiuser code detection. They use energy detectors in order to detect OFDMA 

symbols that contain ranging codes. This allows them to find which symbols to 

work on and which to drop in order to not waste time on processing empty OFDMA 

symbols. They then calculate the timing offsets by estimating the linear phase shift for 
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codes in each OFDMA symbol. Finally, they determine the codes sent by removing 

the linear phase shift from each transmitted code and cross-correlating the codes 

against all possible codes. 

In [121], the authors propose a new ranging signal detection scheme and an iter

ative multi-user timing offset estimator. They do not consider collisions of ranging 

stations. The authors in [122] improve upon the work by [121] by taking into con

sideration the possible carrier frequency offsets between the received signals and the 

base station local reference. 

Handover s 

Other work has been focused more specifically on improving handover performance. 

The authors in [58] have introduced a new management message to enable the re

ception of downlink data during the handover process and thus reduce the down

link packet delay. Their proposed algorithm allows an MS to receive downlink data 

from the handover target BS after synchronizing with the downlink channel, but be

fore synchronizing with the uplink channel. A new MAC management message Fast 

DL_MAP_IE is used. Until the MS has completed the handover process, it keeps 

its old CID and the BS uses this CID along with the Fast DL_MAP_IE to indicated 

downlink data is present for the MS. 

The authors in [83] proposed Last Packet Marking (LPM) that requires integrating 

the MAC layer (L2) handover and network layer (L3) handover and both handovers 

happen concurrently. Either the MS or BS can initiate a handover. Each BS has 

a BD-ID to BS-IP mapping table of all neighboring BSs. The currently serving BS 

then sends a pre-notification message to a target BS for handover, which the target 

BS can accept or reject. The target BS prepares a buffer for the MS and sends a 

handover pre-notification response back to the serving BS. The IP address of the MS 

is updated to associate with the new BS and the previous access router (PAR) is sent 

a pre-routing update for the MS and forwards data packets towards both the serving 

and target BS. After this initial pre-handover setup it established, the MS performs 

a WiMAX/802.16 handover. It then sends a mobile IP routing update message to 

the gateway to stop the bi-casting of the data from the crossover PAR. The target 
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BS then forwards any buffered messages to the MS. 

Finally, the authors in [78] also propose a cross-layer fast mobile IPv6/802.16e 

handover scheme (CLHS). They send FMIPv6 handover information with the mo

bile handover indication (MOB_HO-IND) and RNG-REQ WiMAX/802.16 messages. 

The fast binding update message is sent with the MOB_HO-IND message as a new 

FBU_MOB_HO-IND message. The fast neighbor advertisement message is sent with 

the RNG-REQ message as a new FNA.RNG-REQ message. 

Other Related Work 

The authors in [24] perform an analysis of several different handover decision algo

rithms and cite the challenges faced with when deploying video applications in mobile 

WiMAX neworks and dealing with handovers. 

An early work describes the storing of information on the most probable used 

carrier frequencies in cellular networks on the MS [109]. However, the term most 

probable is not defined and no mechanism is provided for determining the most prob

able frequencies. 

5.1.3 Results of the Chapter 

We present several strategies that an MS uses in order to improve scanning times while 

searching for a downlink from a BS. The strategies attempt to provide faster network 

access during the network entry phase as well as reduce delay during the handover 

procedure. The first set of strategies incorporates the history of successful scanning 

frequencies in order to guide the MS in choosing frequencies for future scanning 

operations. A second type of strategy improves upon the use of the mobility neighbor 

advertisement (MOB NBR-ADV) messages sent to the MS by the serving BS that 

informs the MS of neighboring BSs. An MS builds a history of handovers between 

BSs and uses this to determine which BS is the most likely neighbor target BS for a 

handover. Since a MOB NBR-ADV message gives the MS the list of neighbors and 

their parameters, knowing which BS is most likely the handover target improves the 

scanning operation. 

Additionally, we present several strategies that an MS uses in order to attempt to 
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reduce the number of ranging messages sent during the initial ranging process when 

an MS has no indication of an initial power level with which to begin the ranging 

process. As with our scanning strategies, two of our ranging strategies are based on 

the history of previous ranging operations. 

Related works described in Section 5.1.2 either try to work around the required 

scanning by estimating how long it will take and then schedule the scanning oper

ation efficiently, implement mechanisms such as new control messages or cross-layer 

handover techniques to improve upon the impact of scanning, or require additional 

BS support. We attempt to reduce the time required for the scanning and ranging 

operations. Our strategies require no additional network support and only limited 

memory and computational resources of the MS. 

We evaluated our strategies by mapping real-world mobility trace data for a set of 

MSs obtained via the Automatic Packet/Position Reporting System (APRS) project 

by Bruninga to perform MS simulations within our coverage area. 

5.2 Model Definition 

We assume an area of WiMAX coverage of size A in which an MS is located. All 

locations are equally probable. We have a set of n frequencies / i , . . . , / n • Each 

frequency covers a portion of the area A. The size of the area covered by frequency 

fi is denoted as A(fi). We have a frequency reuse cluster size c. The number of 

frequencies per BS, fss-, is 

n 
BS — 1 

The area covered by a frequency fi can be determined by 

A(fi) = -4-
SBS 

We assume an MS obtains a downlink channel on one of the frequencies assigned 

to a BS with equal probability. Assuming that there is at least one channel available 

at BSj, the MS finds that / , is available with probability 

p(fi,BSj) = l
cX-ft 
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The probability of finding the downlink signal at frequency /* is 

p(/i) = f xp(/ i ] B S ]) 

In Figure 6.5 we see the area of WiMAX coverage and the frequency reuse scheme. 

Here we let c = 4. 

Figure 5.1: WiMAX coverage, frequency use, four cell clusters. 

We assume that the time required to scan a frequency corresponds to the duration 

T of a physical layer scan. If the set of n frequencies are scanned in the order 

/i) /2; •••) fni then the average time it takes for scanning is expressed as follows 

n 

E(fu ..., /„) = p(h)T + J2 ipHfu .... /i-i), fi)T 

Where the expected time to acquire the downlink signal during scanning is equal 

to the probability that the frequency f\ was found times the time, T, required for 

scanning a channel plus the sum of for 2 to n that the frequency was found at the ith 

frequency and not in the previous frequencies. The goal is to find an ordering of the 

n frequencies such that 
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£ ( / l , - , / n ) 

is minimum. 

5.3 Scanning Strategies 

In the following section, we describe the WiMAX/802.16 default scanning strategy as 

well as two new strategies. The first new strategy, deals with reducing the number of 

frequencies checked during each scanning operation. The MS maintains information 

on the probabilities of the frequencies being used in order to make a choice. This 

strategy is further divided into the Most Recently Used and Most Frequently Used 

approaches. The second new strategy deals with the MS maintaining information on 

the history of performing handovers between BSs that were encountered under the 

assumption that patterns observed in handovers will be repeated. 

5.3.1 Default W i M A X Strategy 

The IEEE 802.16 standard [8] specifies that an MS must keep a nonvolatile storage 

where it stores the last set of operational parameters. When an MS wishes to acquire 

a downlink channel, it uses this stored information. Whenever an MS fails to obtain 

the downlink channel, it then continuously scans the possible channels of the downlink 

frequencies until a time it finds a downlink signal. 

5.3.2 Frequency Strategies 

When an MS is turned on for the first time, all frequencies are equally likely since the 

MS has no history. That is to say if there are n frequencies, that the frequencies / i , 

/2 , . . . , /„ have an initial probability distribution p(fi),p(f2), • • • ,p{fn) — \- This 

can be defined as a random variable X assuming the values fi, f2,. •. /„ such that 

Pr[X = fi] := p(fi). An MS only moves along a limited geometric planar region 

defined by the cells it traverses. This in turn gives rise to a random variable XMS 

induced by the random variable X and having probability distribution Pr[XMs = fi]-

It is clear that this probability distribution depends on the mobility characteristics 

(the path) of the MS as well as the probability distribution of the frequencies in the 
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subregion traversed by the MS during its movements. Given this random variable, 

we are interested in optimizing how the MS selects its frequencies. 

Prom the initial setup, since an MS has no previous history, it must simply start 

scanning frequencies in increasing order. As the MS performs a number of successful 

scanning operations, it can determine an order of frequencies from its observations. 

This history can be used to make scanning more efficient. 

In the following sections we discuss two new strategies that utilize the MSs history 

of scanning operations to determine the frequency ordering. 

Most Recently Used Strategy (MRU) 

In this first strategy, the MS must keep a certain number of the possible frequencies 

stored in memory. This information is independent of BSs or network topology. 

Initially, all frequencies are equally likely and are chosen in increasing order (lowest 

frequency to highest frequency). For each successful scanning operation, the frequency 

discovered, fMRUi> is given the highest priority, that is, it is moved to the front of the 

list of frequencies. As the MS builds up a history of scanning operations they will be 

ordered as follows 

fMRUi, fMRU2 > fMRU3, • • • , fMRUk 

where fMRUi is the most recently used frequency, fMRU2 is the second most recently 

used, and so on. The value of k is the number of frequencies stored in memory. 

There is a training period of time required to establish this order. In future scanning 

operations, the MS scans frequencies in order from the most recently used (MRU) to 

the least recently used. If the MS does not find the frequency from the MRU list, 

then it must scan the remaining frequencies. The MRU strategy was first used in 

relation to paged memory caches [108]. 
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Most Frequently Used Strategy (MFU) 

In this strategy, a frequency of occurrence distribution over the frequencies is built 

based on the history of the number of times each frequency is used. The frequency 

that is used the most has the highest priority. As the MS builds up a history of 

scanning operations, the frequency of occurrence, F, distribution is as follows 

F(fMFUi) ^ F{fMFU2) > F(fMFU3) > • " > F(fMFUk) 

where JMFUI is the most frequently used frequency, /MFU2 is the second most fre

quently used and so on. The value of k is the number of frequencies stored in memory. 

The MS keeps an ordered list starting with the most frequently used frequency. In 

future scanning operations, the MS scans the frequencies from the most frequently 

used to the least frequently used frequencies. The MFU strategy was first introduced 

for use in multi-level memory caching [97]. 

5.4 Ranging Strategies 

In this section, we describe several ranging strategies including ones that can be used 

in order to reduce the number of ranging messages that an MS must send in order to 

coordinate the transmission power level and timing offsets with the BS. 

Our model defines a set of transmission power levels that are available to the MS. 

Let the first transmission power level (the lowest power level) be the power required 

in order to be able to communicate with a BS up to a distance of one unit, the 

second power level covers a distance of two units, the third covers three units and so 

on. Based upon the assumption that the energy required to transmit is proportional 

to the distance squared, if the energy required for level one is one unit, then the 

energy required for level two is four units, level three is nine units and so on. We 

can now measure the amount of energy required for the ranging process. The goal 

of our strategies is to reduce the number of ranging messages sent on average by the 

MS. However, we must also examine how much energy is expended during an average 

ranging operation. 
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Once a BS receives a ranging message from an MS, it notifies the MS in a range 

response message of the power adjustments required. We consider a ranging opera

tion to be successful when the MS transmits with enough power for the BS to initiate 

a response. 

Default Strategy 

While the WiMAX/802.16 standard does not define the ranging strategy to be 

used by the MS, the simplest strategy is for the MS to start transmitting the ranging 

messages at the lowest power level, and incrementing through each increasing power 

level until it receives a range response message from the BS. 

Exponential Increment Strategy 

This next strategy calls for the MS to start transmitting the ranging messages at 

the lowest power level, i, but then instead of simply incrementing to the next power 

level, it moves to the i2 power level. That is to say, the first attempt is at power level 

one, the second at power level two, the third attempt at power level four, and so on 

until the MS receives a range response from the BS. This strategy has the benefit 

of being a memoryless strategy since it requires no previous knowledge of ranging 

operations. This strategy also quickly increases the transmit power compared to the 

default strategy. 

Most Recently Used Strategy 

In this strategy, the MS keeps a list of a certain number of the possible transmission 

power levels in memory. This information is independent of BSs or network topology. 

Initially, all power levels are equally likely and are chosen in increasing order (lowest 

power level to highest power level). For each ranging operation, the power level used, 

PMRUI I is given the highest priority, that is, it is moved to the front of the list of power 
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levels. As the MS builds up a history of ranging operations, they will be ordered as 

follows 

PMRUI , PMRU2 J PMRU3 i • • • , PMRUU 

where PMRUX is the most recently used power level, PMRU2
 ls the second most recently 

used, and so on. The value of k is the number of transmission power levels stored in 

memory. There is a training period of time required to establish this order. In future 

ranging operations, the MS sends repeated ranging messages with power levels in the 

order from the most recently used (MRU) to the least recently used until it receives 

a range response from the BS. If the next power level stored entry in the list is lower 

than the previous attempt, then it is skipped and the next greater power level in the 

list is used. If the MS does not receive a range response from the BS, then it sends 

ranging messages starting with an increment above the highest power level attempted 

thus far. 

Most Frequently Used Strategy 

In this strategy, a frequency of occurrence distribution over the transmission power 

levels used is built based on the history of the number of times each power level is 

used. The power level that is used the most has the highest priority. As the MS 

builds up a history of ranging operations, the frequency of occurrence, F, distribution 

is as follows 

F(PMFUI) ^ F{PMFU2) ^ F(PMFU3) > • • > F(PMFuk) 

where PMFUX is the most frequently used power level, PMFU2 is the second most power 

level used and so on. The value of k is the number of power levels stored in memory. 

The MS keeps an ordered list starting with the most frequently used power level. 

In future ranging operations, the MS sends repeated ranging messages with power 

levels from the most frequently used to the least frequently used until it receives a 

range response from the BS. If the next power level stored in the list is lower than the 

previous attempt it is skipped and the next higher power level in the list is used. If 

the MS does not receive a range response from the BS, then it sends ranging messages 
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starting with an increment above the highest power level attempted thus far. 

5.5 Previous Handover Strategy 

In this section, we describe a new strategy that utilizes the history of the MS hand

overs along with the information made available from the currently serving BS in the 

MOB_NBR-ADV message to improve the choice of a handover target neighbor BS to 

begin scanning. 

We assume the MS is provided with the list of all neighboring BSs and the fre

quency advertised for each neighbor in the MOB_NBR-ADV message from the serving 

BS. Even though this information is provided to the MS, the MS must "guess" at 

which of the neighboring BSs it should attempt to perform a handover. The MS 

must perform a scanning operation to obtain the operational parameters and deter

mine which of the neighboring BSs are suitable for a handover. The IEEE 802.16 

standard does not define this operation. It is left to the MS to decide on which 

neighbor to attempt to communicate, an MS with no other information than the 

MOB.NBR-ADV must simply attempt to scan for the neighbors in the order given. 

That is to say, that the d given neighbors for a given BS are n\, n2, . . . , n^ and 

that they are equally likely to be chosen as a handover target. This gives them an 

initial probability distribution p{ni),p(ri2),... ,p(«d) = ^- This can be defined as a 

random variable Y assuming the values ni , r i2, . . . , n^ such that Pr[Y — rij] := p(rij). 

We want to capture the probability that the MS currently served by BSi will perform 

a handover to BSiS neighbor j . Similar to the frequency strategies, this probability 

distribution depends on the mobility characteristics (the path) of the MS. Given 

this random variable, we are interested in optimizing how the MS selects its target 

handover BS. p(HOij) is the probability that a handover will occur from BSi to it's 

neighbor rij. 

The MS keeps for each BSi it has visited, a list of most probable handover target 

of the neighboring BSs. For example, a commuter driving along a highway is highly 

likely to repeatedly perform the same set of handovers along the highway, from BSi 

to BSz to BS3 and so on. This pattern can be captured and stored in the MS. This 

can be done by maintaining a frequency of previous handovers that have occurred 
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from each BSi. The frequency of occurrence, F, distribution is as follows 

F{HOiM) > F(HOiti2) > F(HOiti3) >•••> F(HOitid) 

where we have non-increasing probabilities and p(HOitil) is the probability of a han

dover from BSi to one of its neighbors nn which will be considered first when the MS 

performs scanning in preparation for a handover. 

5.6 A N o t e on M R U and M F U Strategies 

Our MRU and MFU strategies have a basis from various works done on computer 

memory cache systems [97, 108]. 

When a computer is executing code inside a loop it will be going through the 

exact same set of instructions repeatedly. Therefore, by using MRU or MFU cache 

replacement strategies it can improve performance with repeated cache hits. The 

frequencies used by an MS represent instructions used in a memory cache while the 

MSs in our model would represent the processes within a computer system. Our 

model differs since if an MS follows the same path twice, it is not guaranteed to 

connect to the set of BSs with the same set of frequencies. This is dependent on the 

number of frequencies allocated to each BS. 

Additionally, in memory cache systems, typically there is only a single cache 

of one or more levels. As such, the cache is used to improve performance in the 

execution of instructions from all processes running on the system. In our initial 

model, we are implementing our strategies with the goal of building mobility profiles 

for each individual MS. This will ultimately result in an MS keeping multiple lists of 

most likely used frequencies depending on different conditions such as time-of-day, or 

current location and heading. 

Finally, our strategies involve maintaining an ordered list of most likely frequencies 

that are traversed from the beginning to the end while searching for BS frequencies. 

Typically in a memory cache, the systems can directly load the instruction stored in 

cache and must not traverse the cache looking for it. 
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The work in this chapter shows that by keeping a single list of most likely fre

quencies used we can improve our scanning and ranging performance. In the following 

chapter, we expand these ideas by building multiple lists of most likely used frequen

cies based upon more complex and fine grained mobility profiles. 

5.7 Performance Evaluation 

In order to evaluate our strategies, we implemented a simulation to compare the 

WiMAX/802.16 default scanning strategy with the MRU and MFU strategies. We 

then implemented a second simulation to test the previous handover strategy. Finally, 

a third simulation was implemented to compare our ranging strategies. In the fol

lowing section, we first describe important parameters concerning our simulation: (1) 

Network topology, (2) Metrics and measurements being used, (3) the Mobile Station 

Mobility Data used, and (4) Mobile Station scanning and ranging times. Later we 

discuss the results of the simulation. 

5.7.1 Simulation Setup 

The simulations are setup as summarized in Table 5.1. A ten kilometres by ten 

kilometres area is defined and covered by WiMAX/802.16 base stations with a one 

kilometre range. The base stations are positioned based upon a cellular networking 

model, see [25], where each BS covers a hexagonal shaped region as shown in Figure 

6.7. A total of 44 BSs are required to cover the entire area. 

Figure 5.2: Four cell cluster size for frequency reuse. 
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Network Parameters 
Coverage Area 
No. Base Stations 
Cell Radius 
Cell Cluster Size 
No. Frequencies 
No. Channels 
No. Channels per Cell 
No. Frequencies per cell 

10 km x 10 km 
44 

1 km 
4 
20 
80 
20 
5 

Table 5.1: Network simulation parameters. 

The WiMAX/802.16 simulation parameters are chosen based on 100 MHz of band

width available for both uplink and downlink channels. Every channel is given 1.25 

MHz of bandwidth for a total of 80 channels. A four cell cluster reuse clustering 

scheme, shown in Figure 5.2, is implemented on the underlying 44 BSs. This setup 

has 20 channels available for each cell for the 80 channels available in total. We use 

20 different frequencies, assigning five to each BS, each of which has four channels for 

MS connections. Two MS scanning times are implemented in the simulation scenario. 

In our model, the number of frequencies stored in memory is equal to the number 

of frequencies available in the coverage area. 

For our ranging simulation model, we define the MS power levels relative to our 

area of coverage. Power level one allows communication between an MS and a BS up 

to 100 metres apart, power level two allows communication up to 200 metres, and so 

on. 

Metrics and Measurement 

The purpose of this work is to improve upon the time it takes for an MS to find a 

downlink channel and perform initial ranging. For the scanning process, we aim to 

reduce the number of frequencies an MS is required to check while scanning for a 

downlink connection to a BS. We measure the proportion of time that an MS can 

find the downlink with a certain number of frequencies checked. For our model, this 

is between one and 20 frequencies checked per scan. Ideally, we would like to have 

it so that 100% of the time an MS can successfully scan for a neighboring BS with 
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Figure 5.3: Simulation area with sample path of an MS. 

only checking a single frequency, but the actual performance is dependent on the 

individual MSs mobility. From the observations of our simulations, we determine 

the expected number of frequencies required to be checked for a certain proportion 

of scanning operations. For example, x% of the time, the MS can find a downlink 

channel with only scanning a single frequency. Results were obtained with a 95% 

level of confidence. Similarly, to measure an improvement in the ranging process, we 

aim to reduce the number of ranging messages that an MS sends to the BS when 

performing the ranging process. From our simulations, we determine the proportion 

of time that the ranging process completes with one, two, up to n ranging messages. 

Furthermore, we determine the average number of ranging messages sent and average 

energy use per ranging attempt for each of the ranging strategies. 

MS Mobility Data 

We used real-world mobility data collected by the APRS project [50]. The data 

included the mobility traces of 30 different MSs. The actual real-world coordinates of 

the data for each MS were mapped to the simulation coverage area. As an example, a 
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partial depiction of an approximated path, in terms of handovers, of an MS is shown 

in Figure 5.3. 

MS Scanning and Ranging Times 

Here we describe two different scanning and ranging times of an MS. The first repre

sents how the operations are performed as an MS is in motion and performs handovers 

in order to maintain a network connection. The second is more representative of the 

cases where an MS is just being turned on and must find a downlink channel and 

range to a BS in order to enter the network. 

1. Along the MS path: In this scenario, we chose sampled locations that were rel

atively close in time to the previous scanning and ranging attempt. This would 

closely follow the path taken by the MS and would cover scenarios where the MS 

is trying to re-acquire a channel, or is performing a handoff between cells. We 

expected that the MRU strategy would perform better in this scenario. Observe 

in Figure 5.3 that an MS may frequently move back and forth between the same 

series of two or more cells. It should be noted that the IEEE 802.16 default 

strategy is equivalent to the MRU strategy with a list of only one frequency. 

2. Random Locations: In this scenario, we implement a series of randomly chosen 

sampled locations of each MS and perform the scanning and ranging operations. 

This can be thought of to represent when a mobile station is turned on. It was 

expected that the MFU strategy would achieve better performance with this 

scenario since a user can be expected to perform this kind of operation in certain 

places (i.e. home, office, etc.) 

We performed simulations for the IEEE 802.16 default, MRU, and MFU scanning 

strategies as well as the default, MRU, MFU and Exponential ranging strategies in 

order to compare their results. 

Previous Handover Strategy 

In the previous handover simulation setup, the same area of coverage and mobility 

trace data were used. However, now the MS built a history of the previous BS 
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handover pairs, and store for each BS, the list of neighboring BS in a MFU order. 

That is, for each BS, the list of neighboring BSs is maintained in the order of most 

often chosen as the handover target to the least often chosen as the handover target. 

When an MS receives a MOB-NBR-ADV message, it chooses the neighbor that is most 

frequently used first. Prom our simulation model, an MS has at most six neighboring 

BSs from which they can choose for a handover. We performed simulations for the 

IEEE 802.16 default and the MFU handover strategy in order to compare their results. 

5.7.2 Simulation Results 

The following sections show the simulation results of our frequency, ranging and 

handover strategies. Additionally, the complete set of frequency scanning tables, 

including 95% confidence intervals can be found at the end of the chapter. 

Scanning Strategies 

Figure 5.4 gives the results of the scanning along the path and random locations 

scenarios showing the distribution of the proportion of the time that an MS is required 

to scan a certain number of frequencies before finding the downlink signal from a BS. 

For the along the path scenario, the results show that the MRU strategy performs 

the best of the three strategies. 

Table 5.2 summarizes the results and can be read as follows: for our network 

parameters, the WiMAX/802.16 default scanning strategy finds the downlink 51.9% 

of the time by checking 10 frequencies. The MRU strategy finds the downlink 86.9% 

of the time with the same number of frequencies checked. In order to meet the MRU 

number, the default strategy requires checking 18 frequencies. 

For the random locations scenario, we observe that the MFU strategy performs 

best. The results are further summarized in Table 5.2 (the values in parenthe

ses) where we see that the MFU strategy successfully finds a BS frequency 79.5% 

of the time after checking 10 frequencies versus only 45.6% of the time for the 

WiMAX/802.16 default strategy. In order to meet the 79% of the MFU strategy, 

the default strategy is required to check 17 frequencies on average. 
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of number of frequencies checked per scan. 
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Scanning Results 

Default 
MRU 
MFU 

5 Freq 
39.9% (30.3%) 
78.0% (40.0%) 
53.2% (52.9%) 

10 Freq 
51.9% (45.6%) 
86.9% (70.7%) 
79.5% (79.5%) 

Table 5.2: Proportion of time scanning can be completed with checking 5, 10 frequen
cies - along the path (random locations). 

Ranging Strategies 

The following are the results of our ranging simulations. The graph on top in 

Figure 5.5 shows the results of the along the path scenario and shows the distribution 

of the proportion of the time that an MS is required to send from one to eleven 

ranging messages (eleven is the maximum due to our model of BS coverage). The 

results show that the MRU strategy performs the best of the strategies. Similarly, 

the graph on the bottom in Figure 5.5 shows the results for the random locations 

scenario. Here we observed that the MFU strategy performs best. 

The results are further summarized in Table 5.3 and Table 5.3 where we see the av

erage number of ranging messages and average energy required per ranging attempt. 

The default strategy required the most average number of ranging messages and 

average energy consumption, while both the MRU and MFU strategies performed 

significantly better in terms of both metrics. The MRU strategy performed better 

for the along the path scenario in terms of the average number of ranging messages 

sent, while the MFU strategy performed better in the random locations scenario. 

The MRU strategy performed best overall in terms of the average energy expended 

per ranging attempt. Finally, we observe that the exponential increment strategy 

only performed moderately better than the default strategy. It might be noted that 

with an increased BS coverage range (currently at one kilometer), the difference in 

performance between the default and exponential increment strategy may be more 

pronounced. 
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Range Request Messages per Ranging Attempt - Along the Path 

2 4 6 8 10 
Number of Range Request Messages 

12 

Request Messages per Ranging Attempt - Random Points 

2 4 6 8 10 
Number of Range Request Messages 

12 

Figure 5.5: Distribution of range request messages per ranging attempt. 

Previous Handover Strategy 

In this simulation scenario, the WiMAX/802.16 default was to simply scan the 

neighbors in the order given by the MOB_NBR-ADV messages. By using information 

on the historical pattern of handovers from each BS, we obtain significant improve

ment in choice of neighbor BS frequency to scan. The results of the simulation are 

shown in Figure 5.6. We see that with the default strategy, slightly more than 20% 

of the time the MS picked the correct neighbor on the first attempt while with the 

MFU strategy this increases to over 70%. While the WiMAX/802.16 default was 

more evenly distributed, the MFU strategy successfully finds the correct handover 
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Ranging Results - Along the Path 

Default 
MRU 
MFU 
EXP 

Avg. Ranging Msgs 
7.28 ± 0.32 
1.20 ± 0.04 
1.35 ± 0.13 
4.14 ±0.11 

Avg. Energy Expended (units) 
198.52 ± 18.81 
57.76 ± 4.42 
74.77 ± 7.24 

167.03 ± 17.15 

Table 5.3: Average number of ranging messages and energy expended per ranging 
attempt - along the path, 95% confidence. 

Ranging Results - Random Points 

Default 
MRU 
MFU 
EXP 

Avg. Ranging Msgs 
7.29 ± 0.33 
1.55 ± 0.04 
1.36 ± 0.13 
4.15 ± 0.11 

Avg. Energy Expended (units) 
199.30 ± 18.96 
53.21 ± 4.16 
74.98 ± 7.27 

167.87 ± 17.23 

Table 5.4: Average number of ranging messages and energy expended per ranging 
attempt - random points, 95% confidence. 

target with only two attempts over 90% of the time. 

Handover Target - Probability Found in x Neighbors Scanned 

(0 
c 

a) 
Q. 

2 3 4 5 
Number of Neighbors Scanned 

Figure 5.6: Previous handover strategy - BS neighbor scans per handover. 
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Percentage Scanning Checks Number of BSs 
No. Neighbors Scanned 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

WiMAX 
22.78% ± 6.07% 
20.96% ± 5.09% 
20.45% ± 3.94% 
11.27% ± 2.95% 
11.84% ± 3.34% 
12.69% db 3.33% 

MFU 
72.38% ± 6.74% 
20.98% ± 3.42% 
5.15% ± 1.28% 
1.20% ± 0.50% 
0.26% ± 0.21% 
0.01% ± 0.03% 

Table 5.5: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 6 
neighboring BSs, 95% confidence 

5.8 Conclusion and Future Work 

We have examined the scanning and ranging operations for a WiMAX/802.16 MS. 

We have introduced two new strategies to aid in reducing the number of frequencies 

to check while scanning to find a downlink from a BS and provided some experimental 

results of a simulation based on real-world mobility traces. In the two scenarios we 

tested, along the path vs. random locations, we have shown that the MRU (MFU re

spectively) performed best when compared against the default WiMAX/802.16 scan

ning strategy. The proportion of time that scanning was completed within checking 

ten frequencies has been increased from 51.9% (45.6%) for the WiMAX default to 

86.9% (70.7%) for the MRU strategy and 79.5% (79.5%) for the MFU strategy for 

along the path (random points) scenarios. 

We introduced an additional strategy to enhance the neighbor advertisement mes

sages sent by the BS to assist the MS with handovers. In this strategy, the MS builds 

a history of previous handovers and uses this information to select which of the adver

tised neighboring BSs is most likely the correct one for a handover. We have shown 

that the previous handover strategy improves performance significantly over that of 

the WiMAX/802.16 default strategy. On average, the previous handover strategy 

chooses the correct target BS on its first attempt 72.38% of the time as compared to 

only 22.78% of the time for the WiMAX/802.16 default. 

Finally, we have introduced a series of initial ranging strategies to aid in reducing 

the number of ranging messages sent during the ranging process. In the two scenarios 
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we tested, along the path vs. random locations, we have shown that the MRU (MFU 

respectively) performed best when compared against the default and exponential 

increment ranging strategies. The average number of ranging messages required has 

been reduced from 7.28 (7.29) for the WiMAX default to 1.20 (1.55) for the MRU 

strategy and 1.35 (1.36) for the MFU strategy for along the path (random points). 

Additionally, with by using the MRU strategy for ranging, the power expended has 

been reduced by between 70.9% and 73.3% over the default WiMAX strategy. 

Our work is complementary to the earlier research presented such as that done by 

[58, 78, 83, 90, 104]. Our strategies are MS based and require no additional network 

support. This initial work on scanning, ranging and handovers was the basis for our 

work on developing the TOD and LPT mobility profiles in Chapter 6. This work has 

been published in [40] and [41]. 
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5.9 Overall Scanning Results 

Scanning Results - Along the Path - APRS Mobility Data 
No. Freq Checked 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

WiMAX 
19.16% ± 1.20% 
4.96% ± 1.25% 
4.84% ± 1.25% 
4.97% ± 1.27% 
4.73% ± 1.22% 
0.39% ± 0.13% 
3.63% ± 1.23% 
3.47% ± 1.21% 
3.60% ± 1.27% 
3.44% ± 1.22% 
0.28% ± 0.13% 
5.25% ± 1.34% 
5.04% ± 1.33% 
5.09% ± 1.35% 
4.78% ± 1.27% 
0.56% ± 0.21% 
6.27% ± 1.39% 
5.92% ± 1.33% 
6.21% ± 1.40% 
5.82% ± 1.28% 

MFU 
11.48% ± 1.15% 
11.54% ± 1.16% 
11.26% ± 1.24% 
11.13% ± 1.23% 
11.01% ± 1.17% 
5.02% ± 0.76% 
5.27% ± 0.85% 
5.06% ± 0.70% 
4.85% ± 0.66% 
4.83% ± 0.72% 
2.44% ± 0.45% 
2.37% ± 0.43% 
2.40% ± 0.46% 
2.35% ± 0.43% 
2.34% ± 0.42% 
1.00% ± 0.27% 
0.99% ± 0.27% 
0.97% ± 0.28% 
1.10% ± 0.34% 
1.00% ± 0.28% 

MRU 
19.16% ± 1.20% 
17.67% ± 1.30% 
16.01% ± 1.32% 
14.65% ± 1.28% 
13.30% ± 1.34% 
1.32% ± 0.39% 
1.45% ± 0.32% 
1.70% ± 0.35% 
1.98% ± 0.40% 
1.93% ± 0.36% 
0.90% ± 0.25% 
0.98% ± 0.27% 
1.08% ± 0.32% 
1.04% ± 0.29% 
1.37% ± 0.44% 
0.73% ± 0.37% 
0.78% ± 0.41% 
0.61% ± 0.20% 
0.88% ± 0.31% 
0.88% ± 0.23% 

Table 5.6: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 20 
frequencies - along the path, 95% confidence 
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Scanning Results - Random Points - APRS Mobility Data 
No. Freq Checked 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

WiMAX 
9.33% ± 1.08% 
5.06% ± 1.29% 
4.99% ± 1.23% 
5.01% ± 1.25% 
4.88% ± 1.24% 
3.63% ± 0.65% 
3.57% ± 1.27% 
3.54% ± 1.22% 
3.53% ± 1.21% 
3.48% ± 1.22% 
2.84% ± 0.60% 
5.06% ± 1.32% 
5.06% ± 1.30% 
5.21% ± 1.34% 
4.84% ± 1.30% 
4.53% ± 0.84% 
6.15% ± 1.34% 
5.98% ± 1.33% 
6.16% ± 1.38% 
6.16% ± 1.34% 

MFU 
11.32% ± 1.14% 
11.34% ± 1.16% 
11.26% ± 1.21% 
11.22% ± 1.20% 
11.18% ± 1.21% 
5.11% ± 0.75% 
5.34% ± 0.90% 
4.95% ± 0.72% 
4.96% ± 0.69% 
4.85% ± 0.69% 
2.47% ± 0.48% 
2.26% ± 0.40% 
2.52% ± 0.51% 
2.53% ± 0.54% 
2.29% ± 0.42% 
1.13% ± 0.32% 
1.11% ± 0.32% 
1.06% ± 0.29% 
1.06% ± 0.29% 
1.10% ± 0.31% 

MRU 
9.33% ± 1.08% 
8.69% ± 1.09% 
8.98% ± 1.02% 
8.35% ± 1.02% 
8.11% ± 0.96% 
6.93% ± 0.68% 
6.47% ± 0.60% 
5.77% ± 0.55% 
5.24% ± 0.57% 
4.90% ± 0.56% 
4.44% ± 0.53% 
3.99% ± 0.53% 
3.49% ± 0.48% 
3.14% ± 0.48% 
2.80% ± 0.44% 
2.22% ± 0.43% 
1.91% ± 0.43% 
1.60% ± 0.42% 
1.37% ± 0.37% 
1.28% ± 0.32% 

Table 5.7: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 20 
frequencies - random points, 95% confidence 



Chapter 6 

Using Time-of-Day and Location-based Mobility Profiles to 

Improve Scanning During Handovers in W i M A X 

6.1 Introduction 

When a WiMAX/802.16 subscriber mobile station (MS) wishes to join the network, 

it must follow the network entry procedure. This involves scanning for a frequency 

on a base station (BS). It is expected that the MS be required to perform repeated 

scanning to maintain connectivity to the network by moving from one BS to another 

while moving throughout the coverage area. This process of changing BSs is called a 

handover. 

Mobile WiMAX networks are expected to provide support for all Internet appli

cations. High bandwidth and realtime applications, in a network with high mobility 

are still important open areas of research. WiMAX is considered as a competitive 

technology to replace or enhance existing 3G cellular networks. One of the most 

important issues that needs improvement in order to maintain its competitiveness is 

handover performance when dealing with large volumes of real-time data in a highly 

mobile environment [24]. 

In our previous work [41], we introduced frequency scanning strategies used to 

reduce the time a MS spends finding an available channel of a WiMAX/802.16 BS. 

These basic strategies are now implemented within user mobility profiles. 

In this Chapter, we introduce time-of-day and location-based mobility profiles to 

aid MSs during the scanning phase when performing a handover. If a mobile user 

often follows the same set of routes, the MS can exploit this to its advantage. We 

would like to capture the fact that a user travels to work in the morning, returns home 

in the evening or heads out to the gym on Wednesday nights as either time-of-day or 

location-based mobility profiles. Using these profiles, an MS reduces the number of 

81 
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frequencies monitored in the scanning process during handovers. 

6.1.1 Results of the Chapter 

We propose two types of mobility profiles, time-of-day (TOD) and location plus trajec

tory (LPT), used by MSs in order to reduce the time spent searching for a frequency 

during handover scanning. We show a reduction in the time required for the scanning 

operation over our previous work [41]. Our strategies require no additional network 

support and only limited memory and computational resources of the MS. 

We evaluated the use of TOD and LPT mobility patterns by modeling and simu

lating an area of WiMAX coverage with two MS user classes along with two different 

mobility models. In addition, we utilized real-world mobility trace data to evaluate 

the model. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we describe 

the WiMAX/802.16 network entry procedure and handovers. In Section 6.3, we briefly 

revisit our previous work in order to give a background to our new mobility profiles. 

In Section 6.4.1, we introduce the TOD user mobility profiles. In Section 6.4.2, we 

introduce LPT user mobility profiles. We briefly analyze the Manhattan mobility 

pattern in Section 6.5. We provide a description of the simulation environment along 

with the simulation results in Sections 6.6 and 6.8. Finally, we discuss ongoing work 

and conclude in Section 6.9. 

6.2 Network Entry and Handovers in W i M A X 

WiMAX/802.16 defines a network entry procedure for an MS wanting to establish 

a network connection via a BS. The MS must first scan to find a frequency in use 

by a BS. It does this by listening to each possible frequency until it hears the frame 

preamble. This takes a minimum of two frames [8, 104], at each frequency. After 

finding the frequency, it must synchronize with the BS by waiting for the Downlink 

Map (DL_MAP). The DL_MAP is a map of the timeslot locations in use for the frame. 

Once the MS has synchronized with the channel, it then must listen for the Downlink 

and Uplink Channel Descriptors (DCD and UCD) that are periodically sent by the 

BS. Then the MS must wait for a contention slot (determined from the UCD) in 
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order to perform Initial Ranging with the BS. Initial ranging is used to determine the 

transmit power level of the MS in order to reach the BS. 

When performing a handover, the MS must essentially perform the steps of net

work entry with a neighbor of the currently serving BS. Since the network entry 

process has many steps, if we can improve upon the time it takes for one or more of 

these steps to complete we can provide an improved access time of service. In this 

chapter, we focus on handover scanning. 

6.2.1 Scanning in W i M A X 

Scanning is an activity conducted by a MS. The goal of scanning is to acquire a down

link signal from a BS. Scanning is done by monitoring each possible frequency until 

a downlink signal is received. The exact number of available frequencies depends on 

the regulatory provisioned bandwidth (varies from one country to another), physical 

specification (several) and bandwidth per channel (several options available per phys

ical specification). Scanning is performed during the initial network entry procedure 

and continues periodically to aid the MS in the selection of a suitable target BS for 

a handover to maintain network connectivity while in motion. 

WiMAX/802.16 provides optional support for network assisted handovers where 

the BS currently serving the MS can obtain the information of neighboring BSs over 

the network. The serving BS periodically sends this information as a MOB NBR-ADV 

message to the MSs. 

6.2.2 W i M A X Handovers 

As an MS moves throughout the coverage area, maintaining connectivity is done via 

performing handovers between neighboring BSs. An example is shown in Figure 6.1, 

where an MS must choose one of six neighboring BSs, in this case neighbor six is 

chosen. Selection of the best handover target can be complex since the MS must 

scan for neighboring BSs to find a suitable target based on a number of criteria 

such as signal strength or error rates. Since a handover is an important function, 

an MS should perform the scanning and determine a target BS before beginning the 

handover. The IEEE 802.16 standard supports temporarily suspending the uplink and 



downlink communication between the MS and BS in order to allow the MS to perform 

scanning for neighboring BSs. While communication is suspended, the data streams 

must be buffered on either side. Any improvement on the time it takes for the MS 

to complete its scanning operation improves the performance of the communications, 

reducing delays. 
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(a) MS before handover, (b) MS after handover. 

Figure 6.1: Mobile station handover. 

While WiMAX supports three kinds of handovers: hard handovers, Fast Base 

Station Switching (FBSS), and Macro Diversity Handover (MDHO), hard handovers 

is the only mandatory handover scheme [35]. Since a hard handover is a break then 

make mechanism, data being sent across a connection is more sensitive to delays in 

connecting to the new BS. Additionally, according to the WiMAX/802.16 specifica

tions, handovers must be completed with a latency of less than 50ms [8]. 

6.3 Revisiting Scanning Strategies 

In the following section, we briefly give a background on default scanning in WiMAX 

and our previous work. 

6.3.1 Default W i M A X Strategy 

The IEEE 802.16 standard [8] specifies that an MS must keep a nonvolatile storage 

where it stores the last set of operational parameters. When an MS wishes to acquire 

a downlink channel, it uses this stored information. Whenever an MS fails to obtain 
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the downlink channel, it then continuously scans the possible channels of the downlink 

frequencies until a time it finds a downlink signal. 

6.3.2 Frequency Scanning Strategies 

When an MS is turned on for the first time, all frequencies are equally likely since 

the MS has no history. That is to say if there are n frequencies, that the frequencies 

/ i , h, ••• , fn have an initial probability distribution p{fi),p(f2), • • • ,p(fn) = \-

From the initial setup, since an MS has no previous history, it must simply start 

scanning frequencies in increasing order. As the MS performs a number of successful 

scanning operations, it can determine an order of frequencies from its observations. 

This history can be used to make scanning more efficient. 

We previously proposed two different kinds of strategies to aid an MS in frequency 

selection for scanning. The first was a more general solution where an MS built a 

profile based on its history of successful scanning operations. This was based only 

upon the frequencies the MS had previously used. The second type of strategy lever

aged the optional neighbor advertisements from a BS along with a profile built from 

the MSs history of handovers BS pairs. 

Frequency Scanning Strategy 

In our Most Frequently Used (MFU) strategy, a frequency of occurrence distribu

tion over the radio frequencies is built using the history of the number of times each 

frequency is used. The frequency that is used the most has the highest probability. 

The MS keeps an ordered list starting with the most frequently used frequency. In 

future scanning operations, the MS scans the frequencies from the most frequently 

used to the least frequently used frequencies. 

Previous Handover Strategy 

In this strategy, we assume that the MS is provided with the list of all neighboring 

BSs and their frequencies in a MOB NBR-ADV message from its serving BS. Even 

though this information is provided to the MS, the MS must guess at which of the 

neighboring BSs it should attempt to perform a handover. The MS builds, for each 
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BS it visits, a most probable list of handover target neighbors based on its previous 

handover history. The MS uses this list, along with the MOB NBR-ADV message, 

to aid in selecting future handover target BSs. 

6.4 Using Mobility Profile Strategies to Improve Scanning 

In the following sections we describe our extended scanning and handover strategies 

with the introduction of two mobility profiles, time-of-day (TOD) and location plus 

trajectory (LPT). 

6.4.1 Time-of-day Mobility Profile 

We introduce our time-of-day (TOD) mobility profile. The MSs uses time-of-day 

information when building and maintaining their user mobility profile. Things that 

can be taking into consideration are: 

1. Time of the day (morning, evening etc.). 

2. Day of the week (weekday vs. weekends). 

3. The current user, for multiple users. 

For each time-of-day period, the MS keeps a list of most probable frequencies used 

during the period. 

When an MS is about to perform a scanning operation, it looks up its time-of-day 

profile to determine the order of frequencies to check. Figure 6.2 shows a sample 

lookup table for two time-of-day profiles TOD\ and TOD2. For TODi, frequency fi 

is selected first, then f\ while for TOD2 the reverse is true. TOD(x,y) represents the 

yth frequency of time-of-day period x. 

We assume that the first time an MS is started the set of frequencies are of equal 

probability. Over time, the MS builds a set of mobility profiles, each corresponding 

to an orderings of the set of frequencies. The MS determines the number of mobility 

profiles to store based on its own time-of-day mobility patterns. 
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Figure 6.2: Mobile station lookup for time-of-day mobility profile frequency ordering. 

The MS has a function that takes the time-of-day as a parameter and performs 

a table lookup for which time-of-day mobility profile to use. It then uses the most 

probable list of frequencies associated with this time-of-day profile. 

6.4.2 Location Plus Trajectory Mobility Profile 

We introduce our location plus trajectory (LPT) mobility profile. In the previous 

section, we presented a mobility profile that maintains lists of most probable frequen

cies depending upon the time of day or day of the week. This did not take into 

consideration information such as current location or direction of travel. In the LPT 

mobility profile, a MS equipped with a GPS or other means of localization uses this 

information when building its most probable frequency lists. 

A MS uses its location as well as its trajectory to build a profile of several most 

probable frequency lists. The scene is depicted in Figure 6.3. We see MS A and MS 

B. Given an area of coverage, the region is divided into n x m zones. For each zone, 

the MS keeps a set of lists as a function of the trajectory of the MS within the zone. 

As an example, Figure 6.4 shows how the MS determines which list from the 

current zone to use when performing scanning. In this example, the zone has four 

related lists, one for each quadrant Ql through Q4. The MS determines which list to 

use by calculating which quadrant it is located in by using its current and previous 
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Figure 6.3: Overview of location plus trajectory. 
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Figure 6.4: Determining a mobile station's trajectory. 

locations. A lookup is performed in a similar fashion as the TOD mobility profiles 

shown in Figure 6.2, with the exception that each zone has multiple most probable 

lists as compared to the single TOD most probable list. 
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Figure 6.5: WiMAX coverage, frequency use, four cell clusters, Manhattan mobility 
model. 

6.5 Analysis of Manhattan Mobility Model 

To give some intuition on why maintaining a most probable list of frequencies to 

check during scanning as mobility profiles improves scanning time, we investigate the 

properties of a MSs path in the Manhattan model [115]. 

Refer to Figure 6.5 where we show a sample of three segments of possible MS 

paths and how the MS visits a set of BSs in the horizonal and vertical directions in 

the Manhattan model with a four cell clustering scheme. Cells labeled 1 through 4 

are each assigned | of the available frequencies. In the case of horizontal movement, 

the segment indicated by "a" in Figure 6.5, a MS visits a set of BSs that at most 

contain | the total number of frequencies (BSs that fall in to cells numbered 1 and 2 

of the four cell cluster). 

In the vertical movement case, we see two cases of the set of BSs visited by a MS. 

The first is similar to the horizontal case and is depicted in Figure 6.5 the segment 

indicated by "c". The latter is shown in Figure 6.5, the segment indicated by "b", 

Examine Figure 6.6 where we depict the area of a BS cell. We can calculate the 

area of the three sections and determine the probability of a user traveling, in the 
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vertical direction, through each part. Given a unit hexagon, the area of the triangle 

on the left hand side, with a base of \ /3 and a height of \ is \ \ /3 units2. We multiply 

this by 2 in order to get the area of both triangles, giving us \y/2>. The area of the 

central part is \ /3 units2. The triangles represent | of the area and the central part 

represents | of the area of the hexagon. 
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Figure 6.6: Calculating the area of a cell. 

When moving in the vertical direction, the proportion of time a MS may use BSs 

that cover all of the available frequencies is only | of the time (as with segment "b" 

in Figure 6.6) versus | of the time when it only uses BSs that cover \ of the available 

frequencies (as with segment "c" in Figure 4). 

In the Manhattan mobility model, this leads to the conclusion that with a higher 

probability, an MS repeatedly following similar paths is only exposed to | of the 

frequencies in use in the area of coverage (assuming fixed frequency assignments). If 

an MS can check these frequencies first while scanning, it should gain an advantage. 

6.6 Performance Evaluation 

In order to evaluate the model, we first implemented a simulation to compare the 

WiMAX/802.16 default scanning strategy with the original MFU strategy and that 

of the TOD and LPT mobility profiles. Similarly, we implemented a second simulation 
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to compare the WiMAX default strategy, our original previous handover strategy and 

the TOD mobility profile for the previous handover strategy. 

We first describe important parameters concerning the simulation: Network topol

ogy, metrics and measurements being used, the Mobile Station mobility patterns used, 

and time-of-day during the weekdays. Later we discuss the results of the simulations. 

6.6.1 Network Topology 

A ten kilometres by ten kilometres area is denned and covered by WiMAX/802.16 

BSs with a one kilometre range. The base stations are positioned according to a 

cellular networking model [25] where each BS covers a hexagonal shaped region as 

shown in Figure 6.7. A total of 44 BS are used to cover the entire area. 

Network Parameters 
Coverage Area 
No. Base Stations 
Cell Radius 
Cell Cluster Size 
No. Frequencies 
No. Channels 
No. Channels per Cell 
No. Frequencies per cell 
TOD Periods 
LPT Zones 
LPT Trajectory Lists 

10 km x 10 km 
44 

1 km 
4 
20 
80 
20 
5 

Weekday AM, Weekday PM 
16, 25 

Quadrant based 

Table 6.1: Simulation parameters. 

The WiMAX/802.16 simulation parameters are chosen based on 100 MHz of band

width available for both uplink and downlink channels. Every channel is given 1.25 

MHz of bandwidth for a total of 80 channels. A four cell reuse clustering scheme is 

implemented on the underlying 44 BSs. This setup has 20 channels available for each 

cell for the 80 channels available in total. We use 20 different frequencies, assigning 

five to each BS, each of which has four channels for MS connections. Two MS scan

ning times are implemented in the simulation scenario. Each simulation was run for 

a period of 100 weekday work days for 100 mobile stations. 
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In the model, the number of frequencies stored in memory is equal to the number 

of frequencies available in the coverage area. The simulation network parameters are 

summarized in Table 6.1. 

Figure 6.7: Simulation area with sample paths of a mobile station. 

6.6.2 Metrics and Measurement 

The purpose of this work is to improve upon (reduce) the number of frequencies an 

MS is required to check while scanning for a downlink connection to a BS. We measure 

the proportion of time that an MS can find the downlink with a certain number of 

frequencies checked. For the model and the frequency strategies, it is between one and 

20 frequencies checked per scan. For the previous handover strategy, it is between one 

and six neighboring BSs. Ideally, we would like to have it so that 100% of the time an 

MS can successfully scan for a neighboring BS with only checking a single frequency, 

but the actual performance is dependent on the individual MSs mobility. From the 

observations of the simulations, we determine the expected number of frequencies 

required to be checked for a certain proportion of scanning operations. For example, 
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x% of the time, the MS can find a downlink channel with only scanning a single 

frequency. Results were obtained with a 95% level of confidence. 

6.6.3 Mobile Station Mobility Models 

For the simulations we used a variety of simulated and real-world mobility data. For 

the simulated mobility patterns we introduced two classes of user and two mobility 

models. 

User Classes 

1. Worker class - The worker mobility pattern models the scenario of a user that 

is commuting to and from work. The MS is given a set of random permanent 

home and work locations assigned within the area of WiMAX coverage. The 

worker travels from home to work and back once a day. 

2. Wanderer class - The wanderer class is initially given a random start and des

tination location within the area of coverage. The wanderer moves towards its 

destination until it is reached. Then a new random destination is chosen and 

the wanderer continues moving towards this new destination. This repeats for 

the duration of the simulated day. 

Mobility Models 

The worker and wanderer classes are simulated using two different mobility models 

as shown in Figure 6.7. The first is the Manhattan model. The MS follows first the 

horizonal path, then the vertical path towards its destination. The second is the direct 

model, where the MS follows a direct, straight-line, course across the area of coverage 

to its destination. Since the wanderer class continuously selects a new destination 

when reaches the previous one, it is following the random waypoint model [81]. 

In order to study the impact of slight variances in the repeated mobility patterns, 

we also implemented a possibility of detour for the worker class. With some prob

ability, the worker class user will detour from its path by up to 2 km. This was 

implemented for the Manhattan mobility model. 
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Real-World Mobility Traces 

In addition to the simulated mobility patterns, we also used real-world mobility data 

from the Automatic Packet Reporting System (APRS) project [50]. Since the loca

tions for each MS were only updated on the order of every few minutes, the inter

mediate locations between updates are interpolated along a direct path in order to 

simulate the mobility second by second. 

6.6.4 Time-of-day Mobility Profiles 

In order to reduce the complexity of the simulation, a naive set of time-of-day mobility 

profiles was implemented. The day is divided into two time periods, morning and 

evening, that have the ability to capture a worker class MSs commute to work in the 

morning in one time-of-day profile and its commute home in the second. 

For the purpose of this work, we consider time-of-day parameters during the work 

week. The goal is to improve scanning times for users that typically repeat similar 

routes such as the daily commute to and from work. Therefore, we expect that the 

worker class will benefit the most from our strategies. We performed simulations for 

the WiMAX default, MFU and TOD frequency strategies in order to compare their 

results. 

6.6.5 Location Plus Trajectory Mobility Profiles 

In our evaluation of our LPT mobility profiles, we keep a total of four most probable 

lists for each of the n x m zones, as is depicted in Figure 6.4. We also let n = m 

and tested two cases for the number of zones: 16 and 25. We would expect that as 

you increase the number of zones, there should be an increase in performance since 

the MS can build a more fine-grained mobility profile. We performed simulations for 

the WiMAX default, MFU and LPT frequency strategies in order to compare their 

results. 
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The simulations were written in C + + . There are three main classes: Simulation, 

MobileStation and BaseStation. The BaseStation class maintains its location, the 

list of frequencies in use and the assignment of channels to MSs. The MobileStation 

class is responsible for its current location, home location, destination location, its 

velocity (home, destination and velocity are not used for APRS simulations), the 

locations of visited BSs and their neighbours, the most probable frequency list, the 

scanning mechanism and the metrics collected to evaluate the scanning performance. 

The Simulation class is responsible for maintaining instances of MobileStation 

and BaseStation objects. The Simulation class initializes the BSs and MSs and then 

executes the main event loop that drives the simulation. The simplified main event 

loop is shown in Algorithm 1. For a specified number of days, for the number of time 

periods in each day, for each MSs, if the MS has not completed its movement for the 

day, a call to its updateMobileStationLocation() routine is made to advance the MS 

to it's next location. 

Algorithm 1 Simulation Main Event Loop 

10 
11 

while simDay < SIM_DAYS do 
while simTime < END_OF_DAY do 

for i = 1 to NUM_MS do 
if MS[i].getState() + DONE then 

M S[i].updateM obileStationLocationQ 
end if 

end for 
simTime + + 

end while 
simDay + + 

end while 

The MSs updateMobileStationLocationQ routine for the TOD simulation is shown 

in Algorithm 2. Here the MS will either use real-work APRS data or simulated mo

bility data depending upon the value of MOBILITY.PATTERN. If using APRS 

trace data, the MS will retrieve the next APRS location. If the TOD is the morning 

period, TOD1, the MS is using one of MANHATTAN or DIRECT mobility models, 
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it will obtain its next location by calling either moveTowardsWork() or moveDirect-

TowardsWorkQ respectively. Similarily, if the TOD is the afternoon period, the MS 

will obtain its next location by calling one of the moveTowardsHome() or moveDi-

rectTowardsHome() routines. If the return code, rc, was OK then the MS will make 

a call to its updateScanningStrategiesQ routine. 

The updateScanningStrategiesQ routine is responsible for determining if there 

is about to be a handover, performing the scanning process and updating the metrics 

for the WiMAX default, MFU and TOD strategies. 

Algorithm 2 Update Mobile Station Location (TOD) 

Require: MOBILITY.PATTERN(APRS, MANHATTAN, DIRECT) 

1: if MOBILITY.PATTERN == APRS then 
2: rc = getNextAPRSMobileStationLocationQ 
3: else if UmeOfDaylsQ == TOD1 then 
4: if MOBILITY .PATTERN == MANHATTAN then 
5: rc = moveTowardsWorkQ 
6: else 
7: rc = moveDirectTowardsWorkQ 
8: end if 
9: else if UmeOfDaylsQ = = T0D2 then 

10: if MOBILITY.PATTERN == MANHATTAN then 
11: rc = moveTowardsHomeQ 
12: else 
13: rc = moveDirectTowardsHomeQ 
14: end if 
15: end if 
16: if rc = = OK then 
17: updateScanningStrategiesQ 
18: end if 

6.7.1 A P R S Overview 

Automatic Packet/Position Reporting System (APRS) is a real-time tactical digital 

communications protocol for exchanging information between a large number of sta

tions covering a large (local) area [48, 50, 47]. APRS can be implemented using a 

simple hardware and software setup. As a MS moves about its environment, it re

peatedly reports its location information via the AX.25 protocol. APRS differs from 
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traditional packet networks in the following ways: 

• Integration of maps and other integrated displays for visualization; 

• Uses a one-to-many protocol, updates in real-time; 

• Uses digital repeaters so prior knowledge of network is not required; and 

• Provides a worldwide real-time communication capability via the Internet. 

The information reported by APRS includes the MS identifier, a timestamp, its 

current latitude and longitude, course, speed and altitude. 

6.8 Simulation Results 

The following sections show the simulation results of time-of-day mobility profiles 

with the frequency and previous handover strategies. We simulated the scanning 

operation when the MS is about to perform a handover. First we show the results 

for the simulated mobility patterns. Then we show the simulation results with the 

APRS mobility trace data. Finally, the complete set of frequency scanning tables, 

including 95% confidence intervals can be found at the end of the chapter. 

6.8.1 Time-of-Day Frequency Strategies 

In this section, we present the simulation results for scanning strategies using time-

of-day mobility profiles. Figure 6.8 gives the results of the simulations for the worker 

class using both Manhattan and Direct mobility patterns. It shows the percentage of 

time that the MS succeeds in acquiring a channel with checking 1,2,..., 20 frequencies. 

We see a significant improvement over our previous MFU strategy without the time-

of-day mobility profiles. 

The results are further summarized in Table 6.2. MSs that used the time-of-day 

mobility profiles acquired the downlink frequency 50.29% of the time with scanning 

only five frequencies. This is an increase over the strategy without time-of-day profiles 

which successfully acquired the frequency 43.73% of the time and the default WiMAX 

strategy which only succeeded 28.96% of the time with scanning only five frequencies. 
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Figure 6.8: Frequencies checked per scan - Worker class. 

Scanning Results 

Default 
MFU 
MFU Time-of-Day 

5 Freq 
28.96% 
43.73% 
50.29% 

10 Freq 
53.16% 
81.72% 
82.36% 

Table 6.2: Proportion of time scanning can be completed with checking 5, 10 frequen
cies - Worker class Manhattan mobility. 

We then introduced the random detour to the worker class, Manhattan mobility, 

MSs daily commute. With a probability of 10%, a detour would be taken either on 

the way to work or on the way home from work with equal probability. The detour 
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could be up to 2km in distance from the MS's path. In Figure 6.9 we see that there 

is little impact on the performance of the strategy that uses time-of-day mobility 

profiles. The results are further summarized in Table 6.3. 

Frequencies Checked Per Scan - Worker Class Manhattan Mobility (with detour) 
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Figure 6.9: Frequencies checked per scan - effect of a random detour on Worker class 
with Manhattan mobility model. 

Scanning Results 

Default 
MFU 
MFU Time-of-Day 

5 Freq 
28.87% 
43.28% 
49.85% 

10 Freq 
53.09% 
81.25% 
81.64% 

Table 6.3: Proportion of time scanning can be completed with checking 5, 10 frequen
cies - Worker class Manhattan mobility with detour. 

Finally, since not all users may follow a predictable mobility pattern, we simulated 

the wanderer class and expected to see little advantage to building time-of-day user 

mobility profiles for this class of user. We also simulated a mixture of worker and 

wanderers. The topmost graph in Figure 6.10 shows the performance of our strategies 

with the wanderer class using the Manhattan mobility pattern. As expected, since 

the wanderer class has no predictable mobility pattern, there is no improvement in 

the number of frequencies checked during the scanning operation. 

WiMAX Default 
MFU 

MFU-TOD 
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Figure 6.10: Frequencies checked per scan - Wanderer class and Mixed classes. 

The bottommost graph of Figure 6.10 shows the results of the simulation when 

80% of the MSs are workers and 20% are wanderers and they are further represented 

in Table 6.4. 

Scanning Results 

Default 
MFU 
MFU Time-of-Day 

5 Freq 
29.02% 
40.63% 
46.08% 

10 Freq 
52.22% 
76.14% 
76.46% 

Table 6.4: Proportion of time scanning can be completed with checking 5, 10 frequen
cies - Mixed classes (80%/20%) Manhattan mobility. 
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6=8.2 Loca t ion P l u s Tra jec tory Frequency S t ra teg ies 

In this section, we present the simulation results for scanning strategies using time-of-

day mobility profiles. Figure 6.11 gives the results of the simulations for the worker 

class using both Manhattan and Direct mobility patterns. It shows the percentage of 

time that the MS succeeds in acquiring a channel with checking 1,2,..., 20 frequencies. 

We see a significant improvement over the previous MFU strategy and the TOD 

mobility profiles. 

Frequencies Checked Per Scan - Worker Class Direct Mobility 
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Figure 6.11: Frequencies checked per scan - Worker class. 

The results for the worker class mobility are further summarized in Table 6.5. 

We observe that MSs using the LPT-16 and LPT-25 profiles acquired the downlink 
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frequency 73.23% and 78.71% of the time with scanning only five frequencies. This 

compares to 28.96% for WiMAX default, 43.73% for the original MFU strategy and 

50.29% for the TOD mobility profile. 

Scanning Results 

Default 
MFU 
MFU Time-of-Day 
LPT-16 
LPT-25 

5 Preq 
28.96% 
43.73% 
50.29% 
73.23% 
78.71% 

10 Freq 
53.16% 
81.72% 
82.36% 
97.17% 
97.47% 

Table 6.5: Proportion of time scanning can be completed with checking 5, 10 frequen
cies - worker class Manhattan mobility. 

MFU 
LPT-16 
LPT-25 

Frequencies Checked Per Scan - Wanderer Class Manhattan Mobility 
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Figure 6.12: Frequencies checked per scan - Wanderer class - LPT mobility profiles. 

Finally, as in the previous section, since not all users may follow a predictable 

mobility pattern, we simulated the wanderer class. Figure 6.12 shows the performance 

of our LPT strategies with the wanderer class using the Manhattan mobility pattern. 

In the case of the wanderer class, we do see improvement of using the LPT-16 and 

LPT-25 mobility profiles over the original MFU strategy. The LPT-16 and LPT-25 

acquired the downlink frequency 47.65% and 54.58% of the time with scanning only 

five frequencies. This is an increase over the original MFU strategy which successfully 
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acquired the frequency 26.68% of the time within five frequencies. The results for the 

wanderer class mobility are summarized in Table 6.6. 

It is worth noting that as expected, the LPT-25 mobility profile performed better 

when compared to the LPT-16 mobility profile. With an increased number of zones, 

each zone covered a smaller area thereby giving the MS a finer grained profile. 

Scanning Results 

MFU 
LPT-16 
LPT-25 

5 Freq 
26.68% 
47.65% 
54.58% 

10 Freq 
52.37% 
82.59% 
87.37% 

Table 6.6: Proportion of time scanning can be completed with checking 5, 10 frequen
cies - Wanderer class Manhattan mobility. 

6.8.3 Time-of-Day Previous Handover Strategy 

In this section we present the simulation results for the previous handover strategy 

when using time-of-day mobility profiles. Recall that the previous handover strategy 

enables the MS using optional neighbor advertisement messages, sent by its currently 

serving BS, along with a mobility profile to make better choices during scanning. 

We have a simple set of time-of-day mobility profiles. We divide the day in to two 

time periods that have the ability to capture a worker class MSs commute to work 

in the morning in one time-of-day profile and its commute home in the second. In 

this simulation scenario, the WiMAX default was to simply scan the neighbors in the 

order given by the MOB_NBR-ADV messages. 

Figure 6.13 shows the results of the simulations for the worker class using both 

Manhattan and direct mobility patterns. We see significant improvement over the 

previous strategy without the time-of-day mobility profiles. 

The results are further shown in Table 6.9 where we see dramatic improvements 

in target BS selection when using time-of-day mobility profiles. This is intuitive since 

a worker class MS following a return path likely traverses the set of BSs in reverse 

order 
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Handover Target Probability - Worker Class Direct Mobility Pattern 
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Figure 6.13: Base station neighbor scans per handover - Worker class. 

Scanning Completed within Number of Neighbors 
No. Neighbors Scanned 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

WiMAX 
19.26% ± 2.57% 
16.15% ± 3.83% 
22.54% ± 2.95% 
15.83% ± 2.29% 
10.9% ± 3.09% 

15.31% ± 2.62% 

MFU 
36.29% ± 5.08% 
62.07% ± 5.14% 
1.19% ± 0.68% 
0.16% ± 0.03% 
0.16% ± 0.03% 
0.14% ± 0.02% 

TOD 
95.54% ± 1.74% 
3.82% ± 1.74% 
0.2% ± 0.03% 
0.17% ± 0.03% 
0.13% ± 0.03% 
0.15% ± 0.02% 

Table 6.7: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 6 
neighboring BSs - Worker class Manhattan mobility, 95% confidence. 
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Scanning Completed within Number of Neighbors 
No. Neighbors Scanned 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

WiMAX 
18.48% ± 3.21% 
17.14% ± 3.7% 

21.33% ± 3.42% 
16.42% ± 2.87% 
10.46% ± 2.71% 
16.18% ± 3.33% 

MFU 
40.11% ± 5.38% 
59.19% ± 5.37% 
0.21% ± 0.03% 
0.18% ± 0.03% 
0.15% ± 0.03% 
0.15% ± 0.03% 

TOD 
99.19% ± 0.03% 
0.15% ± 0.03% 
0.21% ± 0.03% 
0.17% ± 0.03% 
0.13% ± 0.03% 
0.15% ± 0.03% 

Table 6.8: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 6 
neighboring BSs - Worker class Direct mobility, 95% confidence. 

Previous Handover Results 

Default 
MFU 
MFU Time-of-Day 

Manhattan 
19.26% 
36.29% 
95.54% 

Direct 
18.48% 
40.11% 
99.19% 

Table 6.9: Proportion of time handover target base station chosen on first attempt -
Manhattan/Direct. 

As in the previous section, we also studied the effect of a detour on the worker 

class MSs using the Manhattan mobility model. As before, with a 10% probability, 

the worker MS would make a detour of up to 2km away from its path during either 

its route to work, or its route home. The results are shown in Figure 6.14 and we see 

that there is minimal impact on the performance over the non-detour scenario. 

Scanning Completed within Number of Neighbors 
No. Nbrs Scanned 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

WiMAX 
19.30% ± 2.54% 
16.09% ± 3.78% 
22.52% ± 2.90% 
15.93% ± 2.24% 
10.78% ± 3.02% 
15.37% ± 2.57% 

MFU 
50.06% ± 4.21% 
47.54% ± 4.23% 
1.52% ± 0.68% 
0.33% ± 0.05% 
0.27% ± 0.04% 
0.28% ± 0.04% 

TOD 
95.35% ± 1.37% 
3.39% ± 1.37% 
0.42% ± 0.05% 
0.31% ± 0.05% 
0.23% ± 0.04% 
0.31% ± 0.04% 

Table 6.10: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 6 
neighboring BSs - Worker class Direct mobility with detour, 95% confidence. 
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Handover Target Probability - Worker Class Manhattan Mobility Pattern (with detour) 
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Figure 6.14: Base station neighbor scans per handover - effect of a random detour on 
Worker class with Manhattan mobility model. 

Finally, as in the previous section, we simulated the wanderer class and expected 

to see little advantage to building user mobility profiles for this class of user. We 

also simulated a mixture of worker and wanderers. The topmost graph in Figure 6.15 

shows the performance of the strategies with the wanderer class using the Manhattan 

mobility pattern. As expected, since the wanderer class has no predictable mobility 

pattern, there is no improvement in the scanning operation when selecting the target 

BS. 

The bottommost graph of Figure 6.15 shows the results of the simulation when 

80% of the MSs are workers and 20% are wanderers' and they are further represented 

in Table 6.11. 

Previous Handover Results 

Default 
MFU 
MFU Time-of-Day 

Manhat tan 
18.34% 
34.49% 
82.43% 

Table 6.11: Proportion of time handover target base station chosen on first attempt 
- Mixed classes (80%/20%), Manhattan mobility. 

WiMAX Default 
MFU a 

MFU-TOD : 
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Handover Target Probability - Wanderer Class Manhattan Mobility Pattern 
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Figure 6.15: Base station neighbor scans per handover - Wanderer and Mixed classes. 

6.8.4 Mobility Trace Data Simulation 

In this section we present the results using mobility trace data from the APRS project. 

We performed a simulation with 35 MS mobility traces and our two time-of-day and 

location plus trajectory mobility profiles. 

In Figure 6.16, we present the results for the previous handover strategy using the 

time-of-day mobility profiles. Here we do see an improvement of handover scanning 

frequency selection. When using time-of-day mobility profiles, the MS successfully 

acquires the correct BS target on the first attempt 63.25% of the time versus 54.19% 

for the previous mobility profile and only 17.64% for the WiMAX default strategy. 



Handover Target Probability - APRS Mobility Data 
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Figure 6.16: Base station neighbor scans per handover - APRS mobility data. 

Scanning Completed within Number of Neighbors 
No. Nbrs Scanned 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

WiMAX 
17.64% ± 3.07% 
14.58% ± 1.97% 
23.04% ± 2.16% 
17.84% ± 2.69% 
12.22% ± 1.78% 
14.68% ± 2.34% 

MFU 
54.19% ± 2.63% 
29.93% ± 1.73% 
9.86% ± 1.46% 
4.38% ± 0.94% 
1.41% ± 0.55% 
0.23% ± 0.17% 

TOD 
63.25% ± 3.77% 
23.80% ± 2.32% 
8.50% ± 1.48% 
3.56% ± 0.88% 
0.71% ± 0.35% 
0.18% ± 0.16% 

Table 6.12: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 6 
neighboring BSs - APRS mobility, 95% confidence. 

Figure 6.17 shows the results of our frequency scanning strategies for LPT with 16 

and 25 zones against our original MFU strategy using the APRS mobility trace data. 

We observe significant improvements through the use of the LPT mobility profiles. 

The results are further summarized in Table 6.13. MSs that used the LPT-16 

and LPT-25 mobility profiles acquired the downlink frequency 55.53% and 63.99% 

of the time with scanning only five frequencies. This is an increase over the MFU 

strategy which successfully acquired the frequency 32.43% of the time and the default 

WiMAX strategy which only succeeded 23.36% of the time with scanning only five 

frequencies. 
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Figure 6.17: Frequencies checked per scan - APRS mobility data, LPT mobility 
profiles. 

Scanning Results 

Default 
MFU 
LPT 16 Zones 
LPT 25 Zones 

5 Freq 
23.36% 
32.43% 
55.53% 
63.99% 

10 Freq 
46.53% 
60.58% 
79.31% 
83.01% 

Table 6.13: Proportion of time handover scanning can be completed with checking 5, 
10 frequencies - APRS mobility data. 

6.9 Conclusion and Future Work 

In our work, we have focused on improving the scanning times for WiMAX/802.16 

MSs during handovers. We have introduced two mobility profiles, time-of-day and 

location plus trajectory, using our MFU scanning strategy, to aid in reducing the 

number of frequencies checked while scanning to find a downlink from a BS. We have 

provided some performance results from a set of experiments based on simulated and 

real-world mobility traces. 

Through the simulated mobility experiments, we have shown that using either 

TOD or LPT mobility profiles improves handover scanning performance over that of 

the WiMAX/802.16 default and our previous work. For example, the worker class 

Frequencies Checked Per Scan - APRS Mobility Data (LPT) 
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using the Manhattan mobility model could complete scanning within five frequencies 

on average 50.29%, 73.23% and 78.71% of the time for the TOD, LPT-16 and LPT-25 

mobility profiles respectively. This is an increase over the 43.73% seen from our orig

inal MFU and the 28.96% for the WiMAX default. Additionally, the LPT mobility 

profile provided significant improvement for the Wanderer mobility class where the 

TOD profile did not. We observed MSs completing scanning within five frequencies 

47.65% and 54.58% of the time on average for LPT-16 and LPT-25 as compared to 

the 26.68% seen for our original MFU strategy. The Manhattan and Direct mobility 

patterns show two extremes of mobility. We would expect that in reality the mobility 

would be somewhere in between. 

Using the real-world APRS mobility data, along with the LPT mobility profiles, 

the MS can complete scanning within five frequencies 55.53% and 63.99% of the time 

for LPT-16 and LPT-25 respectively. This is an improvement over the 32.43% for our 

original MFU strategy and the 23.36% for the WiMAX default strategy. We also 

show improvement in scanning performance when using the TOD mobility profile for 

the previous handover strategy when simulating with the APRS mobility trace data. 

However, a more sophisticated set of TOD mobility profiles should be implemented. 

In addition, other sets of mobility data should be examined, such as users of cellular 

telephones. 

For the time-of-day mobility profiles, the MS is maintaining information on win

dows of times that it a) uses a certain frequency, and b) performs a handover from 

one BS to another. This window of time is not specific to any particular date, just 

a particular day or category of day of the week (i.e. Monday-Friday, Weekend). The 

profiles built with the initial frequency strategy will be of little other use since it only 

relates frequency use to a time period. With profiles for the handover strategies, we 

can extrapolate a general pattern of BSs traversed (i.e. user often travels through BS 

1, BS 2, then BS 3 on Weekday mornings). This should not be a security or privacy 

issue since the information maintained in the profiles is rather coarse grained, is only 

maintained within the MS's internal memory and not shared with any other entity. 

Future work includes providing a larger set of finer grained time-of-day mobility 

profiles. There is the additional problem of developing an MS algorithm for building 
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its optimal set of time-of-day profiles. The set of time periods that need to be profiled 

depends on the mobility patterns of individual MSs. 

A further extension to the LPT model is to include building profiles for different 

routes an MS may take. The MS could then determine which route it is currently 

following and use this on which to base its scanning decisions. Additionally, the 

assignment of LPT zones to the coverage area could be done differently by examining 

the MSs routes and determining locations of roads etc. 

Finally, an additional refinement to the model to investigate how different loads 

on the WiMAX/802.16 BSs, including multiple MSs attempting to perform ranging 

with the BS during the same ranging opportunities, may affect the scanning and 

ranging times. The work in this chapter is to be submitted for publication [42]. 

6.10 Overall Scanning Results 
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Scanning Results - Worker, Direct Mobility 
No. Preq Checked 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

WiMAX 
5.45% ± 0.68% 
5.49% ± 0.66% 
5.44% ± 0.67% 
5.59% ± 0.69% 
5.50% ± 0.68% 
4.66% ± 0.70% 
4.96% ± 0.77% 
4.76% ± 0.73% 
4.65% ± 0.71% 
4.52% ± 0.67% 
5.76% ± 0.75% 
5.53% ± 0.66% 
5.54% ± 0.67% 
5.36% ± 0.67% 
5.62% ± 0.68% 
4.21% ± 0.68% 
4.07% ± 0.65% 
4.35% ± 0.71% 
4.25% ± 0.68% 
4.30% ± 0.68% 

MFU 
8.20% ± 0.45% 
8.20% ± 0.45% 
7.91% ± 0.41% 
7.99% ± 0.42% 
7.62% ± 0.42% 
7.14% ± 0.46% 
7.10% ± 0.46% 
6.94% ± 0.43% 
6.69% ± 0.40% 
6.78% ± 0.49% 
3.76% ± 0.51% 
3.74% ± 0.49% 
3.53% ± 0.46% 
3.46% ± 0.44% 
3.33% ± 0.41% 
1.56% ± 0.38% 
1.52% ± 0.37% 
1.37% ± 0.33% 
1.56% ± 0.35% 
1.59% ± 0.34% 

TOD 
10.07% ± 1.01% 
9.74% ± 0.87% 
9.80% ± 0.86% 
10.00% ± 0.97% 
9.34% ± 0.84% 
6.10% ± 0.65% 
5.94% ± 0.61% 
5.87% ± 0.61% 
5.80% ± 0.59% 
5.78% ± 0.59% 
2.93% ± 0.50% 
3.10% ± 0.53% 
2.92% ± 0.49% 
2.93% ± 0.47% 
2.92% ± 0.42% 
1.23% ± 0.34% 
1.26% ± 0.34% 
1.35% ± 0.35% 
1.35% ± 0.31% 
1.55% ± 0.32% 

Table 6.14: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 
20 frequencies - Worker class, Direct mobility, 95% confidence. 



Scanning Results - Worker, Manhattan Mobility 
No. Freq Checked 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

WiMAX 
5.68% ± 0.74% 
5.94% ± 0.77% 
5.79% ± 0.73% 
5.69% ± 0.73% 
5.86% ± 0.75% 
4.78% ± 0.77% 
4.86% ± 0.80% 
4.79% ± 0.77% 
4.90% ± 0.80% 
4.87% ± 0.78% 
5.09% ± 0.81% 
5.00% ± 0.79% 
5.08% ± 0.81% 
4.96% ± 0.79% 
4.97% ± 0.79% 
4.37% ± 0.70% 
4.36% ± 0.72% 
4.33% ± 0.71% 
4.35% ± 0.70% 
4.35% ± 0.71% 

MFU 
8.70% ± 0.36% 
9.09% ± 0.38% 
8.87% ± 0.38% 
8.61% ± 0.41% 
8.46% ± 0.37% 
7.97% ± 0.38% 
7.63% ± 0.41% 
7.56% ± 0.43% 
7.48% ± 0.38% 
7.35% ± 0.47% 
2.70% ± 0.39% 
2.63% ± 0.39% 
2.59% ± 0.37% 
2.48% ± 0.35% 
2.61% ± 0.35% 
1.06% ± 0.34% 
1.03% ± 0.31% 
0.98% ± 0.31% 
1.08% ± 0.32% 
1.10% ± 0.30% 

TOD 
10.23% ± 0.76% 
10.19% ± 0.76% 
10.22% ± 0.75% 
9.98% ± 0.75% 
9.67% ± 0.78% 
6.76% ± 0.56% 
6.55% ± 0.54% 
6.34% ± 0.56% 
6.29% ± 0.53% 
6.13% ± 0.49% 
2.65% ± 0.41% 
2.44% ± 0.36% 
2.41% ± 0.36% 
2.56% ± 0.37% 
2.53% ± 0.34% 
0.98% ± 0.32% 
0.93% ± 0.30% 
0.90% ± 0.28% 
1.05% ± 0.29% 
1.19% ± 0.32% 

Table 6.15: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 
20 frequencies - Worker class, Manhattan mobility, 95% confidence. 
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Scanning Results - Worker, Direct, Detour 
No. Freq Checked 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

WiMAX 
5.69% ± 0.72% 
5.73% ± 0.72% 
5.91% ± 0.77% 
5.78% ± 0.74% 
5.76% ± 0.73% 
4.83% ± 0.77% 
4.97% ± 0.78% 
4.77% ± 0.75% 
4.75% ± 0.75% 
4.9% ± 0.79% 
4.99% ± 0.79% 
5.02% ± 0.79% 
4.98% ± 0.77% 
5.08% ± 0.8% 

4.97% ± 0.79% 
4.32% ± 0.69% 
4.47% ± 0.72% 
4.36% ± 0.69% 
4.31% ± 0.7% 
4.43% ± 0.7% 

MFU 
8.73% ± 0.35% 
8.9% ± 0.36% 
8.79% ± 0.39% 
8.66% ± 0.39% 
8.2% ± 0.36% 
7.75% ± 0.37% 
7.82% ± 0.39% 
7.61% ± 0.41% 
7.45% ± 0.43% 
7.34% ± 0.42% 
2.89% ± 0.39% 
2.61% ± 0.37% 
2.62% ± 0.36% 
2.61% ± 0.34% 
2.54% ± 0.33% 
1.06% ± 0.31% 
1.12% ± 0.32% 
1.03% ± 0.3% 
1.05% ± 0.29% 
1.21% ± 0.3% 

TOD 
10.16% ± 0.73% 
10.34% ± 0.83% 
9.94% ± 0.72% 
9.77% ± 0.71% 
9.64% ± 0.73% 
6.71% ± 0.58% 
6.52% ± 0.56% 
6.4% ± 0.54% 
6.24% ± 0.52% 
5.92% ± 0.51% 
2.67% ± 0.39% 
2.62% ± 0.38% 
2.58% ± 0.37% 
2.55% ± 0.36% 
2.59% ± 0.35% 

1% ± 0.31% 
1.06% ± 0.31% 
0.98% ± 0.28% 
1.06% ± 0.29% 
1.25% ± 0.29% 

Table 6.16: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 
20 frequencies - Worker class, Direct mobility with Detour, 95% confidence. 



Scanning Results - Worker, Manhattan Mobility 
No. Preq 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

WiMAX 
5.68% ± 0.74% 
5.94% ± 0.77% 
5.79% ± 0.73% 
5.69% ± 0.73% 
5.86% ± 0.75% 
4.78% ± 0.77% 
4.86% ± 0.80% 
4.79% ± 0.77% 
4.90% ± 0.80% 
4.87% ± 0.78% 
5.09% ± 0.81% 
5.00% ± 0.79% 
5.08% ± 0.81% 
4.96% ± 0.79% 
4.97% ± 0.79% 
4.37% ± 0.70% 
4.36% ± 0.72% 
4.33% ± 0.71% 
4.35% ± 0.70% 
4.35% ± 0.71% 

MFU 
8.70% ± 0.36% 
9.09% ± 0.38% 
8.87% ± 0.38% 
8.61% ± 0.41% 
8.46% ± 0.37% 
7.97% ± 0.38% 
7.63% ± 0.41% 
7.56% ± 0.43% 
7.48% ± 0.38% 
7.35% ± 0.47% 
2.70% ± 0.39% 
2.63% ± 0.39% 
2.59% ± 0.37% 
2.48% ± 0.35% 
2.61% ± 0.35% 
1.06% ± 0.34% 
1.03% ± 0.31% 
0.98% ± 0.31% 
1.08% ± 0.32% 
1.10% ± 0.30% 

LPT-16 
14.87% ± 0.71% 
14.86% ± 0.70% 
14.72% ± 0.73% 
14.56% ± 0.72% 
14.22% ± 0.68% 
4.87% ± 0.66% 
4.80% ± 0.66% 
4.75% ± 0.63% 
4.80% ± 0.64% 
4.72% ± 0.61% 
0.16% ± 0.08% 
0.20% ± 0.09% 
0.27% ± 0.09% 
0.43% ± 0.11% 
0.60% ± 0.13% 
0.09% ± 0.02% 
0.12% ± 0.03% 
0.17% ± 0.04% 
0.31% ± 0.06% 
0.49% ± 0.09% 

LPT-25 
16.07% ± 0.70% 
15.92% ± 0.66% 
15.82% ± 0.69% 
15.68% ± 0.70% 
15.22% ± 0.65% 
3.65% ± 0.64% 
3.78% ± 0.64% 
3.70% ± 0.61% 
3.78% ± 0.62% 
3.85% ± 0.59% 
0.10% ± 0.05% 
0.13% ± 0.04% 
0.19% ± 0.05% 
0.36% ± 0.09% 
0.56% ± 0.11% 
0.08% ± 0.02% 
0.12% ± 0.03% 
0.17% ± 0.04% 
0.31% ± 0.06% 
0.50% ± 0.09% 

Table 6.17: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 
20 frequencies - Worker class, Manhattan mobility, 95% confidence. 



Scanning Results - Worker class, Direct Mobility 
No. Freq 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

WiMAX 
5.45% ± 0.68% 
5.49% ± 0.66% 
5.44% ± 0.67% 
5.59% ± 0.69% 
5.50% ± 0.68% 
4.66% ± 0.70% 
4.96% ± 0.77% 
4.76% ± 0.73% 
4.65% ± 0.71% 
4.52% ± 0.67% 
5.76% ± 0.75% 
5.53% ± 0.66% 
5.54% ± 0.67% 
5.36% ± 0.67% 
5.62% ± 0.68% 
4.21% ± 0.68% 
4.07% ± 0.65% 
4.35% ± 0.71% 
4.25% ± 0.68% 
4.30% ± 0.68% 

MFU 
8.20% ± 0.45% 
8.20% ± 0.45% 
7.91% ± 0.41% 
7.99% ± 0.42% 
7.62% ± 0.42% 
7.14% ± 0.46% 
7.10% ± 0.46% 
6.94% ± 0.43% 
6.69% ± 0.40% 
6.78% ± 0.49% 
3.76% ± 0.51% 
3.74% ± 0.49% 
3.53% ± 0.46% 
3.46% ± 0.44% 
3.33% ± 0.41% 
1.56% ± 0.38% 
1.52% ± 0.37% 
1.37% ± 0.33% 
1.56% ± 0.35% 
1.59% ± 0.34% 

LPT-16 
16.21% ± 0.86% 
15.94% ± 0.72% 
15.94% ± 0.74% 
16.03% ± 0.75% 
15.41% ± 0.71% 
3.33% ± 0.66% 
3.20% ± 0.62% 
3.39% ± 0.64% 
3.26% ± 0.59% 
3.42% ± 0.58% 
0.34% ± 0.17% 
0.38% ± 0.17% 
0.50% ± 0.18% 
0.57% ± 0.19% 
0.90% ± 0.21% 
0.07% ± 0.02% 
0.12% ± 0.03% 
0.15% ± 0.04% 
0.30% ± 0.06% 
0.53% ± 0.10% 

LPT-25 
17.09% ± 0.74% 
16.74% ± 0.64% 
16.85% ± 0.67% 
16.78% ± 0.66% 
16.05% ± 0.66% 
2.62% ± 0.58% 
2.46% ± 0.53% 
2.74% ± 0.59% 
2.60% ± 0.54% 
2.84% ± 0.53% 
0.22% ± 0.12% 
0.27% ± 0.12% 
0.38% ± 0.15% 
0.45% ± 0.13% 
0.76% ± 0.14% 
0.06% ± 0.02% 
0.12% ± 0.03% 
0.15% ± 0.04% 
0.29% ± 0.06% 
0.53% ± 0.09% 

Table 6.18: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 
20 frequencies - Worker class, Direct mobility, 95% confidence. 



Scanning Results - APRS Mobility Data 
No. Preq 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

WiMAX 
4.35% ± 0.81% 
4.59% ± 0.65% 
4.70% ± 0.75% 
5.51% ± 0.74% 
4.21% ± 0.61% 
5.09% ± 0.63% 
4.29% ± 0.69% 
4.53% ± 0.72% 
4.47% ± 0.58% 
4.79% ± 0.73% 
5.05% ± 0.75% 
5.13% ± 0.62% 
4.86% ± 0.74% 
5.03% ± 0.72% 
5.32% ± 0.77% 
5.14% ± 0.70% 
6.09% ± 0.78% 
5.75% ± 0.84% 
4.98% ± 0.73% 
6.13% ± 1.18% 

MFU 
7.09% ± 0.73% 
6.57% ± 0.54% 
6.37% ± 0.72% 
6.50% ± 0.78% 
5.90% ± 0.63% 
6.03% ± 0.60% 
6.50% ± 0.83% 
5.46% ± 0.59% 
5.22% ± 0.72% 
4.94% ± 0.69% 
4.43% ± 0.54% 
4.75% ± 0.49% 
4.44% ± 0.67% 
4.22% ± 0.57% 
4.15% ± 0.65% 
3.64% ± 0.65% 
3.81% ± 0.58% 
3.36% ± 0.50% 
3.43% ± 0.57% 
3.19% ± 0.50% 

LPT-16 
13.07% ± 1.20% 
12.48% ± 0.91% 
10.74% ± 0.95% 
10.02% ± 1.01% 
9.22% ± 1.07% 
5.90% ± 0.57% 
4.96% ± 0.64% 
4.34% ± 0.59% 
4.23% ± 0.60% 
4.35% ± 0.59% 
1.82% ± 0.49% 
1.99% ± 0.40% 
1.91% ± 0.38% 
2.43% ± 0.61% 
2.36% ± 0.52% 
1.08% ± 0.25% 
1.85% ± 0.63% 
1.66% ± 0.40% 
2.18% ± 0.38% 
3.38% ± 0.96% 

LPT-25 
15.05% ± 1.03% 
13.69% ± 0.94% 
13.15% ± 0.98% 
11.06% ± 0.97% 
11.04% ± 1.23% 
4.73% ± 0.60% 
3.84% ± 0.68% 
3.12% ± 0.55% 
3.61% ± 0.63% 
3.72% ± 0.67% 
1.19% ± 0.36% 
1.50% ± 0.49% 
1.73% ± 0.48% 
1.99% ± 0.46% 
2.66% ± 0.77% 
0.61% ± 0.33% 
0.95% ± 0.37% 
1.53% ± 0.47% 
1.88% ± 0.35% 
2.94% ± 0.85% 

Table 6.19: Proportion of time scanning can be completed checking between 1 and 
20 frequencies - APRS mobility data, 95% confidence. 



Chapter 7 

Prioritized Access for Emergency Stations in Next 

Generation Broadband Wireless Networks 

7.1 Introduction 

Historically, wireless communications for emergency services predate the modern cel

lular network by almost fifty years. The first one-way police radios were introduced by 

the Detroit Police Department in 1928. The first two-way systems were introduced 

in New Jersey in 1933 [69]. Since this time, dedicated emergency communication 

systems have been developed separate from the cellular networks. With the recent 

introduction of packet-based broadband wireless networks supporting a wide variety 

of applications, such as WiMAX/802.16, it is pertinent to investigate the integration 

of emergency communication systems with public wireless networks. 

Various standardization bodies [6, 15] define the four following kinds of emergency 

communications: 

1. Citizen to Authority - Citizen's communications with the authorities such as 
placing a 911 call. 

2. Authority to Citizen - Authority's communications with citizens, such as an 
early warning system. 

3. Authority to Authority - Authorities' ability to communicate amongst them
selves, including between different agencies. 

4. Citizen to Citizen - Citizens' ability to communicate with family and friends in 
time of crisis. 

When emergency situations arise, wireless cellular networks can be overloaded 

with huge increases in the number of users attempting to gain access. In [19], the 

authors indicate that during an emergency situation the network can experience as 
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much as a tenfold increase over normal network demand. This can lead to life-

threatening conditions if authorized emergency users cannot maintain service with 

the network. 

In Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) based WiMAX net

works, the network entry process begins with the MSs sending a random Code Division 

Multiple Access (CDMA) ranging code during a contention period after synchroniz

ing with a BS. This process is anonymous, meaning a BS must process all ranging 

requests in order to determine if an MS can be granted entry. 

The motivation of this work is twofold. First, we attempt to reduce or eliminate 

the interference between emergency and non-emergency MSs during the CDMA initial 

ranging contention period. Second, we attempt to have a BS process ranging requests 

from emergency MSs ahead of non-emergency MSs wherever possible. This requires 

the ability to distinguish between emergency and non-emergency MSs. We study a 

single uplink channel in use by a WiMAX/802.16 BS. 

While the focus of our work here is on the initial ranging operation, the same 

principles can be applied to the periodic ranging, handover ranging and bandwidth 

request operations. 

7.1.1 Results of the Chapter 

In this chapter, we propose strategies that can enable BSs in a WiMAX/802.16 net

work to provide prioritized network entry access to an emergency class of MS. Our 

proposed strategies are designed to reduce or eliminate the interference between emer

gency and non-emergency MSs during the contention-based CDMA initial ranging 

process. They can also let a BS determine the type of MS attempting initial ranging 

and gives a BS flexibility on controlling which MSs are permitted to continue the net

work entry process even before the actual ID of the MSs are known. We evaluate the 

performance of our strategies through a series of simulations of the CDMA ranging 

operation when a BS is hit by a sudden burst of MS ranging messages. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, we give a 

background to the problem and some previous work. In Section 7.3 we introduce 

our proposed strategies for prioritizing access to emergency MSs. In Section 7.4 
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we analyze the potential collisions between MSs during the CDMA initial ranging 

process. We provide a description of the simulation environment along with the 

simulation results in Section 7.5. Finally, we discuss ongoing work and conclude in 

Section 7.6. 

7.2 Background 

Initial ranging is an important step in the WiMAX/802.16 network entry process of a 

MS. It is used by a MS to determine the transmit power and timing offsets, in order 

to synchronize transmissions, to gain access to the network via a BS. 

Frequency Domain 

A 

SubChan 1 

SubChan 2 

SubChan n 

Contenti 

. 

on period Data transmission period Time Domain 

Figure 7.1: Contention and data period of OFDMA frame. 

In OFDMA based WiMAX/802.16, a MS must first synchronize with the downlink 

(DL) and uplink (UL) via the DL-MAP and UL-MAP messages. Figure 7.1 shows 

the contention and data transmission periods of an OFDMA frame. The contention 

periods are structured into contention slots. From the UL-MAP, an MS obtains the 

ranging opportunities in terms of the number of contention slots in the next frame 

as well as the CDMA codes to be used. An example of the ranging opportunities for 

a frame is shown in Figure 7.2. One or more groups of six subchannels are allocated 

for the ranging process. The CDMA codes are a set of special pseudonoise (PN) 144-

bit numbers. There are 256 codes available divided into the following types, initial 

ranging, periodic ranging, handover ranging and bandwidth requests. 
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Figure 7.2: Ranging opportunities in contention period. 

The MS randomly chooses a ranging slot within its initial contention window and 

a PN CDMA ranging code that it transmits twice in two consecutive contention slots 

as shown in Figure 7.3. The MS watches for the number of available contention slots 

advertised in each frame and then transmits its chosen CDMA ranging code during 

an advertised contention period. 

time 

CP GRD 

CDMA code x CDMA code x 

Figure 7.3: CDMA code sent over two consecutive contention slots. 

When the MS sends its ranging request, it sets a timer (T3). When T3 expires 

and the MS has not heard a response from a BS it assumes its request was lost or not 

heard. The MS then enters the backoff phase, doubling its initial contention window 
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size and selecting a random opportunity within its new contention window size. This 

process repeats until the MS hears a response from a BS or a maximum number of 

retries has been reached. 

The BS responds to the MS in a future downlink frame by using the CDMA 

code sent by the MS indicating on which contention slot the message was received 

to identify the MS. Since the MS only sends a random CDMA code, a BS has no 

knowledge of whether the MS is an emergency or non-emergency station. This causes 

problems, since there is no way to prioritize access to stations until further in the 

network entry process of establishing a connection with a BS. This leads to emergency 

and non-emergency stations interfering with and competing on the same contention 

slot/code pairs. 

7.2.1 Previous Work 

Several works focus on the ability of citizens to make emergency calls to authorities 

via 911 has been undertaken [7, 14, 2]. While this is important, our focus is on 

providing support for authority to authority communications. 

The authors in [95] discuss the current state of the standardization activities for 

emergency communications as communications are starting to migrate to the Internet. 

They emphasize that there are a large number of organizations involved and it is 

difficult to clarify and coordinate all the different requirements. 

For the remainder of this chapter, we will first discuss wireless communication 

systems designed for use in emergency scenarios. They can be grouped into two main 

categories, ad hoc based and infrastructure based. We then discuss related work of 

interest to emergency communication systems. 

Ad hoc Network Based Emergency Architecture 

Ad hoc networks are networks where all "nodes" are both senders of data and for

warders of data. The nodes collaborate to form a network and data is forwarded 

through the network in a multi-hop fashion. Due to their lack of infrastructure, 

ease of configuration and distributed routing protocols, they are suited well for emer

gency communications where there is no infrastructure or the infrastructure has been 
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destroyed. The following are a few specific ad hoc networks for use in emergency 

situations. 

The Enhanced Communications Scheme Combining Centralized and Ad hoc Net

works (ECCA) [70] is a hybrid architecture designed to collect damage assessment 

information during times of disaster by maintaining connections between BSs and ad 

hoc nodes via paths created via multiple hops. In the case where nodes lose connec

tion to a BS, they communicate with neighboring BSs via other nearby nodes. Routes 

are discovered and maintained by eavesdropping on neighbor node broadcasts. 

The Integrated Cellular and Ad hoc Relaying System (iCAR) [110] describes a 

new system that integrates cellular and ad hoc networks. iCar can reduce congestion 

by the introduction of Ad hoc Relaying Stations (ARS) used to balance traffic and 

relay messages from on BS to another in a dynamic fashion. 

The MOBIDIS project [17] provided the design and implementation of a middle

ware platform in order to support distributed systems in MANETs. The goal of the 

project is to provide a multi-layer management system for MANETs. It requires that 

nodes have not only a wireless interface, but also special hardware in order to deter

mine distances from its neighbors. A Predictive Layer uses a probabilistic algorithm 

to determine future connections of nodes. 

The Wireless DEployable Network System (WIDENS) [21] is an ad hoc network 

that is optimized for public safety applications. The focus of WIDENS is on the 

integration of different technologies under a common platform. It allows user com

munications and sensor data collection without the use of fixed infrastructure. 

FleetNet [84] designs a ad hoc network for vehicle-to-vehicle communications. 

Fleetnet forms scatternets interconnecting isolated pockets of an ad hoc network 

through the use of roadside wireless Internet gateways. These Internet gateways fill 

in the gaps of the network, acting like clusterheads, where vehicles in one pocket can 

send messages to vehicles in another via the gateways. 

Finally, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has devel

oped a distributed testbed for first responders (DTFR) [18]. NIST works with vari

ous agencies in order to identify first responder needs in order to develop standards 
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and technologies for interoperable wireless communications. The DTFR was devel

oped after the events of September 11, 2001 where different agencies were unable to 

communicate with each other, greatly hindering the coordinated emergency response. 

The testbed provided a mechanism for first responders to exchange information using 

a self-organizing MANET consisting of PDAs using WiFi links. The network can use 

any PDA in range to aid in relaying messages. 

Infrastructure Based Emergency Architecture 

The integration of IEEE 802.11 and 3G networks [51] attempts to give the best of 

both worlds. While 3G networks provide low speed connections they are available in 

most locations. The ability to seamlessly hop between the cellular and much faster, 

shorter range IEEE 802.11 hotspots gives the system more flexibility. 

The MIRAI system [79] is designed to enable the seamless integration of multiple 

wireless technologies. The system provides functionality for network selection, paging 

and handovers between different networks. 

TErrestrial Trunked RAdio (TETRA) [20] is a specialized radio communications 

system that is used by emergency services. TETRA is an ETSI standard. It uses 

lower frequencies than cellular networks, giving greater coverage areas. TETRA BSs 

have the ability to work alone providing service to local MSs. MSs that are within 

range of a BS can also relay messages for neighbor MSs not in range of the BS. 

AVAYA [4] is a mobile communications unit that designed to be deployed in order 

to provide emergency communications. It interoperates with the public telephone 

network, cellular, wireless and satellite networks. It uses the advantages of available 

infrastructure, only reverting to satellite communications when all else fails. 

An architecture of geographically distributed ticket servers [33] has been proposed. 

It can issue tickets to traffic flows identifying the priority that should be given based on 

the context of the current network conditions. This way, users of higher importance, 

such as emergency personnel, would be given a higher priority. 
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The 3rd Generation Partnership Project is active in denning telecommunication stan

dards. In their work item, [2], they discuss requirements for emergency calls to be 

routed to an emergency centre. Their work in [1] states that while investigation is 

underway to provide standardized Priority Service for emergency responders in circuit 

switched speech communications, there is a need to undertake this effort for packet-

based (e.g. IP) networks. The IEEE 802 group has also recently released a Call for 

Interest [93] on creating a study group for emergency service provisioning. 

DSRC/WAVE, which stands for Dedicated Short Range Communication/Wireless 

Access in Vehicular Environments, is currently under development as part of the IEEE 

802.lip standard [12]. DSRC/WAVE describes an ad hoc system for intervehicular 

and vehicle to road side communications, typically in the range of a few hundred 

metres. 

Bandwidth allocation and admission control are two important aspects of a wire

less network that require more attention [98]. The radio resources are limited and 

must be allocated in an efficient manner to ensure QoS requirements are met. Ad

mission control must be applied in order to limit the number of devices connected to 

the network in order to avoid overwhelming the system. The authors in [98] provide 

some queueing analysis and a non-cooperative game theory approach to the problem 

of bandwidth allocation and admission control. 

The authors in [89] describe an enhancement for medium access and radio resource 

management for ad hoc networks based on UTRA time division duplexing (TDD). It 

is based on the Fleetnet system designed for inter-vehicular communications. They 

reserve a flexible number of communication slots for high priority communications, 

but state that they expect that these high priority messages will be rare in practice. 

The authors in [114] propose an adaptive call admission control protocol for wire

less networks where they dynamically increase and decrease the number of reserved 

guard channels in order to provide increased handover performance. The authors 

in [88] propose another adaptive call admission control algorithm for QoS/revenue 

optimization for CDMA cellular systems. Their admission control is based on band

width degradation. They computing a bandwidth degradation threshold by which 
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to admit a new call or handover. Their work is focused on "make-before-break" or 

"soft" handovers where the handover is intra-system and intra-frequency. 

Another recent work is an enhancement to the cellular network giving priority to 

emergency calls over non-emergency calls [116]. Their focus was to reduce the impact 

of preemption on non-emergency calls. In their work, emergency calls studied were 

citizen to authority communications and they did not discuss emergency responders. 

They also assume that emergency calls will not be made while the user is in motion. 

The authors in [101] provide a scheme to ensure priority medium access for emer

gency messages in an ad hoc network. This is done by sending out of band pulses on 

the control channel while sending emergency data. All nodes are required to moni

tor the control channel at all times and can determine when neighbors are sending 

emergency messages. 

There have been a number of works on priority service for 3G cellular networks 

including priority access schemes in [59], a common packet channel access scheme 

[82] and a priority stack random access scheme for Wideband Code Division Multiple 

Access (W-CDMA) [23]. 

The authors in [112] discuss some of the requirements on IP networks for emer

gency services. They focus primarily on the communication of citizen to authority 

aspect of emergency services, more specifically on providing location information of 

a 911 VoIP caller to the authorities. The call may be in a fixed LAN or attached to 

a Wireless-LAN (WLAN). XML is used for encoding location information. 

The optimal placement of a single WiMAX/802.16j relay stations has been studied 

in [87]. The area of coverage was a grid with an arbitrary coordinate system. Also, 

the SSs are assumed to be fixed with stable links to the RS, their long term resource 

requirements are known in advance and can be used in the RS placement process. 

This kind of scenario would be good for general network planning, but would not be 

applicable for emergency services. The authors in [107] propose a scheme to opti

mize the efficiency of WiMAX/802.16 RSs. They propose new protocol mechanisms 

based on MAC PDU concatenation and MAC SDU aggregation to reduce the wasted 

resources when the data to be transmitted does not use the entire DL or UL burst. 

The authors in [106] propose a path selection algorithm for MSs in WiMAX/802.16j 
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networks. Path information is stored at the MR-BS and the path selection algorithm 

is based upon the expected link throughput computed by each RS of the link between 

itself and its downstream node. 

Most of the previous work on OFDMA WiMAX/802.16 initial ranging focused on 

either determining the optimal number of contention slots [76, 118] or on maximizing 

the signal detection at the BS [90, 113]. None is related to emergency services. 

The authors in [94] propose a solution for providing two levels of quality of service, 

high and low priority, in WiFi/IEEE 802.11 networks by dividing the contention win

dow in half. They had fixed designated high and low priority zones, but determined 

an overlap function to allow low priority traffic to contend on a portion of the high 

priority contention zone when traffic load is light. 

We describe some previous work focusing on prioritizing emergency voice calls in 

cellular networks. Public Use Reservation with Queuing All Calls (PURQ-AC) [19] 

has been proposed. In PURQ-AC, separate buffers are maintained for emergency 

and public incoming calls. As resources are made available, the buffers are served in 

a round-robin fashion with the emergency buffer given one fourth of the allocation. 

The authors in [34, 118, 116] look at prioritizing emergency calls through preemption 

or delay of public calls. Their focus is on analyzing the load on the system while 

prioritizing emergency traffic and minimizing disruption to the non-emergency traffic. 

Summary 

There has been little analysis on an integrated, dual use (emergency and public) 

broadband wireless communication system supporting multimedia applications. One 

thing that is missing is a detailed study on the performance of a single system incor

porating both public and emergency communications. 

It was seen in the aftermath of the attacks of September 11, 2001, that the cellular 

networks were overwhelmed by too many users trying to access the network simulta

neously. In the context of emergency communications, there is a need to find a way 

to avoid the interference from too many users. We must limit entry to the network 

to authorized emergency users. New adaptive access control schemes are required. 
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Our work focuses on WiMAX/802.16 data network access. We focus on the earli

est step of the MS network entry process, initial ranging. We are aiming to prioritize 

emergency access by reducing the interference between emergency and non-emergency 

MSs during the CDMA initial ranging process with a BS as well as attempting to 

process emergency ranging requests ahead of non-emergency requests whenever pos

sible. Even if there is no collision between emergency and non-emergency MSs, a BS 

must still process all ranging requests since CDMA initial ranging is an anonymous 

process. 

7.3 Proposed Strategies for Prioritized Emergency Access 

We propose a set of strategies for prioritizing emergency access to an OFDMA based 

mobile WiMAX/802.16 network. We envision a collaborative system where neighbor

ing BSs coordinate on-the-fly to best serve the set of MSs attempting to gain access 

to the network. The BSs can adjust system parameters to meet real-time network 

conditions. BSs implement strategies such as adjusting the contention window for 

emergency MSs, advertise special emergency CDMA ranging codes, or delay sending 

range response messages to non-emergency MSs. 

Initially, a BS advertises a single set of contention opportunities for initial ranging. 

BSs will treat all MSs as equals with no special prioritization. As the BSs detect 

events occurring in various locations in the network, the strategies are applied locally 

or globally and can be adjusted to best handle the changing situation on the ground. 

This facilitates providing a priority to emergency MSs network access. The detection 

of events impacting the network are beyond the scope of this initial work. 

In the following sections, we introduce our strategies used by the BSs in order to 

facilitate the emergency prioritized access including the use of a sliding emergency 

contention window, a new class of CDMA ranging codes and allowing BSs to delay 

responses to non-emergency MSs for a portion of their ranging timeout. 

7.3.1 Emergency Contention Zone 

Our first strategy is to provide a dedicated portion of the ranging contention period 

to emergency MSs. This can be done in various ways. The first is to divide the 
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Figure 7.4: Split and overlapping contention windows for emergency and public MSs. 

ranging contention period into separate windows, one for emergency MSs and one 

for non-emergency MSs. The second way is to extend the first idea by splitting 

the contention period into separate windows, but allowing the emergency MSs to 

utilize all slots within the contention period while limiting the non-emergency MSs 

to their subset of slots. Figure 7.4 depicts the contention period available and the 

sliding contention window to break up the contention period into emergency and 

public zones. Alternately, whole ranging contention periods for one frame or multiple 

sequential frames can be allocated to emergency MSs, thus delaying the contention 

of non-emergency MSs. 

In order for MSs to determine when they can perform ranging, WiMAX/ 802.16 

BSs advertise the initial ranging contention period with the CDMA Initial Rang

ing Information Element (IE) of the UL-MAP. To support the split contention win

dow, we introduce a new CDMA Emergency Ranging IE message. This Emer

gency _Ranging_IE message informs emergency MSs of the dedicated emergency rang

ing slots allocated by a BS during the next frame. 

With the first and third strategies, a BS can know the number of emergency MSs 

attempting to enter the network by monitoring the emergency ranging contention 

slots. With the second strategy, the total number of emergency MSs cannot be 

known since MSs pick a random CDMA code from the pool of available codes. Only 
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the emergency MSs that transmit their CDMA code during the emergency contention 

window are known since the process is anonymous. We address the anonymous CDMA 

codes in the following section. 
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Figure 7.5: Threshold of arrivals of emergency MS ranging attempts and emergency 
contention zone. 

The size of the emergency contention zone is determined by some threshold of 

emergency events such as the number of emergency MSs currently connected to the 

BS or the arrival rate of initial ranging messages from emergency MSs. Figure 7.5 

shows the process of determining the size of the emergency contention zone. Initially, 

a BS advertises a single contention period available for ranging. This is depicted in 

Figure 7.5 (1). As the arrival rate of emergency range requests, Ae crosses a threshold 

T\e, as shown in Figure 7.5 (2), it triggers the BS to determine an exclusive contention 

period for emergency ranging in future frames as shown in Figure 7.5 (3). As an 

alternative, the BS can use a threshold of the number of emergency MSs currently 

connected to make this decision. 

By setting the emergency zone to 100% of the contention region and not advertis

ing public initial ranging, each BS can revert to an emergency only mode and know 
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that all range requests received are from emergency MSs. 

7.3.2 Emergency C D M A Ranging Codes 

WiMAX/802.16 defines a series of CDMA codes to be used for ranging. The MS 

randomly chooses one of the codes and sends it during a random ranging contention 

slot. If a BS hears the code, it sends a reply to the MS with the code and slot used. 

This is an anonymous process since the code used is not related to the ID of any 

particular MS. 

In order to break this anonymity at the BS, we introduce a new emergency cate

gory of CDMA ranging code. By introducing a new type of ranging code, a BS can 

determine which MSs are emergency stations and should be given a higher priority. 

A portion of the total number of ranging codes are designated for emergency MSs 

only. Now, a BS can determine exactly which MSs are emergency devices, although 

not their IDs, and make decisions accordingly. The BS determines the breakdown on 

the number of codes to assign to emergency and non-emergency MSs based on the 

changing conditions of the network in a similar way as for determining the size of the 

emergency contention zones. 

7.3.3 Base Station Delayed Response 

Once a BS has the ability to distinguish between non-emergency and emergency MSs, 

either through non-overlapping contention zones or the use of special CDMA codes, 

it can then use this knowledge to make further decisions regarding MSs that are 

performing initial ranging. 

When an MS sends its CDMA ranging code it sets a timer, T3, which is 60ms 

by default. We propose that a BS, under conditions of stress due to the presence of 

emergency MSs, delays responses to any non-emergency MS for a portion of the T3 

timer value while waiting to see if any new emergency MSs initial ranging requests 

arrive. This delay can be determined in a similar manner as for setting the size of 

the emergency contention zone and the number emergency CDMA codes. 
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7.4 Analysis of Mobile Station Collisions 

We present our analysis of the collision model to show the expected number of colli

sions between MSs in the overlapping contention zones as described in Section 7.3.1. 

We have the following parameters: 

• the number of contention slots, s; 

• the number of ranging codes, c; 

• the number of slot/code pairs, S; 

• the number of MSs, n; 

• the number of MSs that select a given slot/code pair, r 

Given that we have s contention slots and c CDMA codes, the probability that a 

given MS selects a given slot/code pair is denoted by 

1 _ 1_ 

( s x c ) " 5 

Since we are looking to examine the number of collisions this is further expanded 

to determine the probability that a given set of r out of n MSs select the same 

slot/code pair as 

(»'Hr 
From this, we can calculate the probability that any set of r MSs select the same 

slot/code pair as 
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Continuing, calculate the expected number of slot/code pairs having a collision of 

r users as 

Then, we calculate the expected number of collided users across all slot/code pairs 

for a given value of r as 

And finally, we obtain the expected number of collided users across all slot/code 

pairs when r > 1 (there is a collision when more than one MS select a given slot/code 

pair) as 

Figure 7.6 shows the expected number of collided users in the overlapping re

gion of the contention period for the WiMAX default operation as well as with a 

dedicated emergency contention zone covering 25%, 50% and 75% of the contention 

period. The calculations are made using Equation 7.1 for 10/25, 25/50, 50/75 and 

50/100 (emergency/non-emergency) MSs attempting ranging on a single frame with 

16 contention periods and 128 CDMA ranging codes. 

With these proposed strategies, it is possible for the authorities to switch the 

system into a completely emergency mode that eliminates all attempts at ranging by 

non-emergency MSs. 
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Figure 7.6: Expected number of MS involved in collisions, overlapping contention 
window. 

7.5 Performance Evaluation 

We developed a series of simulations to examine the performance of the CDMA rang

ing operation when a BS is hit by a sudden burst of MS ranging arrivals. We model 

the contention ranging process on a single frequency in use at a BS. An MS sends its 

randomly chosen CDMA ranging code over two consecutive ranging opportunities. If 

a BS hears an MSs request, this does not determine that it will be granted access. 

If the number of MSs attempting to gain access to the network resources is greater 

than the number that can be accommodated, then some MSs will not be granted 

access. The goal of the system is to provide for prioritized emergency access. We 

want to reduce, or eliminate interference between emergency and non-emergency MSs 

and to enable the BSs to process requests from emergency MSs ahead of those from 

non-emergency MSs. 

Table 7.1 shows the simulation parameters tested. We conducted a series of sim

ulations with a combination of emergency and non-emergency MSs competing for 

network access during the ranging contention period. In each simulation, the number 

of MSs arriving during each frame for five consecutive frames were varied from 10-50 

and 25-100 for emergency and non-emergency MSs respectively. The initial contention 

window backoff was set to 16 slots for all MSs and there were 16 ranging opportunities 
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in each frame. The size of the emergency contention zone was varied between 0% and 

75% of the total number of opportunities. A total of 128 CDMA codes were assigned 

for initial ranging. For each set of fixed parameters, the simulation was run for a 

series of 1000 trials and results taken. We measured two important metrics: (1) the 

probability of collisions between emergency and non-emergency (where possible) and 

(2) order of processing of MSs by the BS. All results were calculated with a 95% level 

of confidence. 

Simulation Parameters 
Number of Emergency MSs per frame 
Number of Non-emergency MSs per frame 
Initial Contention Window Size 
Ranging Opportunities per Frame 
Emergency Zone Size (%) 
Number of CDMA Ranging Codes 
Emergency Codes (%) 
Frame Length 
Default T3 Timer 
BS Delayed Response 

10-50 
25-100 

16 
16 

0%-75% 
128 

0%-75% 
5ms 
60ms 

10-30ms 

Table 7.1: Simulation parameters. 

7.5.1 Emergency Contention Zone 

In the first scenario, we tested the emergency contention zone as described in Figure 

7.4 a) where emergency MSs are given a portion of the contention ranging opportu

nities for their exclusive use. 

This has the advantage that there is no chance of a collision between emergency 

and non-emergency MSs. However, the potential drawback is that if the emergency 

contention zone is too small in comparison to the initial contention window of the 

MS, the MS may be forced to wait a number of frames before sending it's CDMA 

code. 

In order to evaluate our strategies we observe the percentage of emergency MSs 

that are processed by the BS within the first half of all MSs attempting ranging. 

The results are shown in Figure 7.7. The figure shows the results for the WiMAX 

default, 25%, 50% and 75% dedicated emergency contention zone scenarios. Here we 
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see that a separate contention window performs ahead of WiMAX default for and 

emergency contention zone of 50% and 75%, but not as well for the case of 25%. 

For the WiMAX default case, we see results of 49.4% to 49.6% of emergency MSs 

processed within the first 50% of all MSs. Similarly, we see between 40.05% to 41.98%, 

57.60% to 62.65% and 71.24% to 75.84% of emergency MSs processed for a separate 

emergency contention window of 25%, 50% and 75% respectively. The results are 

summarized in Table 7.2 

Percentage of EMSs Processed within 50% of all MSs (Split CW) 

Default iSM^a 
25% CW *'*- ''""''i 

1 -50%CW • « • • 
75% CW "MM 

10/25 25/50 50/75 50/100 

No. Emergency MSs/No. Non-emergency MSs 

Figure 7.7: Percentage of emergency MSs processed in the first 50% of all MSs, split 
contention window. 

Percentage of Emergency MSs Processed 
WiMAX Default 
25% Emergency CW 
50% Emergency CW 
75% Emergency CW 

49.44% ±0.18% to 49.61% ± 0.08% 
40.05% ±0.27% to 41.98% ± 0.18% 
57.60% ±0.34% to 62.65% ± 0.13% 
71.24% ±0.12% to 75.84% ± 0.20% 

Table 7.2: Percentage of emergency MSs processed within 50% of all MSs - split 
contention window. 

For another measure, we also set a fixed value for the number of MSs that a 

BS allow entry on the current channel to 50 MSs. We then compare the number of 

emergency MSs granted entry as a percentage of the maximum possible. The results 

are shown in Figure 7.8. The WiMAX default values range from 28.14% to 38.24% of 

the maximum possible. With 50% and 75% emergency contention zone sizes, we see 
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improvements to 33.26% to 56.67% and 53.51% to 79.41% of the maximum possible 

respectively. 

Percentage of Max EMSs Processed within 50 MSs (Split CW) 

Default mmm 
25% CW t ~ ~ i 

•50%CW HBHBi 
7<W„ n w rarra 

i o n .. s 

M 

H M ' •; :..Ll 
J i 
uM ' : i_gj 

-_ 

if 

10/25 25/50 50/75 50/100 
No. Emergency MSs/No. Non-emergency MSs 

Figure 7.8: Percentage of maximum possible emergency MSs processed in the first 50 
MSs, split contention window. 

The next scenario tested is an extension of the exclusive emergency contention 

zone. As shown in Figure 7.4 b), the BS assigns a portion of the contention slots to 

the exclusive use of emergency MSs, but emergency MSs can contend on any of the 

contention slots advertised in the frame. This gives a portion of non-interfering emer

gency slots and an overlapping contention period where both types of MSs contend. 

The results are shown in Figure 7.9 where we see further improvements over 

separate contention zones to 53.12% to 54.28%, 60.06% to 64.58% and 73.72% to 

77.80% of emergency MSs processed for the overlapping contention windows with 

dedicated emergency contention zones of 25%, 50% and 75% respectively. The results 

are summarized in Table 7.3. 

Percentage of Emergency MSs Processed 
WiMAX Default 
25% Emergency CW 
50% Emergency CW 
75% Emergency CW 

49.44% ±0.18% to 49.61% ± 0.08% 
53.12% ±0.08% to 54.28% ± 0.11% 
60.06% ±0.25% to 64.58% ± 0.13% 
73.72% ±0.09% to 77.80% ± 0.19% 

Table 7.3: Percentage of emergency MSs processed within 50% of all MSs - overlapping 
contention window. 
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Percentage of EMSs Processed within 50% of all MSs (Overlap CW) 

1.2 

g> 0.8 
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No. Emergency MSs/No. Non-emergency MSs 

Figure 7.9: Percentage of emergency MSs processed in the first 50% of all MSs -
overlapping contention window. 

Both graphs in Figure 7.10 compare the percentage of emergency/non-emergency 

MS collisions between the WiMAX default setting versus when the BS sets the dedi

cated emergency contention zone to 25%, 50% and 75%, but allows emergency MSs to 

contend across all contention slots. The upper graph shows the simulation for a single 

frame of contention, where all MSs arrive at once. This shows a similar result to the 

expected as shown in Figure 7.6. The lower graph shows the same measurement with 

the standard multiple frame arrivals. In both cases, we can see that the probability of 

collisions between emergency and non-emergency MSs can be greatly reduced simply 

by reserving a portion of the contention period for emergency use. 

7.5.2 Emergency C D M A Ranging Codes 

In our simulations, the use of CDMA ranging codes does not have a major impact in 

the percentage of emergency MSs processed before non-emergency MSs. The excep

tion is in extreme cases where with a large emergency contention window size, large 

number of emergency CDMA codes along with a large MSs arrivals lead to a greater 

than 30% collision rate among non-emergency MSs. The main use of emergency 

CDMA codes is that they are required in order to distinguish between emergency 

and non-emergency MSs when they have overlapping contention periods. One benefit 

of increasing the emergency CDMA codes is to reduce the number of collisions among 
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Percentage of Emergency/Non-emergency Collisions (Single Frame) 
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Figure 7.10: Probability of MS collisions, overlapping contention window. 

emergency MSs as shown in Figure 7.11 for the cases of a 50% emergency contention 

zone with overlap, 25% and 50% assignment of the CDMA codes for emergency MSs. 

7.5.3 Base Station Delayed Response 

In our final set of experiments, we investigated the effect of introducing a BS delay 

when sending a response to non-emergency MSs. The delay is for a portion of the 

default ranging timeout, T3, while the BS is waiting to hear from possibly more 

emergency MSs. In Figure 7.12, we present the results for introducing a BS delay of 

10, 20 and 30 ms with a 50% separate emergency contention zone. Here we see that a 

delay of only 20 ms increases the percentage of emergency MSs processed within 50% 
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Effect of Emergency Codes on EMS Collisions (50% EZone CW) 
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Figure 7.11: Effect of assigned emergency CDMA ranging codes. 

Percentage of EMSs Processed within 50% of all MSs (50% EZone CW, BS Delay) 
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Figure 7.12: Percentage of emergency MSs processed in the first 50% of all MSs -
split contention windows, BS delay. 

of all MSs to the range of 93.70% to 98.91%. The results are further summarized in 

Table 7.4. 

7.6 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have proposed strategies that can enable BSs in a WiMAX/ 802.16 network to 

provide prioritized network entry access to an emergency class of MS. Our proposed 

strategies reduce or eliminate the interference between emergency and non-emergency 
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Percentage of Emergency MSs Processed 
WiMAX Default 
10 ms Delay 
20 ms Delay 
30 ms Delay 

49.44% ±0.18% to 49.61% ± 0.08% 
82.64% ±0.13% to 86.49% ± 0.24% 
93.70% ±0.12% to 98.91% ± 0.12% 
94.86% ±0.12% to 98.99% ± 0.12% 

Table 7.4: Percentage of emergency MSs processed within 50% of all MSs - BS delayed 
response with split 50% contention window. 

MSs during the contention-based CDMA initial ranging process. They can also let the 

BSs determine the type of MS attempting initial ranging and gives the BSs flexibility 

on controlling which MSs are permitted to continue the network entry process even 

before the actual ID of the MSs are known. 

With the introduction of emergency contention zones we increased the percentage 

of emergency MSs range requests processed by between 24% to 53% when compared 

to the WiMAX/802.16 default. These percentages are increased to between 70% and 

94% over default WiMAX/802.16 with a 50% emergency contention zone and a BS 

delayed range response to non-emergency MSs of 10 ms and 20 ms respectively. 

The implementation of our strategies is flexible, where BSs can operate from 

WiMAX default mode where all MSs have equal access through to total emergency 

mode where only emergency MSs attempt the network entry process. In times of 

high emergency demand, or disaster, our proposed strategies can be tuned to only 

grant access to emergency MSs. The strategies presented can also be applied to other 

contention regions such as those for periodic ranging and bandwidth requests. 

Continuing work includes a more extensive simulation to provide for the on-the-

fly tweaking of our proposed strategies to determine thresholds for the setting of 

emergency contention zone sizes, emergency CDMA codes assigned and timings of 

BS delays. This would allow the BSs to adjust to the real-time network conditions. 

Larger scale evaluation should be done including multiple channels per BS as well 

as having multiple collaborating BSs in order to determine how to best handle the 

arrival of an explosive number of emergency MSs as emergency situations arise. It 

should be investigated how other ranging types as well as bandwidth requests from 

emergency MSs can benefit from similar strategies. Additional future work includes 

investigating the the WiMAX/802.16 Quality of Service (QoS) structure in order to 
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better understand and support the QoS requirements of emergency applications as 

they compete with non-emergency applications with similar QoS demands. The work 

in this Chapter is to be submitted for publication [43]. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Future Work 

Our goal was to investigate problems of access in next-generation broadband wireless 

networks. We proposed solutions and evaluated the performance for the following 

important problem areas: 

• Efficient Access to Data through Filtering 

• Improved Network Access in Next-generation Broadband Wireless Networks 

• Prioritized Emergency Network Access in Next-generation Broadband Wireless 

Networks 

The following sections summarize our contributions and discuss some continuing 

work in the areas of study. 

8.1 Contributions 

8.1.1 Efficient Filtering of Data 

In our work on improving access to data, we first compiled a comprehensive survey on 

forwarding engines for XML documents in publish/subscribe content-based routing 

systems [37]. We also have introduced our Hybrid XML filtering engine for content-

based routing. Our filtering engine examines the type of XPath queries and stores 

queries of different types in different structures. We compared the performance of 

our filtering engine with that of AFilter [53] and observed improvements in all of our 

key measurements. XML document matching times for the Hybrid filtering engine 

showed between a 23% and 32% improvement over AFilter. The build time of the 

query structure has been reduced by between 13%-18% and the memory usage has 

seen similar reductions with our Hybrid filter over that of AFilter. 

144 
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8.1.2 Scanning, Ranging and Handovers in W i M A X / 8 0 2 . 1 6 

We have examined the scanning and ranging operations for a WiMAX/802.16 MS. 

We have introduced two new strategies to aid in reducing the number of frequencies 

to check while scanning to find a downlink from a BS and provided some experimental 

results of a simulation based on real-world mobility traces. In the two scenarios we 

tested, along the path vs. random locations, we have shown that the MRU (MFU re

spectively) performed best when compared against the default WiMAX/802.16 scan

ning strategy. The proportion of time that scanning was completed within checking 

ten frequencies has been increased from 51.9% (45.6%) for the WiMAX default to 

86.9% (70.7%) for the MRU strategy and 79.5% (79.5%) for the MFU strategy for 

along the path (random points) scenarios. 

We introduced an additional strategy to enhance the neighbor advertisement mes

sages sent by the BS to assist the MS with handovers. In this strategy, the MS builds 

a history of previous handovers and uses this information to select which of the adver

tised neighboring BSs is most likely the correct one for a handover. We have shown 

that the previous handover strategy improves performance significantly over that of 

the WiMAX/802.16 default strategy. On average, the previous handover strategy 

chooses the correct target BS on its first attempt 72.38% of the time as compared to 

only 22.78% of the time for the WiMAX/802.16 default. 

Finally, we have introduced a series of initial ranging strategies to aid in reducing 

the number of ranging messages sent during the ranging process. In the two scenarios 

we tested, along the path vs. random locations, we have shown that the MRU (MFU 

respectively) performed best when compared against the default and exponential 

increment ranging strategies. The average number of ranging messages required has 

been reduced from 7.28 (7.29) for the WiMAX default to 1.20 (1.55) for the MRU 

strategy and 1.35 (1.36) for the MFU strategy for along the path (random points). 

Additionally, with by using the MRU strategy for ranging, the power expended has 

been reduced by between 70.9% and 73.3% over the default WiMAX strategy. 

Our work is complementary to the earlier research presented such as that done by 

[58, 78, 83, 90, 104]. Our strategies are MS based and require no additional network 

support. This initial work on scanning, ranging and handovers was the basis for 
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our work on developing our TOD and LPT mobility profiles. This work has been 

published in [40] and [41]. 

8.1.3 Mobility Profiles for Scanning and Handovers 

We have focused on improving the scanning times for WiMAX/802.16 MSs during 

handovers. We have introduced two mobility profiles, time-of-day and location plus 

trajectory, using our MFU scanning strategy, to aid in reducing the number of fre

quencies checked while scanning to find a downlink from a BS. We have provided some 

performance results from a set of experiments based on simulated and real-world mo

bility traces. 

Through the simulated mobility experiments, we have shown that using either 

TOD or LPT mobility profiles improves handover scanning performance over that of 

the WiMAX/802.16 default and our previous work. For example, the worker class 

using the Manhattan mobility model could complete scanning within five frequencies 

on average 50.29%, 73.23% and 78.71% of the time for the TOD, LPT-16 and LPT-25 

mobility profiles respectively. This is an increase over the 43.73% seen from our orig

inal MFU and the 28.96% for the WiMAX default. Additionally, the LPT mobility 

profile provided significant improvement for the Wanderer mobility class where the 

TOD profile did not. We observed MSs completing scanning within five frequencies 

47.65% and 54.58% of the time on average for LPT-16 and LPT-25 as compared to 

the 26.68% seen for our original MFU strategy. 

Using the real-world APRS mobility data, along with the LPT mobility profiles, 

the MS can complete scanning within five frequencies 55.53% and 63.99% of the time 

for LPT-16 and LPT-25 respectively. This is an improvement over the 32.43% for our 

original MFU strategy and the 23.36% for the WiMAX default strategy. 

We also show improvement in scanning performance when using the TOD mobility 

profile for the previous handover strategy when simulating with the APRS mobility 

trace data. However, a more sophisticated set of TOD mobility profiles should be 

implemented. In addition, other sets of mobility data should be examined, such as 

users of cellular telephones. This work is to be submitted for publication [42]. 
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8.1.4 Prioritized Emergency Access 

We have proposed tunable strategies that can enable BSs in a WiMAX/802.16 net

work to provide prioritized network entry access to an emergency class of MS. Our 

proposed strategies reduce or eliminate the interference between emergency and non

emergency MSs during the anonymous contention-based CDMA initial ranging pro

cess. They also let the BS determine the type of MS attempting initial ranging 

and gives the BS flexibility on controlling which MSs are permitted to continue the 

network entry process even before the actual ID of the MSs are known. 

With the introduction of emergency contention zones we increased the percentage 

of emergency MSs range requests processed by between 24% to 53% when compared 

to the WiMAX/802.16 default. These percentages are increased to between 70% and 

94% over default WiMAX/802.16 with a 50% emergency contention zone and a BS 

delayed range response to non-emergency MSs of 10ms and 20ms respectively. 

The implementation of our strategies is flexible. BSs can operate from a WiMAX 

default mode where all MSs have equal access through to a total emergency mode 

where only emergency MSs will attempt the network entry process. In times of high 

emergency demand, or disaster, our proposed strategies can be tuned to only grant 

access to emergency MSs. The strategies presented can also be applied to other 

contention regions such as those for periodic ranging and bandwidth requests. This 

work is to be submitted for publication [43]. 

8.2 Future Work 

8.2.1 Efficient Filtering of Data 

There are still a number of open problems that remain in the area of XML filter

ing. Implementation of prefix-caching and suffix-clustering [53] would further improve 

matching times. Some empirical studies on the actual "query mix" for XPath queries 

for publish/subscribe systems should be performed in order to better understand their 

nature. 

There may be other strategies that help in improving filtering performance. Ex

amining the possibility of decomposing the complex queries further into ones with 
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wild cards, ones with descendent operators or ones with both. Alternatively, we can 

examine the effect of storing XPath queries based on their depth. 

The implementation of the AFilter filtering engine used for comparison as well as 

to store complex queries in our Hybrid filtering engine was not optimized and thus 

had less than the expected performance. Finally, the main focus of most previous 

and current work is on structure matching. The optimization of value matching needs 

to be investigated in the context of an XML matching engine. There may be many 

queries that have overlapping prefixes, resulting in many different values that must 

be compared at each common location step. 

8.2.2 Mobility Profiles using Scanning and Handovers 

Future work includes providing a larger set of finer grained time-of-day mobility 

profiles. There is the additional problem of developing an MS algorithm for building 

its optimal set of time-of-day profiles. The set of time periods that need to be profiled 

depends on the mobility patterns of individual MSs. 

A further extension to the LPT model is to include building profiles for different 

routes an MS may take. The MS could then determine which route it is currently 

following and use this on which to base its scanning decisions. Additionally, the 

assignment of LPT zones to the coverage area could be done differently by examining 

the MSs routes and determining locations of roads etc. 

Finally, an additional refinement to the model to investigate how different loads 

on the WiMAX/802.16 BSs, including multiple MSs attempting to perform ranging 

with the BS during the same ranging opportunities, may affect the scanning and 

ranging times. 

8.2.3 Prioritized Emergency Access 

Continuing work towards improving network access for emergency MSs includes a 

more extensive simulation to provide for the on-the-fly tweaking of our proposed 

strategies to determine thresholds for the setting of emergency contention zone sizes, 

emergency CDMA codes assigned and timings of BS delays. This would allow the BSs 

to adjust to the real-time network conditions. Larger scale evaluation should be done 
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including multiple frequencies per BS as well as having multiple collaborating BSs in 

order to determine how to best handle the arrival of an explosive number of emergency 

MSs as emergency situations arise. It should be investigated how other ranging 

types as well as bandwidth requests from emergency MSs can benefit from similar 

strategies. Additional future work includes investigating the the WiMAX/802.16 

Quality of Service (QoS) structure in order to better understand and support the 

QoS requirements of emergency applications as they compete with non-emergency 

applications with similar QoS demands. 
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